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ABSTRACT 

Collaborative plant breeding (CPB) is an approach to crop improvement 

incorporating close attention to local biophysical and sociocultural environments and 

interaction between farmers and plant breeders. CPB may have particular potential for 

improvement in highly stress-prone environments and for low-resource, traditionally 

based agricultural communities, situations where more conventional approaches have not 

been effective. However, CPB will require methodological adjustments or innovations 

relevant to the smaller scale of its target area and its participatory approach. This study 

investigated methodologies useful to CPB, working with maize farmers from two 

communities in the Central Valleys of Oaxaca, Mexico. 

A method for rapid estimation of broad sense heritability (H) was applied in 

farmers' maize fields. H estimates for morphophenological traits were compared with 

A 

narrow sense heritability (h ) from half sib family analysis of five of the same 

populations and with published estimates. Absolute values of H were larger than h^ from 

this study and the literature, however trait ranking was the same as in the literature, but 

differed from h^ rankings from this study. With an understanding of their limitations, 

these rapid, economical estimations provide useful information for CPB work on-farm, 

where empirical information is lacking. 

Collegial interaction based on the knowledge and skills of farmers and breeders 

will depend upon understanding those in terms relevant to each group Methods from 

social and biological sciences were integrated to understand selection and its 

consequences from farmers' perspectives but based on concepts used by plant breeders. 
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Information was elicited regarding farmers' perceptions of their maize populations, 

growing environments and expectations for response to selection. Farmers' decisions 

about varietal repertoires imply assessments of local genetic and environmental variation. 

Traits of high and low heritability are distinguished, as reflected in expected selection 

response. Farmers' selection practices were not always effective yet they understood the 

reasons for this and had no expectations for selection response in some traits given the 

methods available. Farmers' statements, prartices and genetic perceptions regarding 

selection and the genetic response of their maize populations to their selection indicate 

selection objectives different than may be typically assumed, suggesting a role for 

breeder and farmer collaboration. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO THE DISSERTATION 

THE PROBLEM AND ITS CONTEXT 

The past 40 years have seen substantial and impressive increases in food 

production at a global level and within industrialized produrtion systems in both "First 

World" and some "Third World" countries (Evans 1998). Much of these increases have 

been attributed to what is referred to as the "green revolution" strategy for agricultural 

research and development. Key components of this paradigm include use of external 

inputs to improve growing environments and reduce variation within and between those; 

centralized plant breeding to produce widely adapted crop varieties in geographic terms 

though not perhaps in terms of locations or temporal environments (Bjomstad 1997; 

Ceccarelli 1989); exploitation of a positive genotype x environment interaction under 

improved growing conditions; infrastructural support to supply the resources necessary to 

maintain those improved environments and spread the produas of those environments to 

areas where such production is not occurring or cannot be (Anderson and Hazell 1989; 

Todaro 1994). Yet despite the success of the green revolution it has generated debate, 

much of which centers on the social and environmental impact of this approach. 

An often cited (e.g., Allard 1999; Ceccarelli 1996) though hard to substantiate 

figure (Pimbert 1994) is that in 1994 1.4 billion people relied on agricultural production 

in difficult, stress-prone environments. More recently it has been estimated that the 

number will rise to 3 billion by 2025 (Evans 1998). Francis (1986) estimated that 15-20®/b 

of world food produaion can be attributed to resource-poor agricultural households who 
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are responsible for approximately 60% of world agriculture in terms of area cultivated. 

To a great extent the benefits of the green revolution in the form of increased productivity 

have not reached these households. Increasing demand (due in part to growing population 

size) and environmental degradation are two of the factors contributing to growing 

attention to food production in highly stress-prone agricultural environments, and 

demand increasing attention at the research (e.g., Edmeades et al. 1997) and policy levels 

(Anderson and Hazell 1989). Heisey and Edmeades (Heisey and Edmeades 1999:17-19) 

report that to maintain maize production at a level adequate to meet projected global 

needs in 2020 will require maintenance of current average productivity in marginal 

environments as well as extending maize production into previously uncultivated 

marginal areas. Additionally this assumes continued growth (>1.8%) in the productivity 

of better maize environments of the Third World. 

There are two conceptual issues that emerge, seemingly in logical sequence, when 

considering the problems of the green revolution and the challenges of food produaion 

by low resource, small scale producers in marginal areas. First is a questioning of some 

of the basic assumptions of the green revolution approach regarding both plant breeding 

and agricultural development, implying the possibility of a paradigmatic shift. Second is 

a new focus on interdisciplinary work to address the complex problems of these 

environments and communities. The following literature review takes a limited look at 

each of these issues by considering first discussions of plant breeding for marginal 

environments and second, the changing role of social science in research about farmers' 

management of their crop varieties. Collaborative plant breeding (CPB) represents the 
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joining of these two conceptual issues and is the focus of the final section of the literature 

review. 

PLANT BREEDING FOR MARGINAL ENVIRONMENTS 

Whether referred to as "marginal" (Heisey and Edmeades 1999), "low 

produaivity" (Atlin and Frey 1990), stress-prone, or "unpredictable" (Bramel-Cox 1996), 

agriculturally difficult environments are often defined and quantitatively characterized by 

their low environmental value (Falconer 1989:136), the average trait expression of a set 

of genotypes or populations in that environment. In these environments low 

environmental values are typically accompanied by (or result from) variability of yield 

(e.g., see Heisey and Edmeades 1999:11, for a global summary regarding maize), thus 

their representation as "unpredictable". Indeed, it is these nonrepeatable sources of 

variation, such as distribution of precipitation over a growing season, that pose the 

greatest challenge to crop improvement (Cooper and Byth 1996). In this discussion both 

'marginal' and 'stress-prone' are used to refer to growing conditions with low 

environmental values [< 40% of what might be expected with use of external inputs 

CEvans 1998] including calculations over time, due either to a lack of factors thereby 

limiting plant growth, or variability in the availability of those factors, or both. 

Genetic Correlation (ro) 

Whether crop improvement for yield in highly stress-prone environments requires 

breeding efforts different than those for non-stress environments has been a central issue 

in discussions regarding the appropriateness of conventional breeding for stressed 
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conditions and the conclusions can be starkly contrasting (e.g., Ceccarelli 1996; 

Goodman 1993). Simply put, the issue is whether selections made in one environment, 

relatively low stress environments typical of research stations, will demonstrate the same 

relative advantages in the other environment, stress-prone, on-farm environments, if not 

in absolute value then at least in relative ranking. Fundamental to this question is whether 

genotype x environment interactions result in crossovers, shifts in rank among genotypes 

over the range of growing conditions represented by both selection and target 

environments. An implicit assumption in plant breeding has been that best performance 

in a low stress environment will reflect best performance in a high stress environment and 

thus that seleaion in the former will be relevant for the latter. Building on earlier 

theoretical work including that by Falconer (1989), Finlay and Wilkinson (1963), and 

Rosielle and Hamblin (1981), Atlin and Frey (1989, 1990) tested the hypothesis that yield 

in stress v. non-stress environments were separate traits with the efficacy of selecting in 

one for use in another being measured by the genetic correlation (ro) between a trait in 

one environment v. the other. In selecting oat lines for high and low productivity 

environments as measured by N and P application, sowing rates and dates, they found 

low genetic correlation between yields in high and low P environments. Overall, they 

conclude that in such cases, given sufficient replication, direct selection can be most 

effective for low-productivity environments. In a number of related studies with barley, 

Ceccarelli and colleagues (Ceccarelli 1996; Ceccarelli, Grando and Impiglia 1998) found 

that genotypes with highest yield potential under marginal environments (low 

temperature and drought stress) are usually best identified under the target environment 
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conditions because tJiey frequently are not the best performers under more favorable 

conditions; that is, crossovers occur and thus ro is low. 

Among out-crossing species the evidence for appropriate selection environment 

appears mixed at first review. For example, a study of recurrent selection for yield and 

resistance to downy mildew in pearl millet under high and low input levels (Rattunde and 

Witcombe 1993) found no crossover in rank of the composite populations they evaluated. 

In a review of maize germplasm selection for low input agriculture, Goodman (1993) 

states that ro between yields in North Carolina and S3o Paulo, Brazil are only slightly 

smaller than those among North Carolina test sites and therefore "selection under one set 

of conditions,... high-input farming, will likely have substantial correlated response under 

another set of conditions, such as low-input agriculture" (p. 36). On the other hand, in 

work on maize improvement for drought and nitrogen stressed environments— 

particularly those characterized by yield reductions greater than 40% due to those 

stresses—researchers at CIMMYT have concluded that in both cases, selection in the 

target environments, or careful simulations of stresses in those, is significantly more 

effective for improving yields than selection under non-stress conditions (Banziger and 

Lafitte 1997:401; BolaAos and Edmeades 1996). 

Discussions of the significance of what is often contradictory evidence regarding 

selection environments for stress-prone target environments suggests that a major source 

of the different findings may lie in the range of environments being considered 

(Ceccarelli 1996). Using simulations, Simmonds (1991) demonstrated that selection 

environments characterized by intermediate average productivity are ineffective when 
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selecting for low productivity target environments. Evidence from studies with barley in 

arid West Asia (Ceccarelli 1996) indicates that only severe stress comparable to farmers' 

fields in the region, reveals superior genotypes for such conditions, not evident at 

intermediate levels of drought stress nor under non-stress conditions. Bolai^os and 

Edmeades (1996) found narrow sense heritability of ears per plant, a trait with 

significant, positive genetic correlation with yield under severe drought (0.90) to increase 

from 0.45 to 0.52 to 0.54 in well-watered as compared to intermediate and severely 

drought stressed conditions, respectively. Despite their overall conclusion that selection 

in millet for yield under drought and downy mildew resistance need not occur in 

specifically stressed environments, Rattunde and Witcombe (1993) qualified this 

statement by pointing out the high levels of inputs used across all of their experimental 

environments and that "the evaluation environments in this study did not include the full 

range of millet growing conditions in the region" (semi-arid tropics). 

Citing evidence such as this, Ceccarelli (1989) contends that many of the findings 

supporting a positive re between performance in low stress selection environments and 

high stress target environments are artifacts of the limited definition of the latter used by 

many breeding programs. Should those definitions be expanded to levels of (low) 

productivity representative of farmers' fields, then the crossover point of genotype x 

environment performance would be reached, with ro dropping and perhaps becoming 

negative. 

One approach to crop improvement for stress-prone environments that attempts to 

address adaptation to environments with different stress levels in a broad target area has 



been multi-environment trials (MET). Multi-environment trials involve evaluation of 

performance across a range of environments intended to simulate a random sample of the 

population of target environments (DeLacy et al. 1996). However, there is concern that 

the wide adaptation resulting from selections based on average performance such as these 

will occur disproportionately at the expense of performance in the most difficult 

environments (Bramel-Cox 1996). Based on their work with maize improvement for 

drought stress Bolaflos and Edmeades (1996) concluded that it would be most desirable 

to simultaneously conduct METs to select for and maintain high yield under non-stress 

conditions while also seleaing under carefully managed drought stress to make gains 

specifically relevant to such conditions. 

Heritability (h^) 

In addition to re, another issue central to selection and target environment choice 

is heritability in the selection environment. In the study of selection in oats mentioned 

earlier, Atlin and Frey (1989, 1990) noted the importance of replication in making 

selection in stress-prone environments effective. Replication reduces the error term in 

estimates of phenotypic variance (Vp), thereby increasing heritability of the trait. Low or 

no heritability under stressful, highly variable conditions where environmental and 

genotype x environment variances (VE and VGXE , respectively) were assumed to obscure 

genotypic or additive genetic variances (Vo or VA, respectively), has long been the 

rationale for indirect selection in non-stress environments (e.g., Goodman 1993, see 

Ceccarelli et al. 1994 for general references). However, two points argue the relevance of 

that concern for crop improvement for stress-prone envirorunents. First, no matter how 
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much higher heritabilities are in non-stress environments, if there is no positive genetic 

correlation between trait expression in those environments and high stress target ones, 

then selection in the former is irrelevant (Ceccarelli 1996; Smith, CofFman and Barker 

1990). Second, there is evidence that for some traits related to yield under stress, 

heritability may remain constant across environments (Bolafios and Edmeades 1996; 

Lafitte and Edmeades 1994), or even increase with certain kinds of stress (more findings 

are summarized in Ceccarelli 1996). 

ro and h^ 

It is both ro and h^ that determine the appropriate selection environment for a 

highly stress-prone target environment. This is most accessibly outlined by Ceccarelli et 

al. (1994), following Falconer (1989:318). The effectiveness of the correlated response of 

indirect selection in a non-stress environment (CRs) compared to response from direct 

selection in a stressed environment (Rs) for that environment will be determined by ro 

and the square root of trait h^ in non-stress (hNs) and stress (hs) environments. 

CRs/Rs ~ To (hNs/hs) 

Thus when CRs/Rs ̂  1 due to either low ro and/or hws ^ hs, then direct selection is more 

effective. When CRs/Rs > 1 then indirert selection will produce a greater response. The 

appropriateness of indirea selection in a more favorable selection environment relative to 

the final target environment will therefore be a function of ro and heritabilities. In 

addition to selection environments, the material used may also make a difference. 
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Crop Populations 

Ceccarelli (1996) points out, adaptation of agricultural crops differs from 

adaptation in the evolutionary sense in that it refers not only to survival and reproduaion 

but also recognizable economic produaivity, a harvest making its cultivation worthwhile 

for the farmer. Genetic structure contributing to plant adaptation, including to stress-

prone environments, will depend among other things on the species' mating system 

(Allard 1999). The accumulation and preservation of locally favorable (adapted), 

multilocus complexes at low levels of out-crossing makes close adaptation to 

environments, including marginal ones, easier and faster to achieve than is the case with 

predominantly out-crossing species (Allard 1999:157ff). 

Another factor contributing to local adaptation may be the populations' history of 

selection. Mating system and selection history together can be strong forces in creating 

adapted populations. The effect of over 60 years of natural selection in a highly variable 

barley population (Allard 1988) provides some valuable insights into the role the 

environment might play in adaptation and genetic variation in folk varieties (FVs, also 

referred to as landraces). Three findings are of particular importance: First, over time 

there was a trend toward increased population fitness measured as reproduaive ability. 

This phenotypic trend was corroborated by isozyme data showing that after generations 

of selection, alleles at highly polymorphic loci conferring local adaptation increased in 

fi-equencies fi'om a minimum of 0.25 before natural selection to > 0.70 after, and 

firequencies approaching fixation for less polymorphic or nearly monomorphic loci. In 

this case the increase in environmental adaptation represents a drop in genetic variation at 
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the population level. Second, observation of the formation of locally specific adaptive 

gene complexes of increasing size that behaved, in terms of selection, as single major 

gene complexes. Third, the local adaptation described in the two fmdings above led to 

"ecogeographic" differentiation among populations grown at different sites. These same 

results were observed among cross-pollinating populations although to a more limited 

extent for the second and third findings due to segregation each generation. 

Evaluation of selection strategies for yield in stress-prone environments as 

defined by low temperatures and precipitation (Ceccarelli, Grando and Impiglia 1998) 

considered, among other factors, the source and type of germplasm that was most 

effective for improving productivity in those environments. In that study, the barley lines 

showing best yields under stress, defined by best line performance under stress and non-

stress environments determined by environmental means for year x location as compared 

to an overall year x location average, were those derived from local landraces and thus 

with a history of selection under similar stress conditions according to the authors. 

Similarly, Weltzien and Fischbeck (1990) found heterogeneous, local barley landraces to 

out-yield modem cultivars in stress environments characteristic of those experienced by 

farmers in West Asia and North Africa. 

Although it appears that a history of selection for local adaptation can be 

beneficial for self-pollinating species, the recombination and segregation occurring in 

cross-pollinating species makes selection history a more problematic factor for those 

species although an accumulation of favorable alleles and formation of adaptive genetic 

complexes is also believed to occur (Allard 1999). In a study of quantitative genetic 
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variation in the cross-pollinated grass species Dasypyrum villosum (Zhong and Qualset 

1995), distribution of variation for several morphological traits was found to follow the 

assumed pattern for allogamous species; the majority of the variation occurring within, 

not between, populations. However, for plant height and several characteristics of 

reproductive phenology, distribution of variation was greater between rather than within 

populations. The authors believe that this may be the result of specific local adaptation 

and suggest that the significant correlations at both family and population levels among 

developmental traits and between some groups of developmental traits may represent the 

presence of locally specific, coadapted gene complexes. 

Still, in allogamous crop species, the time required for this adaptation, the VG 

present at the outset and the genetic structure (e.g., extent of heterozygosity) may have an 

effect. For example, Smale (1995) cites a number of studies that found new maize 

hybrids to out yield local maize FYs in both stress and non-stress conditions. 

Overall, there is increasing agreement that reliable production in unpredictable, 

highly stress-prone environments must often be achieved through breeding for specific 

local adaptation (e.g., Bramel-Cox 1996; Ceccarelli, Grando and Impiglia 1998; Evans 

1993; Simmonds 1991), requiring a different approach than has traditionally been taken 

to crop development for wide adaptation to high-input environments. While the evidence 

is mixed and dependent on a number of other factors, it also seems that material with a 

history of selection for specific local conditions may be an advantageous component of 

these improvement efforts as well. Interestingly, all of these authors have noted the 
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particular relevance of this overall conclusion for the crop improvement needs of low-

resource farming households in the Third World. 

SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH AND FARMER-MANAGED FOLK 

VARIETIES 

Applied social science research concerning farmers' FVs has changed 

substantially over the past 40 years. Early work focussed primarily on ethnobotanical 

documentation of local names and uses of FVs as well as other plant resources (e.g., 

Whiting 1939 for the Hopi of Arizona, USA), complementary to linguistic, 

anthropological and historic investigations. With the advent of the green revolution in the 

1960s, applied social science was employed to serve the needs of the conventional 

agricultural research and development paradigm, for example to investigate and assist in 

overcoming 'problems' of resistance to adoption of modem crop varieties (MVs) (see 

Jennings 1988 regarding unpublished material from Plan Puebla). Applied social 

scientists working within research and development institutions typically accepted 

assumptions of biological scientists without question and saw their role as to serve not 

critique that paradigm (DeWalt 1988). Although there was also a counter tradition of 

critiquing the green revolution, it suffered from a lack of substantiated evidence, and 

from the strength of the institutional and political support enjoyed by the green revolution 

(Jeimings 1988). 

Alarm over the erosion of genetic resources (Frankel 1970) contributed to the 

development of a new area of social science research on FVs and in situ conservation 
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(e.g., Bellon and Taylor 1993; Brush 1995; Soleri and Cleveland 1993). Implicit in this 

research was the use of farmer-named varieties as a proxy for genetic diversity. 

Increasingly efforts focussed on identification of causal relationships between diversity in 

varietal repertoires (e.g., genetic diversity) and other socioeconomic factors. The earliest 

and largest studies of this kind were conducted by Brush and his students typically using 

cross-sectional data, that is comparisons of contemporary social groups thought to 

represent stages of sociocultural or economic change, to understand consequences of that 

change on varietal diversity. The earliest of these was Brush's pioneering work 

comparing potato varietal repertoires in two highland Peruvian communities with the 

independent variables being extent of market integration, inhabitants' ethnicity 

(indigenous v. mestizo) and length of time modem potato varieties have been cultivated 

in the conmiunity (Brush, Taylor and Bellon 1992). That study found that the more 

acculturated and market-oriented community maintained a higher average number of 

potato varieties than did the more traditional community (12.8 compared with 9.6). In an 

overview of that study and two others. Brush (1995) suggests that genetic erosion may 

not be occurring as had been anticipated and that modernization may in fact even be 

associated with greater diversity. Yet, it seems conclusions based on named varieties 

must be made with caution. For example, although the data on potatoes in Peru showed 

greater "biological diversity" (average number of landraces) in the modem as compared 

to the traditional community, calculation of average per farm area in each community 

sown to FVs shows <0.1 ha v. >0.6 ha, respectively (calculated from Brush 1995:348). 
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Dennis (1987) studied rice varieties grown by farmers in northern Thailand also 

reporting a pattern of partial adoption with inclusion of modern varieties (MVs) rather 

than replacement of FYs in most areas. This pattern was perceived by the researcher as 

diversity enhancing. Although citing the influence of the agronomic environment in the 

adoption and retention choices, Dennis (p. 308-314) also believed that an intrinsic 

appreciation for diversity played a significant role in the maintenance of varietal 

diversity. In addition, he suggested that there are deliberate diversity maximizing 

management practices determined by the availability of a variety within the local 

conununity. 

The work by Richards (1986) with the Mende rice cultivators of Sierra Leone 

documents systematic farmer selection and experimentation with their FYs. He reports 

local classification systems whereby farmers divide their 70 named rice varieties into 

three classes according to days to maturity and suitability for specific soil and water 

conditions (Richards 1986:134). Farmers used small trial plots to evaluate new varieties 

or selections, and conducted germination tests for seed viability. Artificial selection was 

applied both through roguing in the field and separate conservation of promising new 

phenotypes (p. 139). 

Similarly, poor farmers in Malawi claimed risk aversion in an unpredictable 

growing environment as a chief motivation for maintaining numerous varieties of field 

beans (Ferguson and Sprecher 1987). Also apparently directed at risk management, some 

Hopi farmers described adopting MYs of sweet com for use in "better" (in terms of soil 
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quality and water availability) rainfed fields, while still retaining Hop! sweet com FVs for 

low rainfall years or harsher field conditions (Soleri and Cleveland 1993). 

A study of maize varieties (Bellon and Taylor 1993; Brush 1995) in a semi-

commercialized agricultural ejido community in the state of Chiapas In southern Mexico 

also reported adoption of MVs occurring concurrently with the retention of FVs in most 

households. There appeared to be a relationship between the maize varieties used and 

field quality. Folk varieties were grown on sloped fields that received no or minimal 

inputs such as irrigation or fertilizers, while MVs predominated in level fields that were 

plowed, irrigated, and fertilized with commercial agrochemicals. Again, a number of 

maize FVs were present but the two most commonly sown occupied less than 10% of 

cultivated land each (Brush 1995). Typically, in addition to assuming that number of 

named varieties represents diversity—a pragmatic approach for many field studies— 

these studies emphasize the quantitative aspect of diversity, giving little attention to the 

aspect of evenness of distribution. In part data such as these, and the implications for crop 

effective population size of reductions in area devoted to FVs, despite diversity in named 

varieties, would eventually contribute to a new line of inquiry into FVs by social 

scientists and others. 

Brush's intellectual lineage is today represented by a number of his students who 

specialize in large-scale, survey-based studies seeking to identify factors related to the 

retention or abandonment of FVs by agricultural households. In four communities in 

central Mexico for example, Perales et al. (1998) found maize FV retention despite 

proximity to national and international research centers and market integration. 
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attributing tliis retention to household preferences for cultural values represented by FVs 

as well as their superior or comparable local agronomic performance relative to MVs. No 

net economic or yield advantages were discerned for MVs as compared to FVs whereas 

the latter had other qualities desirable to local households. 

All of these assessments assume that farmer-named varieties are genetically 

distinct entities. This assumption is difficuh to test especially in cross-pollinated, seed 

propagated species. Louette (1994) found that for farmers' declared selection criteria the 

variation between farmer-named maize varieties was greater than the variation within 

them. Soleri and Smith (199S) had similar findings with limited samples of Hopi maize 

varieties, including for some morphological and phenological traits that are not likely 

objects of direct farmer selection. In these cases, farmer classification reflects genetically 

distinct groups of maize populations. The assumption that farmer-named varieties are 

genetically distinct entities has been tested in other species with mixed fmdings. In 

vegetatively propagated allogamous potatoes (Solcamm spp.) isozyme data confirmed 

farmers' categories (Quiros et al. 1990.), while in predominantly autogamous rice (Oryza 

sativa\ isozyme data indicated that farmers perceived greater diversity than was 

supported genetically (Dennis 1987). However, both of these findings are based on a 

small number of loci (12 and 15, respectively) out of the 20-50,000 thought typical of 

plant genomes, and so cannot be seen as absolute tests of the genetic accuracy of farmer 

classifications. 

In situ conservation became a topic of increased interest in the 1990s (e.g., 

Maxted, Ford-Lloyd and Hawkes 1997), due to a convergence of a number of issues 
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including; concern for genetic erosion, costs of ex situ conservation, failure of ex situ to 

include the evolutionary changes of in situ, and the sheer volume of material requiring 

conservation. During approximately the same period, growing attention to sustainable 

agriculture and the often unsubstantiated inclusion of'traditional' agriculture in this 

category, as well as rethinking of conventional agricultural development approaches 

contributed to interest in farmer-managed FVs not solely as genetic resources but also for 

direct use to meet the needs of traditionally-based, low-input farmers (Eyzaguirre and 

Iwanaga 1996). This interest suggested that FVs have a value in and of themselves in 

contemporary agriculture. Direct use implied that a new constituency (those farmers) 

with an immediate interest in research on FVs existed beyond basic researchers and the 

conservationists and plant breeders of industrial agriculture. Seemingly in response to all 

of these factors, a new area of research regarding FVs was emerging that integrated 

biological and sociocultural considerations more thoroughly in recognition of the 

complexity of the issues raised. This new cohort of research on FVs under farmer 

management included both a rethinking of assumptions regarding conservation and 

improvement goals in light of this new constituency, as well as the application of more 

traditional theory and methods to the context of low-resource farmers and their FVs. 

Rethinking Assumptions 

One of the challenges facing the combined interest in conservation and direct use 

was clarification of the relationship of these in the context of traditionally-based 

agriculture (Soleri and Smith 1995; Smale et al. 1998). One characteristic of classical 

conservation and crop improvement is their physical and temporal separation from one 
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another in the agricultural system (NRC 1991). Because of this the 'costs' per se (both 

genetic and monetary) of conservation are not borne directly within the production 

system. Among other things, controlling—and thus simplifying—growing environments 

to some extent (especially supply of water, soil fertility, and control of pests and diseases) 

has made this separation of conservation and use an effective, efficient strategy. Ideally, 

crop populations are developed to be highly responsive to the desired conditions and the 

distribution of those conditions is large enough to justify the costs of conservation ex situ. 

Theoretically the potential relevance of conserved material is broadened from a local to 

more global scale, (jiven this arrangement it has made sense for the conservationist's 

goal to be the preservation of maximum allelic diversity in populations that are 

conservation targets. This has been referred to as the conservationists' perspective (Soleri 

and Smith 199S), a perspective on the value of farmers continuing to manage FYs 

external to that management system. 

At the other extreme, in some traditionally-based, low-input farming communities 

in marginal environments, crop populations must meet production standards as well as 

conserve genetic variability to respond to on-going and future changes in growing 

environments or farmers' needs. That is—in the simplistic extreme—these populations 

simultaneously address local production and conservation funaions, thus the 'costs' of 

conservation are borne within the actual produaion system. Given this arrangement as 

well as current and potential future environmental and other variability we can 

hypothesize that farmers' goals are for maintenance of a certain optimal genetic diversity 

and structure reflecting a recognition of both production and 'conservation' needs. This 
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has been called the farmers' perspective, one that attempts to understand the value of 

continued cultivation of FVs to those who are doing that cultivation. 

Using these contrasting perspectives as a framework Soleri and Smith 

(1995)considered the consequences of ex situ conservation in a small study of Hopi 

Native American maize. In that study we observed changes in some ex situ-conserved 

populations in response to the ex situ environment. Viewed from a farmers' perspective, 

genetic shifts like those presumed in the study, and resulting changes in adaptation to 

local ('in situ') environments may be a major concern in terms of the future relevance of 

those populations. However, from the conservationists' perspective avoiding loss of rare 

alleles (e.g., through genetic drift), could be a greater priority. This analysis was overly 

simple in its characterization of the interests of conservationists and plant breeders in 

crop genetic resources, but it raised basic questions regarding the goals of conservation. 

The literature has tended to emphasize either in situ conservation (Brush 1995; 

Louette, Charrier and Berthaud 1997; Qualset et al. 1997) or improvement for local needs 

(Ceccarelli, Grando and Impiglia 1998; Weltzien R. et al. 1998). In part this dichotomy 

reflects the complex social issues surrounding in situ conservation and the implicit 

perception that emphasizing one will necessarily be at the expense of the other (e.g., 

Holden, Peacock and Williams 1993:90). An exception is discussion by Witcombe and 

colleagues (1996) of the impact of participatory local crop improvement on biodiversity. 

With regards to improvement through adoption of new varieties they point out the 

plethora of potential combinations of extant VO, adopted VG, and variations in area, 

frequency and time of adoption, concluding that ultimately Vc could either increase or 
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decrease. In the case of selection among segregating populations resulting from crossing 

local and foreign varieties, they believe Vo will be enhanced as local selection would 

tend to result in creation of many, specifically adapted populations that might all coexist. 

Still, even this impact on Vo would seem to be dependent on many factors. It may be that 

ultimately the relationship between conservation and improvement will be a reflection of 

acceptable levels and types of VG maintenance according to conservationists and then 

determination of whether or not local improvement provides those. If not, alternative 

forms of conservation will be required as low-resource farmers can ill afford to bear the 

costs of conservation for global interests at their own expense (Smale et al. 1998). 

Traditional Theory and Methods 

Combining questions derived from a reassessment of previous assumptions with 

the application of traditional theory and methods from genetics and statistics is another 

new area of interdisciplinary inquiry into farmer-managed FVs. The work by Louette and 

colleagues (1997) with maize in Jalisco, Mexico was an important early effort at 

describing farmer-managed FVs and understanding the potential of local systems for in 

situ conservation. Using replicated field trials they evaluated the morphophenological 

distinctness of local maize varieties. They found farmer-named varieties to represent 

distinct morphological and phenological phenotypes with cycle length being the major 

source of differentiation followed by primarily ear morphology characteristics. In the 

same study, seed histories and procurement patterns were also documented using formal 

interviews. For 39 households over 6 seasons (3 years) 47% of seed lots were obtained 

outside of the household. The 11% originating outside the community were said to 
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enhance local morphophenological diversity as they were all long cycle varieties as 

compared to local short cycle ones. These findings have raised valuable questions 

regarding in situ conservation and assumptions regarding 'local' FVs. 

What the apparent openness of some local systems means in terms of 

conservation or local performance will likely vary among cases. In terms of conservation 

in general there are some (Angermeier 1994) who argue that biodiversity as a goal must 

not always be equated with absolute genetic diversity because there are inherent features 

of "native diversity" that make it superior to exotic diversity in terms of societal value 

and evolutionary potential. To the extent that those features contribute to cultural 

preferences, local adaptation, and evolutionary potential, the same could be postulated 

about gene flow from recently introduced cultivars to folk varieties. 

Currently the convergence of interests in in situ conservation and local 

improvement have centered around participatory or collaborative plant breeding (CPB). 

COLLABORATIVE PLANT BREEDING 

Social and biological research for local crop improvement, especially for low-

resource farmers, is increasingly being incorporated into the emerging approach referred 

to as CPB (CGIAR 1997; McGuire, Manicad and Sperling 1999; Witcombe et al. 1996). 

Though still being developed and defined, CPB implies some form of interaction between 

farmer-breeders and formally-trained plant breeders in crop improvement for local use 

(Eyzaguirre and Iwanaga 1996; Sperling and Loevinsohn, 1996). CPB is seen as being 

particularly relevant for agricultural systems in highly stress-prone growing 

environments (Ceccarelli, Grando and Booth 1996; Weltzien R. et al. 1998). Although it 
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will likely take many forms, a fundamental characteristic of CPB is close attention to 

adaptation to local biophysical and sociocultural factors (Ceccarelli, Grando and Booth 

1996; Weltzien R. et al. 1998). One form of CPB, and likely one of the most universally 

accessible, will be based on simple revisions of existing local selection methods to 

improve farmers' own crop populations (e.g., "farmer-led" as in McGuire et al. 1999). 

Not only can this approach be economical, it has the potential to strengthen the selection 

process because; a) it takes advantage of recent advances in our understanding regarding 

plant breeding for stress—the target and selection environments are the same—and, b) it 

uses material with a history of selection under local conditions (Ceccarelli, Grando and 

Impiglia 1998), and c) it includes farmers as panicipants in developing solutions to their 

own production problems. 

Collaborative plant breeding's 'participatory' element has grown out of applied 

social science research whose focus has been to make development more relevant, 

specifically to give local people a say, and preferably control, over development efforts 

that will affert them (Chambers, Pacey and Thrupp 1989) This was a response to 

concerns for equity, the failure of traditional transfer of technology development, and 

observations of farmer innovation and experimentation by researchers (Chambers, Pacey 

and Thrupp 1989; Haverkort 1991). As with many popular and politically appealing new 

approaches, the potential of participatory research has been declared far beyond what can 

be substantiated and it is currently undergoing a period of self-reflection and more 

conservative assessment (Ashby 1997; Okali, Sumberg and Farrington 1994). 
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Collaborative plant breeding can include a broad range of specific forms (Ashby 

1997; Hardon 1996) from farmer involvement in researchers' work (breeder-led) to 

researcher support of farmers' efforts (farmer-led; McGuire, Manicad and Sperling 

1999). Some see the goal of CPB as empowerment of local people, while others 

emphasize the potential contribution to productivity (Amanor et al. 1993; Witcombe et al. 

1996). Although the impact of CPB is still being assessed and suffers from a lack of data 

and experience (Jarvis and Hodgkin 1998; McGuire, Manicad and Sperling 1999), there 

are some promising results, at least as measured by farmer participation and changing 

research agendas that have or are anticipated to improve productivity and well being 

(Ceccarelli, Grando and Impiglia 1998; Joshi and Witcombe 1996; Maurya, Bottrall and 

Farrington 1988; Sthapit, Joshi and Witcombe 1996; Weltzien R. et al. 1998). Yet it is 

worth noting that among the scientists most active in CPB there is broad agreement on 

the need to adapt existing methodologies or develop new ones capable of addressing the 

circumstances of CPB (Ashby 1997; CPRO-DLO and WAU 1999). It would be best if 

assessment of the utility of this approach is not finalized before adequate methodologies 

are established and applied. 

Taken together, accumulating empirical evidence and changing sentiments both 

concerning plant breeding for stress-prone envirorunents and the value of farmer-plant 

breeder collaboration for most effective local plant breeding goals suggest substantial 

changes in the paradigm for agricultural research and crop improvement for some 

circumstances. Some have even suggested that overall they could imply a paradigmatic 

shift in certain research agendas (Ashby 1997). 
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Through an interdisciplinary perspective, the work reported in this thesis and 

other recent and emerging research, are exploring specific issues and facets of a different 

approach to agricultural research, specifically plant breeding for low-resource households 

especially in stress-prone environments. Whether or not, when taken as a whole, this 

approach will really constitute a paradigmatic shift in crop improvement for those 

households remains to be seen and debated. For now, the collective results of our 

research efforts and especially how effectively those results can be translated into viable 

strategies that make a tangible difference in peoples' well being are the more pressing 

issues. 

DISSERTATION FORMAT 

Three papers prepared for submission to peer review journals are included in this 

dissertation (Appendices A-C), as well as one (Appendix D) containing supplementary 

material generated during the thesis research. Appendices A "Broad-sense heritability of 

farmer-managed maize populations in the Central Valleys of Oaxaca, Mexico and 

implications for improvement" (D Soleri and SE Smith), B "Exploring farmers' genetic 

perceptions regarding their crop populations; an example with maize in the Central 

Valleys of Oaxaca, Mexico" (D Soleri and DA Cleveland), and C "Evaluating the 

potential for farmer and plant breeder collaboration; a case study of farmer maize 

selection in Oaxaca, Mexico" (D Soleri, SE Smith and DA Cleveland) report the results 

of different aspects of research condurted between June 1996 and October 1998 in two 

communities in the Central Valleys of Oaxaca, Mexico. In all of these papers my co



authors have made significant contributions but the majority of the conceptual, research 

and analysis effort has been mine. 
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CHAPTER 2. THE PRESENT STUDY 

The methods, results and conclusions of this study are presented in the three 

papers appended to this thesis. The following is a summary of the methods and most 

significant findings in those papers. 

APPENDIX A 

"Broad-sense heritability of farmer-managed maize populations in the Central 

Valleys of Oaxaca, Mexico, and implications for improvement" (D Soleri and SE Smith). 

This paper discusses application of a rapid, inexpensive method for estimating broad-

sense heritabilities of local folk crop varieties (FVs) in farmers' fields for guiding 

decisions regarding selection strategies appropriate for locally-focussed, and possibly 

collaborative plant breeding work. 

Methods 

This research was accomplished using both on-farm and experimental plot 

studies. The on-farm sites and sources of the populations studied both on-farm and in the 

experimental plots were the two communities in the Central Valleys of Oaxaca, Mexico 

used throughout this research. On-farm in 12 fields matrices of 480-500 equidistantly 

spaced plants were established and data collected on those plants. These data permitted 

rapid estimation of broad-sense heritabilities (H) through repeated sampling of subplots 

of the same size within the matrices, and calculation of variance of the means of these 

subplots. Iterative, nonlinear estimation was then used to calculate the relative 

contribution of environmental variance to total phenotypic variance within the matrix. 
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Seed from five of the same populations were sown in a half-sib family evaluation under 

experimental conditions for calculation of components of variation and narrow-sense 

heritabilities (h^). 

Findings 

On-farm H estimates ranged from 0.74 for ear height to 0.45 for grain yield and 

relative trait rankings were in general agreement with rankings of average estimates from 

the literature. Rank correlations between on-farm H and h^ estimates from the half-sib 

evaluation were insignificant suggesting that G x E interaction in response to 

experimental conditions may have effected phenotypic expression resulting in rank 

changes among traits. Trait coefficients of phenotypic variation and phenotypic 

correlation coefficients produced from the on-farm data together with H estimates 

permitted evaluation of traits with greatest potential for improvement given local 

farmers' goals, extant populations and environments and with small or no changes to 

selection methods. These traits included ear height, days to anthesis and ear length. 

Although not as precise as more conventional methods of heritability estimation, if used 

with a clear understanding of its limitations the rapid estimation method can provide 

valuable initial information for population and environment combinations about which 

few or no data exist. In addition, it can provide those estimates at a fraction of the cost in 

labor and time as is required by conventional methods. 
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APPENDIX B 

"Farmers' genetic perceptions regarding their crop populations: an example with 

maize in the Central Valleys of Oaxaca, Mexico" (D Soleri and DA Cleveland). This 

paper reports on-going work to develop methods to better understand farmers' 

fundamental perceptions regarding interpopulation genetic variation (VG), environmental 

variation (VE) within and between their growing environments, and heritability in their 

maize populations. 

Methods 

Participant observation, informal discussions and formal interviews were all used 

to elicit farmers' genetic perceptions with a small, opportunistic sample of farming 

households in two Oaxacan agricultural communities. Crop interpopulation 

differentiation was addressed through a comparison of farmer-reported varietal types of 

the most commonly grown maize FV in each community, local white maize. From 

random samples of 100 farmer-sown FV ears, farming households in each community 

identified groups of ears that typified the types important in their community. The 

difference between trait means of these and the entire 100 ear sample was evaluated using 

/-tests, and the difference between means of the two types compared with orthogonal 

contrasts, both with significance at P < 0.05. Using maize ears and photographs of maize 

tassels, hypothetical scenarios that compared a locally typical, variable growing 

environment with a uniform, optimal one in terms of the consequences for heritability of 

different traits were discussed in formal interviews. 
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Findings 

Farmer-named white maize types in the community with the more variable and 

difficult growing environments were reported to represent phenotypes with different 

cycle lengths, whereas types in the other community were described as being based solely 

on post harvest traits such as ear and kernel characteristics. Results of the identification 

exercises showed no consistent pattern and, for a very limited sample, did not show a 

difference in cycle length for the two types as represented by farmers' identifications. An 

interpretation of these findings is that farmers' management of varietal types is complex 

involving an in-field phenological sorting enforced by natural selection in difficult years. 

If this is the case, management of varietal types is not so easily addressed through 

indirect selection of ear phenotypes and therefore not accurately reflected in a simple, 

ear-phenotype-based identification exercise. 

Responses to the scenarios showed a clear distinction among traits of low and 

high heritability among a majority of responding households, and with expectations for 

gain from selection reflecting that distinction. A small number of individuals also 

indicated an even more profound and complex understanding of the consequences of, for 

example, cross pollination and segregation based on empirical observations, suggesting 

the role of individual variation in the formation of farmers' genetic perceptions. Overall 

the scenarios proved effective for eliciting farmers' genetic perceptions. Those 

perceptions may be useful not only for orienting outside researchers but also for 

equalizing the roles of farmers and researchers embarking on collaborative plant breeding 

through a clarification of the place of theory in both parties' practices and a better 
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appreciation for the challenges facing low-resource farmers in highly stress-prone 

environments. 

APPENDIX C 

"Evaluating the potential for farmer and plant breeder collaboration; a case study 

of farmer maize selertion in Oaxaca, Mexico" (D Soleri, SE Smith and DA Cleveland). 

Some basic components of farmer selection and the relevance of those for potential 

farmer and plant breeder collaboration to improve the results of that selection are the 

focus of this paper. 

Methods 

Farmers' explicit selection criteria were elicited through formal interviews with a 

small, opportunistic sample of farming households in the two study communities in 

Oaxaca, Mexico. In a basic biological model from plant breeding, R= h^S, R is response 

to selertion, h^ is narrow-sense heritability and S is the selertion differential that may be 

standardized by division by the population standard deviation. Farmer perceptions of h^ 

and their resultant expertations for response to selertion were assessed using the 

hypothetical scenarios discussed in Appendix B. A selertion exercise was used in which 

farming households made a 10% selertion of the best ears for planting seed from a 100 

ear sample from their own maize population or another population from their community. 

Means of the 10% selertions were compared to the population means through f-tests with 

significance at P < 0.05. Standardized S was also calculated from these 10% selertions. 

Response to selertion was assessed in a field trial in which three successive generations 
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of farmer selections and two corresponding successive generations of random selections 

all from the same maize population were grown from each of six households, three from 

each community. Determination of response was made through orthogonal contrasts 

comparing the means of random and selected samples as well as those of random samples 

from successive generations with significance at P < 0.05. 

Findings 

Farmers' explicit selection criteria centered on traits related to seed viability and 

seedling vigor, seed and ear size and specific characteristics they associated with their 

varieties. Despite a clear distinction between traits of high and low heritability and 

expectations for response to selection reflecting that distinction, farmers' 10% selections 

often represented substantial standardized S values for the very traits for which their 

expectations were so low. Disaggregation of the results of this selection exercise to 

examine the effect of community, maize population, year of harvest, and household 

indicated that differences may be attributed to each of these variables. These conclusions 

should be viewed with caution given the small data set, but the presence of such 

differences could have relevance for collaborative efforts to strengthen local selection 

practices. A virtual absence of response to selection across households and maize 

generations confuroed farmers' low expectations for the effectiveness of their selection. 

Two broad conclusions are suggested by these results. First, farmers clearly understand 

the limitations of their current selection methods, particularly the low heritabilities under 

these conditions and practices. This indicates a role for farmer and plant breeder 

collaboration to develop methods that will increase heritabilities under local conditions 
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for traits of interest to farmers, making response to selection feasible. Second, the 

persistence of farmers' selection for certain ear traits that they have no expectations for 

achieving a response to selection from based on their theoretical understanding of trait 

heritabilities suggests their consideration of those traits not in terms of their inheritance in 

the progeny generation but rather in terms of their potential impact on seed viability and 

seedling vigor. As such, traits appearing to represent desire for large ear size may in fact 

reflect indirect selection criteria for seed and seedling performance. 
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APPENDIX A. BROAD SENSE HERITABILITY OF FARMER-

MANAGED MAIZE POPULATIONS IN THE CENTRAL 

VALLEYS OF OAXACA, MEXICO, AND IMPLICATIONS FOR 

IMPROVEMENT 

By D. SOLERI^ and S.E. SMITH 

Arid Lands Resource Sciences Program (dsoleri@ag.arizona.edu) University of Arizona, 

1955 E e*** St., Tucson, AZ 85719 USA, and School of Renewable Natural Resources 

(azalfalf@ag.arizona.edu) University of Arizona, 325 Biological Sciences East, Tucson, 

AZ 85721 USA. 

SUMMARY 

A method for rapid estimation of broad sense heritability (H) was applied in 

farmers' maize fields in two communities in Oaxaca, Mexico. Plant and ear 

morphophenological traits were documented and H estimates compared with narrow 

sense heritability (h^) from half sib family analysis with five of the same populations and 

with published estimates. As expected, absolute values of H estimates were larger than h^ 

estimates from this study and the literature, however relative ranking by trait was the 

same as in the literature, though not the same as rankings of h^ estimates from this study. 

Used with an understanding of their limitations, these rapid, economical estimations 

' Current address of corresponding author: Research Group on Technology and Agrarian 
Development (TAO), Wageningen Agricultural University, Nieuwe Kanaal 11, 6709 

mailto:dsoleri@ag.arizona.edu
mailto:azalfalf@ag.arizona.edu
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provide useful information especially for crop improvement collaborations between 

researchers and farmers or farming communities on-farm, a plant breeding context for 

which little empirical information is available. 

INTRODUCTION 

There is increasing interest in farmer-managed folk crop varieties or landraces for 

reasons of both genetic resource conservation (Eyzaguirre and Iwanaga, 1996; Qualset et 

al., 1997), and crop improvement for low-resource agricultural systems (Berg, 1996; 

Ceccarelli et al., 1998; Weltzien and Fischbeck, 1990). A small but growing literature 

exists on different aspects of the genetic structure of these populations under farmer 

management—'in situ' in conservationists' terms (e.g., Louette et al., 1997). In contrast 

to characterization or evaluation of these populations based on collections (e.g., Assefa et 

al., 1999), a challenge confronting researchers involved in efforts to improve these 

populations for local use remains understanding the genetic consequences of the 

interaction of growing environments and farmers' practices. 

Research for local crop improvement, especially for low-resource farmers, is 

increasingly being incorporated into an approach referred to as collaborative or 

participatory plant breeding (CPB or PPB) (CGIAR, 1997; Witcombe et al., 1996; 

McGuire et al., 1999). Though still being developed and defined, CPB implies some form 

of interaction between farmer-breeders and formally trained plant breeders (hereafter, 

farmers and breeders, respectively) in crop improvement for local use (Eyzaguirre and 

PA Wageningen, The Netherlands. Tel: +31.317.482776, Fax: + 31.317.484759. 
dsoleri(^ag.arizona.edu. 
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Iwanaga, 1996; Sperling and Loevinsohn, 1996). CPB is seen as particularly relevant for 

agricultural systems in marginal or highly stress-prone growing environments (Ceccarelli 

et al., 1996; Weltzien R. et al., 1998). Although it will likely take many forms, a 

fundamental characteristic of CPB is close attention to local adaptation to biophysical and 

sociocultural factors (ibid). One form of CPB, and likely one of the most universally 

accessible, will be based on simple revisions of existing local selection methods to 

improve farmers' own crop populations (e.g., "farmer-led" CPB, McGuire et al. 1999). 

Not only can this approach be economical, it has the potential to strengthen the selection 

process because a) the target (where populations will ultimately be grown and used) and 

selection environments are the same, and b) it uses material with a history of selection 

under local conditions (Ceccarelli et al., 1998). This approach does not preclude 

introduction of new genetic variation if necessary but makes that a secondary phase afler 

the utility of local materials is assessed. 

CPB will require methodological innovations that address the demands of 

interdisciplinary (social and biological sciences) and intercultural (farmers and 

researchers) collaboration and of plant improvement in variable, stress-prone 

environments, and there is a growing body of research concerning such innovations (e.g.. 

Cooper and Hammer, 1996; Sperling and Loevinsohn, 1996). Whether working with 

farmers' own populations and environments or with breeder-developed materials being 

offered to farmers for seleaion, plant breeders are increasingly addressing issues 

pertaining to local adaptation, due to widespread occurrence of qualitative G x E 

interactions (e.g.. Cooper and Byth, 1996). Implicit in addressing adaptation to local 
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environments and farmers' needs is decentralization of the plant improvement process 

(Ceccarelli et al., 1996; Witcombe, 1998), in many cases requiring additional 

methodological changes relevant to the smaller scale of the target area. What constitutes 

local adaptation will depend on both biological and sociocultural factors and will 

undoubtedly vary. It is likely that many improvements fi'om CPB will have limited 

coverage and thus the cost of assessment and improvement methodologies will need to be 

reassessed in light of these new circumstances. For the same reason it seems that 

researchers may need to reconsider the amount and detail of information required for 

CPB, and look for innovative and economical sources of information and ways of using 

it. In many situations where CPB may be appropriate, the complete lack of empirical data 

makes any local information a useful improvement. 

A key variable in plant improvement that will be affected by decentralization and 

collaboration is heritability. Growing environments, plant populations, selection criteria 

and selection methods could all differ sufficiently from those of more conventional 

breeding experiences to make generalizations based on those experiences about 

heritability of traits and expectations for response to selection inadvisable (Smith, M.E. et 

al., 1990). Exploitation of local adaptation will depend on taking these differences into 

account, including estimation of heritabilities that are locally relevant and accurately 

reflect the selection strategies to be used. 

The research described here was undertaken as part of a larger study to explore 

methodologies that might have utility for CPB, particularly local crop population 

improvement on-farm—in the form of mass selection—as part of an individual or 
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community crop breeding effort. The overall purpose of the methodologies is to provide 

information useful for the development of selection strategies relevant to CPB. We report 

estimations of broad sense heritabilities (H) on-farm in populations of farmer-managed 

local maize {Zea mays L.) folk varieties from two communities in the Central Valleys of 

Oaxaca, Mexico. Where possible, these are compared with published estimates for 

similar traits and with estimates of narrow sense heritability (h^) produced by field trials 

with some of the same populations. Effective use of these estimates and other information 

generated by this study, and the implications of these for crop improvement, may have 

utility in the creation of simple, multiple trait selection tools. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This study investigated populations of maize commonly grown by traditionally 

based farming households in the Central Valleys of Oaxaca, Mexico. Communities in this 

area are predominantly either indigenous Zapotec, or Mestizo or a mix of these two 

(INEGI, 1993:35). While off-farm work is increasingly important in this region, 

including temporary migration within Mexico and to the USA (Stephen, 1994; M. Rees, 

personal communication 1997), subsistence agriculture is still predominant and maize 

production is the foundation of most rural households' economy (INEGI, 1993:73). 

Ninety five percent of this region's agricultural production occurs during the summer 

season (May-November), with maize accounting for 87% of summer production (Dilley, 

1993:114). Eighty eight percent of summer maize production in the Central Valleys is 

said to be rainfed and vulnerable to variation in initiation of the summer rainy season and 
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the mid-season drought known locally as the "canicula" resulting in crop failures one 

year in four (Dilley, 1993). 

The research was accomplished using both on-farm and experimental plot studies 

for estimating broad and narrow sense heritabilities, respectively. The on-farm sites and 

sources of the maize populations studied both on-farm and in the experimental plots are 

two communities (referred to here by pseudonyms); Santa Maria, and San Antonio. 

Materials 

This study used the most commonly sown variety in these communities, known as 

'bianco criollo,' a variety dominated by the maize race typical of this region, Bolita 

(Aragon Cuevas, 1989). Populations of this variety grown by four farming households in 

Santa Maria and three in San Antonio were studied. Data were collected on-farm in 1996 

and 1997, and five of these populations were included in the 1997 experimental plots. 

Seed for each on-farm field was that used and maintained by the farming 

household whose field it was and is referred to here as a population. For a number of 

these populations data were collected on-farm for two consecutive years. However the 

assumption was not made that consecutive generations of a variety grown by one 

household would have the same levels of genetic variation or structure, thus in this study 

they are identified as different populations (Table 1). 

Data were collected for a) traits with known heritabilities and/or components of 

variation in maize (Hallauer and Miranda, 1988) (ear and plant height, and ear 

dimensions), b) traits of agronomic importance in the local growing environment 

identified in consultation with breeders working in the region, (anthesis-silking interval. 
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ear leaf dimensions and primary tassel branch number) (F. Aragon, F Castillo, GO. 

Edmeades, personal communications 1996; Patemiani 1990), and c) traits of interest to 

local fanners (stover production [estimated as plant height x stalk diameter], days to 

anthesis, ear size [length, diameter] and weight, grain yield and 100 grain weight). Traits 

of interest to farmers were identified through participant observation, informal 

discussions and formal interviews with collaborating fanning households beginning early 

in the summer of 1996. 

Methods on Farm 

We used a method for rapidly generating estimates of broad-sense heritability in a 

single season in a plant stand with random distribution of genetic variation (Vo) (Smith, 

S.E. et al., 1998) applying it in farmers' fields to farmer-sown maize plantings. At each 

on-farm site a matrix of 480-500 contiguous, approximately equidistantly spaced plants 

was identified within a farmer-sown and managed field. Planting dates for the on-farm 

fields were decided by each farming household and ranged fi'om mid-May through late 

June in both years (1996 and 1997). Matrix dimensions included 10 x 50, 22 x 22 and 20 

x 25 hills, depending upon dimensions of the actual field in which each was placed. This 

method assumes that Vo is distributed randomly within a plant stand and that the 

contributions of VO and environmental variance (VE) to variances of subplot means (Vx) 

(subplot = contiguous plants within the matrix, with x = number of plants in the subplot) 

change at different rates as x changes. For every matrix the relative contributions of Vo 

and VE to Vx for each trait were calculated using iterative, non linear estimation. 
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All data were collected on the same individual plants, one selected at random 

from each hill within the matrix and tagged before anthesis. Because local planting 

design always includes multiple kernels per hill, data were initially screened, and if 

necessary, adjusted for the covariate plants per hill based on LeClerg et al. (1962). 

Anthesis-silking interval [ASI] and days to anthesis were determined by observing 

reproductive phenology every other day throughout the initiation of anthesis (first pollen 

shed) and silking (first emergence of silks); plant morphological traits (ear height, plant 

height, stalk diameter, ear leaf dimensions, tassel branch number) were recorded post-

anthesis; ear traits were documented post harvest on air dried ears. 

Analysis of data collected on-farm was performed using PLANTVAR and 

BASICNL, programs written for SAS (SAS Institute, 1989) for use with this method 

(Smith, S.E. et al., 1998). Resulting estimates were accompanied by 95% confidence 

intervals of the non linear estimation, not the heritability value. With this method H 

estimates are calculated assuming subsequent selection will be on an individual plant 

basis with selection exerted equally on maternal and paternal parents (biparental control), 

i.e., assuming that all contributing pollen sources are represented within the data 

collection matrix. 

Experimental Plots 

Half sib family analysis of components of variance in five of the farmer-

maintained populations was conducted in 1997 at two sites that were typical, irrigated 

farmers' fields in two different communities in the study area, one directly adjoining 

Santa Maria, the other 35 km north of Santa Maria in the same valley. At both sites fields 
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were located in the high alluvial zone with sandy clay soils (Kirkby, 1973:9-15). Sowing 

rate was 47,600 seeds/ha with one field planted 8 July and the other 10 July, 1997. 

Irrigation was applied as needed and fertilization and pest control was as recommended 

by the local office of the national agricultural research institute, Instituto Nacional de 

Investigaciones Forestales y Agropecuarios (INIFAP). One hundred half sib families 

were sown in 5m ear-row plots for each of the five populations included in the analysis. 

Each pot contained 8 hills with two kernels sown/hill. A modified randomized block 

design (Eckebil et al., 1977; Yates, 1936) with blocks within replications was used, each 

block containing ten randomly selected families fi-om each of the five populations and 

with two replications at each of the two locations (500 families x 10 plants/family x 2 

locations x 2 replications/location = 20,000 plants). 

All data were collected on a maximum of ten individual plants/family plot. Traits 

documented post anthesis were ear and total plant heights and stalk diameter. Ear length, 

diameter and weight, and kernel row number were documented immediately post-harvest 

in the field with percent moisture of grain recorded at the same time for a bulked, 

balanced one kernel-row sample fi'om all documented ears in each family plot in each 

block using a DICiCEY-john HM moisture tester. 

Analysis was conducted using a mixed model analysis of variance (SAS version 

6.12) with all effects considered random (Littell et al., 1996). Plants per hill and percent 

grain moisture were among the covariates in this experiment, the latter for ear weight 

only. Population narrow sense heritabilities on an individual basis were calculated as 

(Nyquist, 1991:278, equation 54); 
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(VFAMILY) 

h ^ =  

(VFAMILY + VLOC + VREP + VBLOCK + VPPH + VMOIST + VERROR) 

with variances due to the effea of family, location, replication, block, plants per hill, 

grain moisture, and error, respectively. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The findings of the on-farm and experimental plot investigations are reported in 

Tables 2 and 3. The on-farm data (Table 2) include mean broad sense heritability 

estimates accompanied by the standard error of that mean. Individual population data are 

not reported here, nor are their accompanying CIs. Average narrow sense heritability 

estimates by trait fi-om the half sib family analysis are given in Table 6 along with 

corresponding average H estimates, and the trait rank within each group of heritability 

estimates. Severe conditions resulted in substantial losses equal to 39% of all the plants at 

both half sib analysis field sites. 

On-Farm Findings Regarding Specific Traits 

Broad sense heritability estimates indicate the contribution of genetic variance to 

overall phenotypic variance. Yet similar heritabilities may represent quite different 

biological circumstances that may easily go undetected, particularly in single location 

experiments such as ours. To improve the utility of the rapid estimations we discuss those 

estimates together with other population descriptive statistics generated fi-om the on-farm 

data. In the context of CPB where the efficiency of obtaining local data will likely be 
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critical, even information of the most coarse resolution will be an improvement over that 

which is generally available. 

Heritability estimates indicate the proportion of phenotypic variation that is due to 

genetic factors but decisions regarding the development of selection strategies require an 

estimation of total phenotypic variance (Vp) as well. Within-population coefficients of 

variation (CVs) estimated from data collected in the on-farm matrices, when combined 

with H estimates, provide initial insights into the populations with regard to selection 

potential. Similarly, correlations among traits are an important consideration in the 

development of selection strategies (Hallauer and Miranda, 1988; ISOff). 

A suite of traits, not all of which are actual selection criteria, are of interest to the 

Oaxacan maize farmers we worked with (Soleri et al., n.d.). In this study across 

conununity average phenotypic correlations between grain yield and days to anthesis (-

0.14), and ASI (-0.38) are consistent with those reported by Bolafios and Edmeades 

(1996) for those same correlations (-0.28 and -0.35, respectively) under "well watered" 

conditions while correlation with plant height was 0.26 in that study as compared to 0.42 

here (Table 3). 

Ear height. Height to the node of the first-developed ear was a trait with a mean 

H estimate of 0.74 across communities (Table 2), consistent with expectations based on 

the estimation method and values in the literature (e.g., Bolafios and Edmeades, 1996; 

Fountain and Hallauer, 1996; Hallauer and Miranda, 1988). Coefficients of variation for 

this trait had a mean value of 22.3 with little difference existing between CVs for the two 

communities. These data suggest that heritable genetic variation is present for this trait 
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and it may serve as a proxy for total plant height as demonstrated by the high phenotypic 

correlation (0.70) between the two traits. Some farmers interviewed for this study have 

expressed a desire for shorter plant heights either to avoid lodging or to increase harvest 

index, both of which may be addressed through reduced ear height. However, this desire 

is not universal as stover is considered a valuable product second only to grain in these 

communities, and in poor years may be the only product obtained. Depending on 

farmers' goals, the ease of measurement and minimal possibilities for experimental error 

make ear height a trait with potential for change through on-farm CPB in these 

populations. 

Total plant height. For CPB projects that may need to minimize the investments 

(time, resources) farmers or community workers make in revised selection strategies, few 

field visits will be possible—perhaps once post-anthesis and once at harvest. In such 

situations, traits subjea to degeneration in the field will need to be avoided. One of these 

is total plant height as the central spikes of tassels are easily broken off, especially as they 

dry after anthesis. Due to low CV, lower relative H (Table 2) and high phenotypic 

correlation with ear height and the potential for experimental error, plant height seems a 

poor trait for selection in these populations. The lower plant height H relative to that for 

ear height (Table 2) is the same pattern as that observed between h^ estimates for those 

two traits in the literature (see Table 4). 

Stalk diameter. Stalk diameter can be used along with plant height to provide an 

estimate of stover production (e.g., Louette and Smale, 1998). Stover production is not 

reported separately here because of its high significant phenotypic correlation with stalk 
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diameter (0.89) and plant height (0.82). With an overall mean H estimate of 0.67 and 

variation present (Table 3), stalk diameter could be a candidate trait for achieving gain 

from selection if of interest to farmers. Coefficients of phenotypic correlation between 

stalk diameter and other plant morphology and post harvest traits (Table 3) are positive 

and significant, with significant negative correlation for days to anthesis (-0.20) across 

communities. However, within-community phenotypic correlations were not in 

agreement (Table 3) and thus the across-community average is not applicable. Based on 

these correlations selection for large stalk diameter would be possible while also seeking 

shorter cycle (in Santa Maria only) as well as larger phenotypes for plant and ear traits. 

Ear leaf length and width. Ear leaf length and maximum width were documented 

because of the association between ear leaf area (EL A, length x width x 0.75) and N 

uptake (Lafitte and Edmeades, 1994), considered important in the N limited growing 

envirormients in this region (Aragon Cuevas, 1996). Although ELA was calculated, 

phenotypic correlations between ELA and individual leaf dimensions were significant 

and high (0.88 and 0.83 for ear leaf width and length, respectively) and H estimates 

comparable (Table 2). H estimates and CVs for both ear leaf dimension traits were 

similar and consistent across communities (0.62-0.71) with modest CVs (13-17%). 

Phenotypic correlations between these traits and grain yield were significant and agreed 

in sign with other traits positively associated with grain yield in these environments such 

as shorter ASI, and larger overall plants (heights and stalk diameter). However, 

significant correlations between ear leaf length and width, and days to anthesis within 

Santa Maria (-0.33 and -0.56, respectively) contrast with the significant correlations in 
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San Antonio (0.12 and 0.09). Based on these data it seems that ear leaf dimensions should 

not be important mass selection criteria when seeking increased yields as other criteria 

such as ear height and ear dimensions would be more effective while maintaining 

selection pressure for larger ear leaf size and any beneficial consequences for N uptake. 

Primary tassel branch number. Data were collected on the number of primary 

tassel branches to test whether the negative correlation between this trait and grain 

production, especially under drought stress, reported by some researchers (Patemiani, 

1990) was borne out in these Oaxacan maize populations. To the contrary, these data 

show a small but significant positive phenotypic correlation between tassel branches and 

grain yield under these conditions, and a significant negative correlation with ASl (Table 

3). Comparing phenotypic and genetic correlations between tassel branch number and 

grain yield under severe drought stress, Bolafios and Edmeades (1996) found them 

opposite in sign with genetic correlation being positive, suggesting that environmental 

correlation is influential for this trait (Falconer, 1989:314). Phenotypic correlations 

between days to anthesis and tassel branch number were not consistent across both 

communities (Table 3). H estimates for the two communities were similar, 0.76 and 0.64 

for Santa Maria and San Antonio, respeaively. Population descriptors (mean and CV) 

were also comparable between communities with CVs suggesting substantial phenotypic 

variation. Even though this is an easy trait to score and shows promising H and CV 

estimates, the lack of other studies and the conflicting findings here and in the few 

published accounts should discourage use of primary tassel branch number as a selection 

criterion. 
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Days to anthesis. Across all populations in which H was estimable (n=6), days to 

anthesis had the lowest mean CV of any trait (Table 2). This, and the range of individual 

population means recorded (SO-78 days), suggest that there has been and continues to be 

substantial selection pressure exerted on this trait. As cycle length, also known as 

duration class, is a fundamental distinguishing characteristic used by local farmers, 

particularly in San Antonio (Soleri and Cleveland, n.d.) where specific duration classes 

are sown in response to differing rainfall patterns, it is likely that selection has narrowed 

genetic diversity for this trait. Should a new duration class be a desired improvement goal 

it is likely that new genetic variation may have to be introduced into individual 

populations, although the range of population means suggests sufficient variation may be 

present between populations. This possibility is reflected in farmers' seed acquisition 

strategy in San Antonio where duration classes, especially populations with fewer days to 

anthesis and ear formation, are a primary objective when households seek new seed 

stock. Louette et al. (1997) also found cycle length to be a primary distinguishing 

characteristic among varieties of farmer-managed maize in Jalisco, Mexico. The 

relatively high H estimate for this trait (Table 2) supports the finding in other studies that 

environmental variation (drought stress in the reference cited) has a relatively small effect 

on days to anthesis (BolaAos and Edmeades, 1996). With comparable H estimates for this 

trait (0.62 and 0.73, in Santa Maria and San Antonio respectively), the slightly larger CVs 

observed in San Antonio (7.1) as compared to Santa Maria (4.8) may reflect another way 

in which attention to cycle length in the first community is manifest. That is, where 

distinct reproductive phenologies are valued and attempts are made to maintain them, the 
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progeny of inevitable gene flow between populations with different cycle lengths that 

survive in better years will represent greater intrapopulation phenotypic diversity than 

would be the case where phenology is ignored and populations allowed to intercross and 

the progeny retained in subsequent generations. Some people from San Antonio go to the 

market town closest to Santa Maria to seek new seed for shorter cycle maize varieties, 

though this appears to be a relatively new prartice, dating to the early 1980s as reported 

to us, and undertaken by a minority of San Antonio households. Only one San Antonio 

population identified as being early ("violento") was included in this study showing 

significantly shorter days to anthesis than the other populations from that community. 

This population also had the highest CV for days to anthesis (8.0) of all populations in 

either community, perhaps a result of contrasting phenotypes that may be present due to 

gene flow from adjacent populations of different cycle lengths as hypothesized above. It 

is worth noting that despite the similar H estimates from each community, phenotypic 

correlations between this trait and a number of others relating to plant size and yield 

(Table 3) from each community were often significant but opposite in sign, e.g. 0.18 v. -

0.65 for ear height and not significant v. -0.40 for grain yield in San Antonio and Santa 

Maria, respectively. 

ASI. In a study of drought stress in tropical maize populations (Bolaiios and 

Edmeades, 1996), the interval between initiation of anthesis and of silking (ASI) was 

negatively and significantly correlated with grain yield under drought, whereas 

heritability of ASI was not reduced by increasing drought stress. The relationship 

between ASI and grain yield under drought has been observed by other researchers (e.g.. 
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see Patemiani, 1990) and reduced ASI Is a trait increasingly sought in the development of 

drought tolerant maize populations. However, ASI poses challenges for data collection, 

especially in CPB and with the on-farm method; it is labor intensive, the potential for 

experimental error can be high, and full expression and variation for this trait will only 

occur under moderate to severe drought which can make accurate characterization more 

difficult. In variable, open-pollinated populations ASI can show enormous variation and 

error terms can easily exceed individual or population estimates. This variation is 

primarily due to differences in initiation of silking as seen in the Oaxaca data by the 

relatively low CVs and standard errors of the population mean days to anthesis (Table 2), 

The extent and pattern of the variation documented for ASI in this study prohibited 

calculation of H estimates for most populations. For the four San Antonio populations 

where it was calculable, average H was low and CV was over 100% (Table 2). 

Statistically significant negative phenotypic correlation coefficients ranging from -0.25 to 

-0.31 for ASI and ear dimensions and grain yield, respectively (Table 3), did support the 

hypothesis that reduced ASI may contribute to improved yield under drought stress and 

approach the phenotypic correlation for "well-watered" conditions found by Bolafios and 

Edmeades (1996). The difference between individual ASI as measured in this study and 

ASI between 50% anthesis and silking in a plot as this trait is typically measured may 

also warrant consideration if days to anthesis has much Vp within the population. At this 

point, despite drought (particularly mid-season, see Dilley, 1993) being the primary 

limiting factor in rainfed maize cultivation in this region, for methodological and 

practical reasons ASI seems a poor trait to address using on-farm selection. Other traits 
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may be more practical criteria to improve grain yield under drought as mentioned below 

regarding grain yield. 

Ear length. Ear length is a primary component of farmers' assessment of "good 

ears" for planting seed. Mean H estimate for San Antonio (0.69) was higher than Santa 

Maria (0.57). Mean population measures and CVs were similar between locations, and 

variation, as measured by mean CV is present (Table 2). Long ears were associated with 

larger plants (greater ear height, larger stalk diameters, longer and wider ear leaves) 

having shorter ASIs and larger ear diameters. Given this information and this trait's 

importance to farmers, ear length seems to have potential as a selection criterion. 

Ear diameter. Ear diameter is also a trait used by many of the farmers who 

collaborated in this study when selecting planting seed, though to a lesser extent than ear 

length (Soleri et al., n.d.). As with all post-harvest traits except ear length, estimates of 

ear diameter H were lower in San Antonio (0.45) with poorer growing conditions than 

Santa Maria (0.69). Correlations between ear diameter and other traits related to plant 

size and harvest are, for the most part, comparable to those of ear length (Table 3). 

Overall, based on farmers' preferences and the findings of this research, ear length would 

be a more appropriate selection criterion than ear diameter. 

Grain yield. Grain yield is a trait of great interest to farmers and one that 

typically has low heritability (Hallauer and Miranda, 1988), this study was no exception 

(Table 2). Differences between communities in population mean grain yield (66.6 and 

75.9 grams in Santa Maria and San Antonio, respectively) are not reflected in mean ear 

dimensions or 100 grain weights and may be the result of lower grain filling in Santa 
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Maria or simply experimental error. In the on-farm context, the potential for experimental 

error from grain loss due to various reasons is substantial and can confound identification 

of genotypes with superior ability to produce grain under drought stress. Similarly, 

coefficients of variation are high for this trait, perhaps in part reflecting experimental 

error. Still, the CV for 100 grain yield suggests that some of the variation documented in 

grain yield is in fact the result of phenotypic differences. However, the low H estimates 

and potential for experimental error make this a problematic selection criterion. Bolafios 

and Edmeades (1996) found high genetic (>0.77) and phenotypic (0.77) correlations 

between grain yield and ears per plant under severe water stress, yet unlike grain yield, H 

for ears per plant increased under drought stress. This suggests that indirect selection for 

ears per plant, as well as other traits discussed earlier, may be a more appropriate and 

feasible approach to selecting for increased grain yield on-farm. 

100 grain weight. Weight of 100 randomly selected kernels from an ear permits 

rough comparison of kernel size and density between individuals. In their own terms, 

farming households in the Central Valleys of Oaxaca use a similar comparison when 

selecting or buying planting seed, with weight per volume and per individual kernel 

receiving attention (Soleri and Cleveland, unpublished data). As with ear diameter and 

grain yield, H estimates for 100 grain weight were lower for San Antonio (0.49) than for 

Santa Maria (0.68). For both communities coefficients of phenotypic variation for this 

trait were approximately 21.4%. Assuming careful execution including random sampling 

of well-dried kernels, elimination of those effected by pest or disease infestation, and 

accurate counting, measuring 100 grain weight is less vulnerable to experimental error 
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than grain yield and may address these farmers' interests in grain size and density. Still, 

in the context ofCPB this advantage must be weighed against the time and labor required 

to document this trait. Given this consideration, and the level of variation documented 

here, 100 grain weight may be most appropriate as a secondary selection criteria to be 

applied to those individuals first selected for other ear traits. 

Credibility of the on-farm estimates 

This research is the first application on-farm of a methodology to rapidly obtain H 

estimates using data from randomly sown individual plants in extant farmers' fields 

(Smith, S.E. et al., 1998). One way the credibility of these estimates may be assessed is 

by comparing them to heritabilities obtained for the same traits using typical estimation 

methods. While heritability estimates are specific to the genetic and environmental 

populations on which they are calculated (Falconer, 1989; Nyquist, 1991), average 

estimates by species and trait are used as general references by breeders and were used as 

an initial comparison in this study (Table 4). Here h^ represents narrow sense heritability, 

VAA'^P, the proportion of Vp attributable to additive genetic variance (VA). 

Given the different types of heritability and the effects and interactions of specific 

populations and environments, a comparison of relative heritability rankings will have 

greater utility than one of absolute values. In recognition of this a number of authors 

suggest the utility of a species-specific ranking of traits into classes of typically low, 

medium, high and very high heritability (class names assigned by us) (Hallauer and 

Miranda, 1988; Jensen, 1988; Nyquist, 1991). For maize, Hallauer and Miranda 

(1988:118) have grouped h^ estimates calculated on a plot means basis as follows: h^ > 
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0.70 very high (VH), 0.50 < h^ < 0.70 high (HI), 0.30 < h^ < 0.5 medium (M), h^ < 0.3 

low (L). Using those same class values here, estimates produced by this study are in 

general agreement with the classes suggested by Hallauer and Miranda (Table 5). 

The h^ estimates produced by the half sib analysis of five of these maize 

populations in experimental plots were also intended to provide a test of the credibility of 

the on-farm H estimates. Because of severe conditions during the 1997 season and 

subsequent substantial losses from those experimental plots, the results are based on 

fewer individual plants than had originally been intended. Still, the points to note 

regarding these data are; first, there is an expected pattern of H estimates being greater 

than h^ estimates for the same trait, with the exception of ear height. This exception may 

be the result of large VE in some on-farm environments, but more likely is due to two of 

the population h^ estimates for this trait being > 1.00 because of the small size of certain 

covariates (e.g., location) in the analysis, thus may ultimately be attributable to 

experimental error in that data set. Second, the difference between the class assignments 

of those estimates is greater for post harvest traits as compared to plant morphology 

traits, typically a two class difference for the former as compared to one class for the 

latter, with the same exception as noted above. Third, the rank correlation of populations 

of the two estimation methods for these traits was insignificant. This third point may be 

indicative of the contribution of VGXE to VQ in H as estimated on farm, producing 

crossovers in trait ranks that are not present when that source of variation is accounted for 

in a replicated, two-location experimental design. However, the role of VGXE in the 

experimental results as compared to the on-farm ones deserves consideration as well 
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because of the contrast between soil types, fertility and water availability between them 

and farmers' typical rainfed fields despite their proximity. Finding the balance between 

investment in viable experimental work and accurately depicting the target system is a 

challenge that researchers are increasingly aware of (e.g., see Ceccarelli, 1989; Rattunde 

and Witcombe, 1993). It seems that the compromises made in finding that balance can be 

consequential. Finally, it is worth noting that comparing these data through rank 

correlations requires the use of absolute values for both H and h^, excluding the use of 

classes that are more appropriate for the H estimates generated on-farm. As a result, small 

differences in heritability values creates differences in rank that would not occur in class 

based comparisons. 

When Smith et al. (1998) tested the method for rapid estimation of H with an 

herbaceous short-lived perennial, all estimates fell within the 90% confidence interval for 

ANOVA-based H estimates. The comparisons presented here do not offer such a clear 

test of the methodology, and were not intended to do so. Still, aside from the h^ estimates 

fi-om our experimental plots, when the on-farm H estimates are ordered by rank, there is 

agreement with many of the rankings resulting from other methods of estimation. It is not 

possible to determine if the exceptions to this represent actual differences due to 

materials and locations or errors due to methodology. Our experience suggests that this 

method can provide useful insights regarding broad classes of H on-farm but not absolute 

H values, therefore the methodology should be used with clear recognition of its 

limitations (Smith, S.E. et al., 1998). Given those limitations, perhaps the best use of the 
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estimates is as a rapid orientation to approximate, relative classes of H, recalling that 

precise values for class delineation are arbitrary. 

Application to Developing Selection Strategies 

Because heritabilities permit prediction of response to selection (Nyquist, 

1991:249), they are useful for guiding decisions and developing selection strategies in 

plant breeding. However, the utility of estimates will depend on how they were generated 

and how they are to be used. There are four issues of particular relevance to both the 

context and the methodology reported here; genotype x environment variance, selection 

unit, broad v. narrow sense heritabilities, and the cost and state of knowledge regarding 

heritability estimates. 

Genotype by environment variance. Genotype by environment variance (VOXE) 

is a component of Vp typically partitioned into the denominator of equations for 

conventional estimates of H or h^. Inclusion of VGXE in the numerator of heritability 

calculations, as is the case in single location estimates such as the on-farm ones reported 

here, tends to bias the estimate upward (Nyquist, 1991:286). The extent to which this bias 

is either real or prohibitive will depend upon the population of environments being 

addressed, existing knowledge and the resources for improving estimates through field 

trials as well as the research and selection designs. If, in CPB that strategy takes the form 

of mass selection on-farm, then the population of environments will be those in which the 

genetic population is being grown and selected, and thus where the estimates are made. 

As such, the absence of genotype x location variation will not greatly affect the utility of 
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the estimates. However genotype x year variation will introduce bias, as it would for 

more conventional evaluations that do not include multi-year trials. 

Selection unit. Potential response to mass selection in which the individual is the 

selection unit requires heritabilities calculated on an individual basis (Falconer, 1989; 

Nyquist, 1991:312). Total phenotypic variance can be reduced in calculations based on 

family means through experimental design (Nyquist, 1991:257), accordingly increasing 

h^ estimates. This is not possible with calculations of Vp on an individual basis unless a 

single, replicable genotype (Fi, clone, inbred line) is being investigated. For this reason 

h^ calculated on an individual basis will be lower than h^ calculated on a family basis, 

and response to selection based on the former unit will also reflect this lower h^. The on-

farm methodology used here produces H estimates that assume individual selection with 

biparental control thus inflating estimates of expected gain from selection up to a 

maximum of 50% over what could actually be expected with mass selection in open-

pollinated populations (individual, uniparental selection) (Simmonds, 1979:139). 

Broad v. narrow sense heritabilities. Although h^ estimates are of greatest value 

for predicting response to selection in cross-pollinating species, in the absence of 

anything else H estimates are useful because they represent the upper limit possible for 

h^. For yield Hallauer and Miranda (1988:117) estimate an average of 61.2 and 38.8% of 

VG can be attributed to VA and Vp (variance due to dominance interactions), respectively, 

assuming no variance due to epistasis or linkage. They conclude that although the relative 

contribution of VA may vary, overall the largest proportion of VG can be attributed to VA 

for most traits, four times more on average than VD. On the other hand, theory suggests 
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that in the case of traits related to fitness and/or subjected to strong selection over time 

(e.g., days to anthesis in the Oaxaca maize populations), the proportion of VA may be 

substantially reduced (Silvertown and Doust, 1993:21). 

For the reasons outlined above we anticipated the on-farm H estimates to be 

approximately 20% larger than comparable h^ estimates from the half sib analyses (and 

perhaps more than this for traits like days to anthesis), as was borne out by our findings 

for plant height and stalk diameter (Table 6). For post harvest traits H estimates were 

from 45-72% larger than corresponding h^ estimates suggesting a large contribution by 

VGXE in these trait phenotypes. It may also reflect the cumulative effect of the toll taken 

by exposure to more factors for traits documented later in the season. The difference 

between the two heritability estimates will depend on the VA for the trait as well as the 

VE present in the growing environments, among other things. Although the on-farm H 

estimation technique is less precise than conventional methods that can provide h^ 

estimates, ultimately, and for reasons relating to their cost and our current state of 

knowledge, we believe these rapid estimations of H are valuable for certain purposes. 

Cost and state of knowledge. Typically, heritability estimates in plants are 

obtained through the evaluation in field trials of progenies or clones of known genetic 

relationship from populations of interest (Nyquist, 1991). In addition to consideration of 

relevance to selection units, often the time and expense involved in producing such 

estimates cannot be justified. In CPB it is conceivable that there will often be numerous 

crop populations being targeted in a region, making estimation of heritabilities for each 

population using conventional methods prohibitive. Still, as a relatively new and untested 
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use of plant breeding methodology, it would seem useful to have some empirical 

evidence on which to develop CPB strategies for crop improvement, especially if those 

strategies make demands on farming households' limited time, labor and other resources. 

As an example. Table 7 compares the cost (in labor and time) of the two methods 

used in this study; H estimation on-farm and h^ estimation via analysis of half sib 

families, each for a single population. These are conservative estimations using only one 

location for the experimental trial and do not include non labor costs such as land, water, 

machinery, and other inputs necessary for researcher-run field trials. In addition to the 

rapidity and relative economy of the on-farm method, it has the advantage of using the 

crop population in the environment and management conditions of farmers' selection 

environment. The idea is not to shift costs of research onto farmers (see Smale et al., 

1998b), these are working fields, sown regardless of research agendas. The impact on 

those fields of conducting this research is minimal, although even this should be 

compensated for as it was in this study. Instead, the objective is to invest research 

resources in methods that provide broader coverage and information with greater 

potential use for meeting local needs than some more conventional approaches. 

CONCLUSION 

Much of the research and breeding activities undertaken in the area of CPB have 

been based on theory and the available empirical evidence developed under conditions 

quite different than those present in fanners' fields or have even neglected theory (e.g.. 

Rice et al., 1998; Smale et al., 1998b). Breeders' contributions to collaboration will be 

most effective only if they have sufficient information on which to apply the insights of 
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genetics and statistical analysis. Given the environmental, genetic and sociocultural 

variability that appears to exist in many low resource agricultural systems, the application 

of deductive reasoning and generalization are a necessity as detailed evaluation of all of 

the system variants is impossible. Still, enough is different between some CPB scenarios 

compared to conventional breeding situations that local empirical evidence and the 

possibility for inductive reasoning and subsequent decision-making that it offers would 

be valuable. Yet the cost of such local evaluations may be high in situations with great 

spatial and temporal diversity, posing a dilemma. The estimation of H reported here, and 

other descriptive statistics generated in this estimation, used together and with reference 

to our theoretical and other knowledge, can provide locally specific, useful information 

that, while limited, still exceeds that available otherwise. 

Locally specific information is useful not only for identifying necessary 

distinctions, but also when generalization is appropriate. In this case, estimates of H and 

population values and CVs between communities were, for the most part, similar and 

appear adequately represented by their combined summary data. This was not the case for 

all phenotypic correlations. Cross-pollination and extensive seed flow networks could 

contribute to similarities among genetic populations in this area (Smale et al., 1998a). We 

hypothesize that the similarity in H values despite the different growing environments 

suggests that within field and year to year VE may contribute to VE within communities 

being as great as that between. However, there is also a bias inherent in these data as the 

San Antonio populations and fields, especially during the 1997 season, likely represent 

some of the more favorable ones in that community. Despite the apparent similarities of 
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maize populations from the two communities based on these data, the contrasting 

phenotypic correlations for some important traits (Table 3) as well as the differing 

selection goals as expressed by farming households in each (e.g., for cycle length, see 

Soleri and Cleveland, n.d. and Soleri et al., n.d.), and the demands of the local 

environment will still need to be accounted for in the development of selection strategies 

(Simmonds, 1979). 

As a method based on single site and season data, the results of the on-farm H 

estimations must be used with caution, for example, acknowledging the potential for 

inflation due to G x E bias. This approach will provide initial heritability information 

relevant to the genetic populations and their response to the repeatable elements in the 

population of environments in which they are grown, but not the non repeatable elements 

of those same environments (e.g., precipitation). As with other forms of crop 

improvement, heritability estimates relevant for CPB will depend upon how the 

population of growing environments is defined for each population (Nyquist, 1991:240), 

and the selection strategy envisioned. The difference between the narrow-sense 

heritabilities estimated in this research and the lack of response to selection for some of 

those same traits observed elsewhere (Soleri et al., n.d.) likely reflects the effect of a 

large component of VE in farmers' crop populations grown on-farm, resulting in very low 

heritabilities for many traits. The relatively large on-farm H estimates may therefore also 

be deceptive in that they were estimated in a small and homogeneous area of most fields, 

and thus may in fact more accurately represent the level of H possible with stratification 

(Gardner, 1961). It may be that averaging H estimates made on several of these on-farm 
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environment combination under farmers' current post harvest, mass selection methods. 
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Because maize is one of the most studied crop species in the world, heritability 

averages for some traits are available (e.g., Hallauer and Miranda, 1988). However this is 

generally not the case for many other crop species important to low resource farmers such 

as millet (Pennisetum spp.), sorghum (Sorghum bicolor), tef (Eragrostis te.f) , cassava 

(Manihot esculenta), plantain (Musa spp.), beans (Phaseolus spp.), Mrican rice (Oryza 

glaberrima), etc. Even for well-studied species, H estimates are rarely available for 

farmers' fields where growing conditions may differ substantially from those of the on

station field trials on which published values are based. In addition, H estimations are 

typically reported for breeders' elite or experimental populations (e.g. , for maize, 

Bolanos and Edmeades, 1996; Fountain and Hallauer, 1996), not for farmer-developed 

and maintained populations whose structure may differ from the former. In these cases, 

with adjustments made for predominantly autogamous or clonally propagated species, 

on-farm estimates ofH can be a valuable-and often the only-initial descriptor of the 

population available. 

Regarding development of new methodologies for assessing population genetic 

parameters in situ of non domesticated plant species. Ritland (1989: 198) commented that 

"the loss of rigor from abandoning artificial experiments is offset by the gain in realism." 

Whether the loss is indeed "offset" would seem to depend on how the findings are used. 

Applied carefully, the insights regarding heritabilities discussed in this study are a useful 

improvement over a complete lack of information, especially when they can be obtained 
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at such a low cost in time and resources. Additionally, the possibility of merging the 

focus of both farmers' and plant breeders' knowledge on the same local plant breeding 

context and material would seem a useful and necessary first step toward realizing the 

potential of CPB. 
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TABLES FOR APPENDIX A 

Table 1. Farmer-described bianco criollo maize folk variety populations included in this 
research. 
Community Household Maize 

population 
number 

Year 
documented 

Populations used in 
1997 experimental 
plots 

Santa Maria A 1 1996 
A 2 1997 
B 3 1996 • 

C 4 1996 • 

C 5 1997 
D 6 1996 • 

D 7 1997 
San Antonio E 8 1996 • 

E 9 1997 
F 10 1996 • 

F 11 1997 
G 12 1997 
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Table 2. Summary of mean broad sense heritability estimates, across populations trait 
mean and mean within population coefficient of variation for trait; both communities 
combined. 
Trait (number of Mean H Mean 
populations) estimate ± SE' 

of trait across within 
populations ± SE population 

CV (%) of 
trait 

Ear height (cm) (n=l 1) 0.74 ±0.05 95.1 ±6.1 22.3 
Plant height (cm) (n=8) 0.65 ±0.04 225.0 ± 10.6 13.3 
Stalk diameter (cm) (n=l 1) 0.67 ±0.05 1.9±0.1 16.5 
Ear leaf width (cm) (n=9) 0.65 ±0.07 8.1 ±0.3 16.4 
Ear leaf length (cm) (n=8) 0.65 ±0.07 82.5 ±3.3 13.8 
Ear leaf area*" (cm^) (n=7) 0.56 ±0.06 467.3 ±31.6 24.5 
Primary tassel branches 0.71 ±0.06 11.6 ± 1.0 36.3 

(count) (n=8) 
Days to anthesis (days) 0.65 ±0.09 64.7 ±3.5 5.6 

(n=6) 
ASf (days) (n= 4) 0.48 ±0.18 3.9 ± 1.2 102.7 
Ear length (cm) (n=10) 0.63 ±0.07 11.4 ±0.4 19.9 
Ear diameter (m) (n=9) 0.55 ±0.11 42.4 ± 0.1 10.8 
Grain yield (gm) (n=12) 0.47 ±0.08 70.5 ±4.5 45.7 
100 grain weight (gm) (n=8) 0.61 ±0.11 38.7 ± 1.3 21.4 

* Standard error of the mean across populations. 
Ear leaf area = ear leaf width x length x 0.75 (Lafitte and Edmeades 1994). 

° ASI = anthesis-silking interval. 
Estimates only available from San Antonio populations. 
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Table 3. Examples of coefficients of phenotypic correlation, mean of all populations 
combined (n maximum = 12)*. Reproductive phenology and post harvest traits'*. 
Traits Days to 

anthesis 
ASI' Ear 

length 
Ear 
diameter 

Grain 
yield 

100 
grain 
weight 

Ear height d -0.28 0.41 0.14 0.32 0.17 

Plant height d -0.35 0.42 0.29 0.42 0.13 
Stalk diameter d ns 0.40 0.20 0.41 0.28 
Ear leaf width d -0.16 0.47 0.25 0.37 0.26 
Ear leaf length d -0.04 0.45 0.24 0.30 0.24 
Ear leaf area® d -0.16 0.53 0.22 0.40 0.30 
rtassel e -0.10 0.27 0.19 0.22 ns 
branches 

Days to anthesis -0.24 e e e C 

ASI^ — -0.25 -0.29 -0.31 -0.09 
Ear length — — 0.46 0.68 0.32 
Ear diameter — — 0.58 0.40 
Grain yield — — — 0.43 

* Sigiuficant at P < O.OS for individual location means (n=2) and across locations mean 
unless otherwise indicated. 

** Calculations based on 812-3938 individual plants. 
Ear leaf area = ear leaf width x length x 0.75 (Lafitte and Edmeades 1994). 
Santa Maria location mean significant and negative; San Antonio location mean 

significant and positive. 
* Santa Maria location mean significant and negative; San Antonio location mean not 

significant. 
^ ASI = anthesis-silking interval. 
ns = not significant. 
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Table 4. Comparing mean maize heritability estimates from the literature and H 
estimates from Oaxaca study. 

Trait Overall on- Bolanos and Fountain & Hallauer & 
farm Oaxaca Edmeades*" Hallauer' Miranda** 
mean H* (unbiased H) (h^ plot mean) (h^ plot mean) 

Ear height 0.74 0.70 0.62 0.66 
Plant height 0.65 — 0.56 0.57 
Tassel branch 0.71 0.79 — — 

number 
Days to anthesis 0.65 0.80 0.68 0.58 
Asr 0.48 0.60 0.34 — 

Ear length 0.63 — 0.24 0.38 
Ear diameter 0.55 — 0.40 0.36 
Grain yield 0.47 0.59 0.24 0.19 
' Biased H, assuming biparental control (Smith et al. 1998). 
^ Mean for SI-3 progenies of six tropical maize populations grown under no-, 

intermediate-, and severe-water stress (Bolanos and Edmeades 1996). 
® Mean for three broad-based synthetic populations (Fountain and Hallauer 1996). 

Mean of components of variation from experiments conducted using mating designs I, 
II, and EH and "a few" F2 populations (Hallauer and Miranda 1988:116). 

' ASI = anthesis-silking interval. 
~ no estimate reported. 
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Table 5. Classification of trait in the literature and H estimates from Oaxaca study 
using classes defined by Hallauer and Miranda. 
Trait (n Class of trait Trait mean H Trait mean H Class of trait 
populations in average h^ in in Oaxaca rank in H from 
Oaxaca study) Hallauer and study Oaxaca study Oaxaca study' 

Miranda® 
Ear height (11) HI 0.74 1 VH 
1° tassel branch nc 0.71 2 VH 

number (8) 
Stalk diameter nc 0.67 3 HI 

(11) 
Plant height (8) HI 0.65 5.5 HI 
Days to anthesis HI 0.65 5.5 HI 

(6) 
Ear leaf width (9) nc 0.65 5.5 HI 
Ear leaf length (9) nc 0.65 5.5 HI 
Ear length (10) M 0.63 8 HI 
100 grain weight nc 0.61 9 HI 

(8) 
Ear diameter (9) M 0.55 10 HI 
ASl" (4) nc 0.48 11 M 
Grain yield (12) L 0.47 12 M 

" Classes established by Hallauer and Miranda 1988; 118. VH = very high = h >0.70, HI = 
high = 0.50<h^<0.70, M = medium = 0.30<h^<0.50, L = low = h*<0.30, nc = not 
classified. 

^ ASI = anthesis-silking interval. 



Table 6. Average on-farm H estimates for selected traits, and estimates (with trait rankings among all traits for that 
method of estimation) calculated from half sib family analysis of the same populations'. 

Ear height Plant height Stalk diameter Ear diameter Ear length Ear weight 
H h^ H h^ H h^ H h^ H h^ H h^ 
0.70 ± 0,83 ± 0.65 ± 0.511 0.73 ± 0^60 ± 0.80 ± 0.36 + 0.73 ± 0.41 ± 0.68 ± 0.19 ± 
0.07 0.09 0.09 0.07 0.03 0.12 0.08 0.13 0.09 0.07 0.08 0.02 

J4} in 16) (3) (3) (2) (1) (5) (2) (4) (5) (6) 
Class of heritability estimate according to Hallauer and Miranda 1988 

HI VH HI HI VH HI VH M VH M HI L 
" h^ estimates included only for analyses with family components of variation having z-scores with P ^ 0.05. For these 

calculations populations with h^ estimates > 1.00 reported as 1.00 (n=3). 
** Classes established by Hallauer and Miranda 1988:118. VH = very high = h^>0.70, HI = high = 0.50<h^<0.70, M = 

medium = 0.30<h^<0.50, L = low = h^<0.30. 

vO 
00 
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Table 7, Comparison of approximate cost in labor and time for on-farm H estimates and 
estimates from a half sib trial: one population only". 

Task On-farm H estimation 
(workers x # days) 

Half sib trial*^ 
(workers x # days) 

Planting 
Field maintenance (preparation, 
cultivation, weeding, irrigation) 
Data collection on 3 traits 

Data entry 

Data analysis 

0 
0 

4 PDs (4 x 1 day) 
0.5 PDs(l X 0.5 days) 
0.5 PDs (1 X 0.5 days) 

6 PDs (6 X 1 day) 
15 PDs (1x15 days) 

16 PDs (4x4 days) 
2 PDs (1x2 days) 
0.5 PDs (1 X 0.5 days) 

Approximate cost in PDs 5 PDs 
Approximate time elapsed from 2 days 

first investment until analysis 
complete 

39.5 PDs 

~ 70 days for post 
anthesis plant 
morphological traits 

' Based on time and labor use in Oaxaca study. 
** Assuming one matrix of 500 plants. 

Assuming one location, 1 population, 100 families/population, 10 plants/family, 2 
replications. 
PD = person days of labor. 
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APPENDIX B; FARMERS' GENETIC PERCEPTIONS 

REGARDING THEIR CROP POPULATIONS: AN EXAMPLE 

WITH MAIZE IN THE CENTRAL VALLEYS OF OAXACA, 

MEXICO 

Abstract: Soleri, Daniela Arid Lands Resource Sciences Program, University of 

Arizona, 1955 E 6'*' St, Tucson, AZ 85719 USA, dsoleri@ag.arizona.edu) and David A. 

Cleveland (Department of Anthropology and Environmental Studies Program, U C Santa 

Barbara, Santa Barbara, CA 93106-3210 USA, clevelan@lifesci.ucsb.edu). Collaborative 

plant breeding (CPB) is a new approach to crop improvement that includes close 

attention to local adaptation and interaction between farmers and formal plant breeders to 

better meet the needs of those farmers. Collegial interaction capable of exploiting the 

knowledge and skills of farmers and breeders will depend upon an understanding of those 

in terms that are relevant to each. 

To facilitate this interaction with the goal of making farmer selection practices more 

effective, the work described here sought to improve outside researchers' understanding 

of farmers' fundamental perceptions about their populations, growing environments and 

their expectations for response to selection. Various methods were used to accomplish 

this with a small sample of maize farmers in two communities in the Central Valleys of 

Oaxaca, Mexico. Farmers' decisions about maize varietal type repertoires imply 

assessments based on genetic and environmental variation in the local context. A clear 

distinction was made between traits of high and low heritability and expected response to 

mailto:dsoleri@ag.arizona.edu
mailto:clevelan@lifesci.ucsb.edu
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selection, however, some traits of interest to farmers such as large seed size may involve 

considerations other than their potential for influencing the progeny generation. 

INTRODUCTION 

Collaborative plant breeding (CPB) is a relatively new approach to crop 

improvement currently being discussed (CGIAR 1997; Eyzaguirre and Iwanaga 1996; 

Witcombe et al. 1996). Though still under development, CPB involves some form of 

interaction between farmer-breeders and formally trained plant breeders (hereafter, 

farmers and breeders, respectively) in crop improvement for local use (Smale et al. 1998; 

Sperling and Loevinsohn 1996). CPB is seen as particularly relevant for agricultural 

systems in stress-prone or marginal growing environments (Ceccarelli, Grando and Booth 

1996, Weltzien R. et al. 1998). As used here, these environments are characterized by 

low average and variable productivity for varieties or populations of the crop species of 

interest (i.e., after Falconer 1989:136). Although it will likely take many forms, another 

fundamental characteristic of CPB is close attention to local adaptation to biophysical and 

sociocultural factors (ibid; Sperling and Scheidegger 1995). One form of CPB, and likely 

one of the most universally accessible, will be based on simple revisions of existing local 

selection methods to improve farmers' own crop populations, pan of what has been 

referred to as "farmer-led" CPB (McGuire, Manicad and Sperling 1999). Not only can 

this approach be economical, it has the potential to strengthen the extant selection process 

whether undertaken by individual households or by local groups such as community 

organizations, non governmental organizations or entrepreneurs because a) it is based in 

the farming community and is less dependent on external experts and resources, b) the 
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target (where populations will ultimately be grown and used) and selection environments 

are the same (Atlin and Frey 1989), and c) it uses crop populations with a history of 

selection under local conditions as its starting point (Ceccarelli, Grando and Impiglia 

1998). 

Farmers' plant breeding, which like plant breeding in general includes varietal 

choice, seed selection, and seed procurement is of central importance to breeders 

interested in CPB (CPRO-DLO and WAU 1999; McGuire, Manicad and Sperling 1999). 

Most of the research on farmers' seed selection has focused on listings of varietal 

repertoires and selection criteria (e.g., Soleri and Cleveland 1993). An exception is 

Louette and Smale's work in Jalisco, Mexico (1998). They found that farmers' selection 

served primarily to maintain broad varietal phenotypes for ear characteristics, but that 

farmers did not undertake selection with the idea of changing their maize populations. 

The limited number of CPB efforts that include changing farmer selection practices 

typically involve a transfer of technology approach especially regarding biological 

components (McGuire, Manicad and Sperling 1999). For example, a project with maize 

farmers in Honduras attempted to teach basic genetics and techniques such as in-field 

plant selection, detasseling, and bagging to control cross pollination (Gomez et al. 1995). 

Relative to more conventional plant breeding efforts, CPB will require 

methodological adjustments and innovations (CPRO-DLO and Wageningen Agricultural 

University 1999; McGuire, Manicad and Sperling 1999) that address the complexities of 

interdisciplinary (both within and between the social and biological sciences) and 

intercultural (farmers and researchers) collaboration, and of plant improvement in 
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variable, stressful environments. There is a growing body of research concerning such 

innovations (e.g.. Cooper and Hammer 1996; Haverkort 1991; Sperling and Loevinsohn 

1996). 

In this paper we address three major aspects of local biological knowledge (or 

folkbiology). First, in terms of the basic views of local knowledge within ethnobiology 

we take a middle ground, an alternative approach, between utilitarian and intellectualist 

views (Medin and Atran 1999:8; Berlin 1992). The utilitarian view is a relativist one, that 

local knowledge depends on the goals, theories and beliefs of the local people. As Berlin 

notes, the utilitarian tradition is often dominated by economic concerns, or descriptions of 

uses, and this continues to be a strong tradition in economic botany and zoology. The 

intellectualist or comparativist tradition suggests that categories are recognized rather 

than constructed because nature itself is made up of an organized pattern of units, and 

there are universals in human cognition, resuhing in cross-cultural similarities in the 

ways in which humans view or conceive biological organisms. An alternative approach is 

more inductive, and unites utilitarian and intellectualist approaches by seeking to explain 

both similarities and differences between local groups (Medin and Atran 1999), including 

comparisons between local and scientific knowledge, i.e. asking " "Why do human 

societies classify nature in the ways they do?' " (Berlin 1992:5). 

Second, in terms of the level of knowledge, our focus is different than that of 

most studies of local knowledge of the biological environment, which has been on 

classification. Our case study is a contribution to a growing area of research interest in 

understanding more complex local biological knowledge systems, of which classification 
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is an important part, and on the relationship between knowledge and practice. For 

example, Ellen (1999) concludes on the basis of his own and others' research on 

subsistence of rain forest peoples, that knowledge of general principles forms the basis 

for deductive models that function, for example, in connecting observations at the species 

level with forest structure and dynamics. Our focus is on local knowledge about complex 

functional relationships between organisms and their environments, namely the 

interactions between genotype and environment that determine phenotype in crop plants, 

and that affect varietal classification systems and farmers' plant breeding strategies. 

Third, our goal of understanding similarities and differences between local and scientific 

knowledge is a praaical one (Medin and Atran 1999). Thus we are interested not only in 

the question of the extent to which local and scientific knowledge are similar or different, 

but also in how each can contribute to achieving farmers' and plant breeders' goals. 

The work described here builds on several assumptions. First, the probability of 

CPB being successful will be greater when based on local information (e.g., on crop 

populations, growing environments, farmer goals and practices), compared with basing 

CPB on deductions derived from experiences in different environments and contexts. 

Second, farmers' knowledge and practice concerning varietal choices, including seed 

procurement patterns, and selection strategies and practices are at least partially based on 

fundamental perceptions about their crop populations and growing environments and the 

interaction between them. Thus, while documentation of the specific patterns and 

practices themselves is valuable, identifying and understanding the perceptions that 

underlie them will ultimately provide more versatile tools for the development of 
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collaborative local crop improvement. Third, we assume that CPB means that the 

knowledge and practice of both farmers and breeders are important for collaboration for 

local crop improvement. Elucidation of farmers' genetic perceptions described above 

will, therefore, help to make farmers' knowledge and insights evident and 

comprehensible to breeders, enabling them to be more effective collaborators through the 

application of their knowledge of genetics and statistics to CPB. Equally importantly, 

elucidation and discussion of farmers' genetic perceptions will enhance the use by 

farmers of their own knowledge and practice in CPB. 

This paper reports results of a small case study based on our work with farmers in 

two communities in the Central Valleys of Oaxaca, Mexico. Its focus is one component 

of farmers' plant breeding, farmers' identification of types within the most widely sown 

maize variety, the implications of those designations in terms of genetic and 

environmental variation, and fanners' perceptions of variation in the context of 

intrapopulation selection. First, we very briefly describe the place of maize folk varieties 

(FVs, also known as landraces) in Mexico and the study region, then use a basic 

biological model to outline relevant points regarding the interaction of genetic and 

environmental variation in crop populations, focusing on heritability. We used traditional 

social science methods, as well as developing a new method using hypothetical scenarios. 

MAIZE IN MEXICO 

Mexico, in the center of maize domestication and diversity, is also the home of 

the green revolution in wheat and maize, characterized in the Third World by the 

application of industrial agriculture based on modem crop varieties (MVs) and high 
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levels of inputs in the better growing environments. Despite the presence of the green 

revolution, most land planted in maize in Mexico is still sown with FVs (Dalrymple 

1986; Timothy, Harvey and Dowswell 1988). Even though 83 MVs of maize have been 

released between 1966-90 by the Mexican public sector, 77% of the total maize area in 

1990 (7.3 million ha) was in FVs (compared to 57% for all of Latin America) (Lopez-

Pereira and Morris 1994). (Aquino (1998:236) states that 170 maize MVs were released 

by ENIFAP between 1966 and 1995, but cites no reference). 

As with other major grain crops, high yielding maize MVs have been bred for 

fairly uniform, low stress environments across wide geographic areas, and are relatively 

lacking in genetic diversity. Limited work has been done on breeding for the more stress-

prone environments of many small-scale farmers where yields are relatively low (Smith 

and Paliwal 1997). As discussed below, available data suggest that most maize MVs are 

not appropriate for small-scale farmers in Mexico, who are responsible for the majority of 

land planted to this crop. 

The low adoption rate for MVs is likely due in part to the highly stress-prone 

growing conditions (drought stress, low fertility, lack of inputs such as irrigation and 

fertilizers) of small-scale farmers in Mexico (Garcia Barrios and Garcia Barrios 1994), 

who account for the majority of land planted to this crop, for which many MVs have not 

been targeted, and thus produce lower yields than FVs (Aquino 1998; Heisey et al. 1998). 

Even if MVs were adapted to these farmers' growing locations, provided they supplied 

the additional inputs that the large scale commercial farmers do (commercial fertilizers 

and pesticides and irrigation), these farmers cannot afford to supply these inputs. Yet 
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small-scale Mexican farmers are often assumed to be "only dimly aware of the potential 

benefits of improved germplasm and crop management practices," and lacking the 

education and skills needed to manage MVs "properly", although no data are provided to 

support these conjectures (Aquino 1998:249). To the contrary, the few studies that have 

been carried out suggest that small-scale farmers make decisions in allocating resources 

to maize MVs v. FVs based on rational comparisons of performance, including yield 

stability (e.g., Perales, Brush and Qualset 1998; Smale, Heisey and Leathers 1995). 

While it is difficult to compare yields for FVs and MVs at a regional or national 

level because most data are not disaggregated, some relevant survey data do exist. For 

example, disaggregated data from 1990 and 1994 surveys of 275 ejidos (communities 

managing land in common) show that with irrigation and fertilizer, MVs ("improved 

seeds") out-yielded FVs ("local seeds") in the spring-summer season (2.36 vs. 1.36 t/ha 

in 1990, 1.85 vs. 1.37 in 1994), and far out-yielded local seed that are not fertilized or 

irrigated (0.84 t/ha in 1990 and 0.80 in 1994) (de Janvry, Gordillo and Sadoulet 1997:72). 

However, improved maize seed was used by only 4.6% (1990) and 15 .5% (1994) of ail 

farms, and only 3.0% and 7.8% of farms under 2 ha, which are almost entirely rainfed, 

and accounted for 28.8% of all farms (de Janvry, Gordillo and Sadoulet 1997:78, 82, 32). 

These data support the observation that the adoption of maize MVs has generally been 

limited to better growing environments (Heisey and Edmeades 1999). 

In the southern Mexican state of Oaxaca, 92.7% of maize area harvested in 1990 

was in FVs, with the remainder in MVs (5.5% in open-pollinated varieties, 1.8% in 

hybrids) (Aragon Cuevas 1995). Grain yields in Oaxaca during this period were only 0.8 
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t/ha (INEGI 1996:32), 40% of the yield for Mexico as a whole, and 21% of the world 

average. In addition there are high rates of emigration from farm communities, and 

agriculture may often be associated with degradation of soil and vegetation (M. Rees, 

personal communication 1998; Stephen 1991). 

HERITABILITY 

A central theme of biological theory and practice, including plant breeding, is the 

relative contributions of nature (genetic variation, VG) and nurture (non-genetic or 

environmental variation, VE) to individual phenotypes. In plant breeding the relationship 

between these sources of variation determines the effectiveness of selection. Phenotypic 

variation (Vp) is recognized as the sum of these two major sources, Vp = VG VE and 

Vo/Vp is the proportion of the phenotypic variance due to genotype. The portion of Vo 

directly transmissible from parent to progeny and thus most relevant for change due to 

selection is referred to as additive variance, VA, with VA/VP being narrow-sense 

heritability (h^). 

Estimating the heritability of traits in particular environments and populations is 

of interest to plant breeders (Nyquist 1991; Simmonds 1979). Traditionally, estimates 

have relied upon methods that attempt to characterize environmental variation through 

research design and the use of genetically defined materials, e.g., clones, families of flill 

or half siblings. However, as increasing attention is being given to the more variable 

environments of stress-prone and low resource systems, heritability estimates for these 

environments are receiving increased attention (e.g., Bolanos and Edmeades 1996; 

Ceccarelli 1996). Consideration of heritability within the context of CPB requires 
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attention to local adaptation and farmer-breeder interaction. Attention to local adaptation 

means heritability estimates made under the conditions experienced by farmers and their 

crop populations (Soleri and Smith n.d.). Attention to interaction suggests enhancing 

communication and understanding of researcher and farmer perspectives (e.g., 

Dhamotharan et al. 1997) 

Heritabilities influence not only selection, but also choice of germplasm for 

planting or crossing. Traits with high average heritability vary less with variation in the 

environment than traits with low average heritability, and therefore high heritability traits 

are theoretically easier to use in classification of crop genotypes. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This research was undertaken as part of a study of local maize populations and 

farmer selection (Soleri 1999) in two communities in the Central Valleys of Oaxaca, 

Mexico (pseudonyms are used for communities throughout). Communities in this area are 

predominantly either indigenous Zapotec, or Mestizo or a mix of these two (INEGI 

1993:35). While off-farm work is increasingly important in this region, including 

temporary migration within Mexico and to the USA (Stephen 1994; M. Rees, personal 

communication 1997), subsistence agriculture is still predominant and maize produaion 

is the foundation of most rural households' economy (INEGI 1993:73). Eighty-eight 

percent of summer maize production in the Central Valleys is grown under rainfed 

conditions with most households experiencing harvest "failure" about one of every four 

years (Dilley 1993:114). We worked with eight farm families in Santa Maria, a 

community in the Zimatlan Valley, and with five families in San Antonio, a community 
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in the Mitla Valley (Table I). Households were initially selected for participation in 

another component of this research concerning quantitative description of their crop 

populations (Soleri and Smith n.d.). Some households were identified through 

recommendations of fellow community members and municipal authorities as households 

known to be managing diverse maize varieties or respected (e.g., hardworking, not 

implying large-scale) maize farmers. Others were chosen during walking tours of the 

field areas in the 1996 spring planting season. We attempted to make the sample 

representative of household types in each of the communities, and the sample covered the 

two most important distinguishing characteristics in those communities: gender of 

household head and wealth. Interviews were conducted with individuals primarily 

responsible for agriculture, typically a wife and husband, or mother and son, and younger 

workers who usually deferred to the primary pair. When we use the word "farmer" in the 

rest of this paper, it refers to a farm household, unless otherwise indicated. 

That larger study was conducted from June 1996-October 1998 with data 

collected in Spanish through participant observation, informal discussions, formal 

interviews, and on-farm and experimental plot research. Questions regarding farmers' 

varietal type choices were administered during formal interviews in 1996 and 1997. 

Community-level comparisons between farmer estimates of maize cycle length (days 

from sowing to anthesis and harvest) were analyzed using the Mann-Whitney one-tailed 

test of medians with significance set at P < 0.05. 

Farmer identification of ear phenotypes they associate with white maize varietal 

types was accomplished using a random sample of 100 ears from a plot in a farmer's field 
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(measured as part of the larger study, Soleri and Smith n.d ) in their community. Ten ears 

(or fewer if ten ears that met the criteria were not present according to farmers) of each of 

the types of white maize recognized in their community were selected by farmers. For 

each household, means of specified traits for the identified ears were compared to means 

for the entire 100 ear sample using /-tests, and the two varietal type groups were 

compared to each other. We analyzed IS morphophenological plant and post harvest 

(seed and ear) traits using orthogonal contrasts with significance set at P < 0.05 (Soleri, 

Smith and Cleveland n.d.). Traits included; ear height, total plant height, stalk diameter, 

ear leaf width, ear leaf length, ear leaf area (width x length x 0.75) (see Lafitte and 

Edmeades 1994), number of primary tassel branches, anthesis silking interval (days 

between initiation of pollen shed and first silk emergence), days to anthesis from sowing, 

ear diameter, ear length, kernel row number, grain yield, weight of 100 grains, and 

shelling ratio (grain weight/ear weight). 

Farmers' perceptions regarding h^ in their populations and environments were 

assessed during formal interviews in 1996, 1997 and 1998. We used hypothetical 

scenarios regarding traits that typically have high or low average heritabilities, and their 

expression in both a variable, stressful growing environment "typical" of the region and 

in a hypothetical, uniform, "optimal" field that in no way limited plant growth. The traits 

discussed were tassel color, ear length and seed size. Here "seed" refers specifically to 

maize grain (also called kernels) used by fanners for planting. These scenarios built on 

farmers' experience, but also presented some situations unfamiliar to them, for example a 

uniform field without resources limiting plant growth. Our questions about the expression 
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of traits in typical and optimal environments were designed to create a contrast in the 

variability present in the growing environment and the opportunity to discuss the 

interaction of this and VG. Our objective was to provide outside researchers with a 

methodological approach, based on a biological model, for understanding how farmers 

perceive of abstract concepts such as heritability in their maize varieties. We sought 

farmers' perceptions described in breeders' terms and concepts to facilitate collaboration, 

including increasing farmers' status in plant breeders' eyes, and increasing farmers' 

ability to use their own extensive knowledge of their FVs and growing conditions. 

RESULTS 

VG and VE and Interpopulation Descriptors 

Although Santa Maria and San Antonio are only approximately 65 km apart and 

both communities have good access to major markets, there is a distinct difference in 

farmers' naming practices regarding their white maize varietal types in the two 

communities (Table 2). In both locations bianco (white) maize is the primary variety 

cultivated; in Santa Maria types of bianco are identified solely based on features observed 

in the ear post harvest—particularly kernel/ear type fcuadrado v. bolita). as well as 

pigmentation of the cob and husk. In contrast, types of bianco in San Antonio are 

identified on the basis of their cycle length (tardon [long cycle] v. violento [short cycle]), 

as measured primarily by days to anthesis. We asked farmers to estimate the time from 

planting to flowering and to maturity for the bianco varietal types they had experience 
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with. Farmers responded in terms of months and fractions of months, sometimes 

adjusting this in terms of weeks or days (Table 3). 

Farmers in Santa Maria perceived bolita and cuadrado as having different cycle 

lengths, but they disagreed about which was slower or faster, and the differences between 

cycle length estimates for the two types were therefore insignificant. In addition, the lack 

of agreement regarding correlation between the bolita and cuadrado ear phenotypes and 

cycle length does not support the hypothesis that these ear types are indirect selection 

criteria for cycle length. In San Antonio, with a more stressful growing environment due 

to lower rainfall and poorer soils, the difference in farmer-declared cycle lengths was 

significant. Although farmers in Santa Maria preferred the bolita phenotype, all we spoke 

with stated that they grew mixed populations containing both types, and that keeping 

them separate was impossible because of cross-pollination. The "hibrido" (hybrid) bianco 

is the only bianco maize distinguished by cycle length in Santa Maria. One of the 

households we worked with in that community grew it occasionally and purchased seed 

from suppliers in Oaxaca City, though a shop owner in Santa Maria also sold hibrido 

seed. Hibrido was universally known in both communities for its long cycle and greater 

water requirements as compared to local bianco varietal types, and as a maize of 'foreign' 

provenience is not considered a bianco varietal type. 

As measured in this study, farmers' identification of varietal type ear phenotypes 

from among the 100 ear samples we presented them with showed no consistent pattern 

within or between communities. Although only a few (n=3) of the identification exercises 

with farmers from San Antonio used samples for which cycle length data were available. 
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none of those comparisons showed significant differences between violento and tardon 

groups for days to anthesis. Of all of the identification exercises conducted with farming 

households in that community (n=8), seven had at least one significant contrast between 

traits of varietal type groups but these were not consistent in trait or relative means of the 

two groups. The most common (n=4) significantly different trait was ear diameter, 

however, results of two of the selection exercises showed a violento group with means 

greater than the tardon. while the other two exercises had the opposite results. 

Of a total of twelve identification exercises conducted in Santa Maria, eight 

contained varietal type identifications with significantly different means for one or more 

traits. Of these significant contrasts, 83% represented bolita as having larger plant or ear 

characteristics as compared to cuadrado. In the comparison of farmer-identified varietal 

types in this community, the most commonly significant traits were shelling ratio and leaf 

area index, with each trait being significantly different between the two types in three 

households' identifications. 

Heritability and Intrapopulation Selection 

The scenarios presented to farmers made use of traits with high and low average 

heritability that were familiar and of interest to farmers, as well as both familiar and 

unfamiliar growing environments. Our purpose was to create hypothetical situations to 

facilitate discussion of the abstract concept of heritability. 

Tassel Color. Tassel, glume and anther color including yellow, red and purple, is 

an aesthetic trait that farmers in both communities pointed out to us. The pleasure of 

looking across a field of green plants with purple tassels was the reason one household in 
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San Antonio sought out a yellow maize population known to have tassels of that color. In 

Santa Maria a household was growing a bolita bianco population recently developed by a 

family member to have predominantly purple tassels, cobs and husks, the latter which 

transfer their color to tamales steamed in them, a desired effect. Tassel color is highly 

heritable and as such is among the associated pigmentation traits used to identify 

genotypes in experimental research (Coe, Neuffer and Hoisington 1988; 135). 

These scenarios were designed to improve understanding of how farmers perceive 

the influence of VG and VE on expression of tassel color. The potential role of Vo was 

represented by the relationship between phenotypes of parental and progeny generations. 

The potential role of VE was represented by the contrasting growing environments. The 

null hypothesis was that farmers see a relatively small contribution by VG to total Vp— 

low heritability—saying that seeds from plants with a given tassel color would produce 

plants with a diversity of tassel colors when planted in a stressfiil, variable environment, 

and mostly tassels of the given color when planted in an optimal, uniform environment; 

attributing Vp predominantly to VE. The alternative hypothesis was that farmers see tassel 

color primarily determined by Vo, that the tassel color of the progeny plant would be the 

same as that of the parent regardless of the environment. Our hypotheses did not include 

the effects of the pollen parent or of segregation in the formation of progeny phenotypes, 

although some farmers did mention this. 

Using photographs to represent a local population of maize that included plants 

with both purple and yellow tassels, we asked farmers what tassel color would result if 

seed were only taken from plants with purple tassels and those seed were planted in 1) a 
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typical, variable field, and, 2) an optimal, uniform field (Figure l).The majority of 

responses to these scenarios stated that tassel color will be purple in either field, that is it 

will not be affected by the growing environment (Table 4). The remainder stated that 

there would be a mixture of colors, and that after five years of isolation from cross 

pollination with other populations and continued selection for that color, the population 

would have all purple tassels. 

Ear Length. Ear length is one of farmers' central selection criteria in both 

communities (see Soleri, Smith and Cleveland n.d.). Ear length is a trait with medium to 

low heritability (<0.50) (Hallauer and Miranda 1988). Again, our scenarios were 

designed to elicit farmers' perceptions about the relative influence of genetic and 

environmental sources of variation on Vp, this time regarding ear length. The null 

hypothesis was that farmers see a relatively small contribution by VG to total Vp, saying 

seeds fi'om long ears would produce plants with a diversity of ear sizes when planted in a 

stressful, variable environment, and mostly long ears when planted in an optimal, 

uniform environment. The alternative hypothesis was that farmers see ear size primarily 

determined by VG, with progeny phenotype for the most part the same as that of the 

parent, regardless of the environment. As with tassel color, our hypotheses did not 

include the effects of the pollen parent or of segregation in progeny phenotypes although 

these were noted by some farmers. 

We asked if fi-om a typical harvest of variable sized ears, only seed fi-om the long 

ears was sown, what would be the size of the ears produced in a typical, variable field as 

compared to those produced in a uniform, good field (Figure 2). The farmers stated that 
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the variable field would produce a harvest of variable ear lengths while the harvest from 

the uniform field would consist of uniformly large-sized ears (Table 5). One farmer noted 

that there will always be some variation present in any environment. 

Seed Size. Some studies have found a significant relationship between seed size 

and early plant growth (e.g. Revilla et al. 1999). Participant observation, discussions and 

formal interviews during our first field season (1996) clearly indicated that farmers found 

large seed size desirable but completely dependent on the environment in which the plant 

grew. To avoid questions that would seem redundant to the farmers, we did not present 

scenarios regarding heritability for seed size as we did for tassel color and ear length. 

Instead, we asked farmers if small and large seeds would produce the same plants in 

optimal and typical environments. Almost all households responded that seed size would 

not result in differences in the plants grown from those seeds in a typical field, and most 

said there would not be a difference in an optimal field (Table 6). Therefore, in 

subsequent interviews we focused on discerning farmers' specific perceptions of 

differences between large and small seeds that might explain their preferences. 

For seed size our scenarios were directed at understanding fanners' objectives in 

seed selection. Specifically, Do farmers perceive a correlation between seed phenotype 

(size) and other phenotypic traits of the plant that grows from that seed, such as seedling 

vigor? The null hypothesis was that farmers would see no effea of seed size, saying that 

later developmental stages would be the same for big seeds and small seeds when planted 

in a uniform field, and similarly, they would be the same in a typical field. The 

alternative hypothesis was that later developmental stages would not be the same for big 
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seeds and small seeds in a uniform field Effects of seed size on subsequent stages within 

one generation can be an inherited effect due to linkage and epistatic effects, or may be 

entirely due to seed size per se. 

Two comparably large ears, one with small seeds and the other with large seeds, 

but otherwise similar, were used to demonstrate these scenarios. We asked farmers to 

imagine that in both a typical, variable field, and an optimal, uniform field one row of 

each seed type is planted with identical spacing, one seed per hill, and only ears produced 

by single ear plants considered. We asked if there would be differences in emergence, 

size and "strength" of the seedlings (seedling vigor), and grain yield. The majority of 

farmers answered that there would be no differences in a typical field between large and 

small seeds, with a minority stating that larger seeds emerge better and produce larger 

seedlings (Table 6). We also asked farmers more specifically what the major problems 

they have in the first month after planting, and referred to their answers to this question in 

explaining our question about seed size effects in a stressful, variable environment. Yet 

two people stated that the benefits of large seed size would also be present in the variable 

growing environments they are familiar with. In an optimal field a total of four 

households stated that there would be differences in some aspect of seedling/plant 

performance associated with different seed sizes. Since more farmers initially said that 

there would be differences in an optimal field, we asked farmers more specifically if 

there would be differences in emergence/seedling size and vigor, plant size, or grain 

harvested when large and small seeds were planted in an optimal, uniform field. 
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The majority of responses suggest that these farmers see seed size as having no 

consequence for plant performance, implying there is no phenotypic or genetic 

correlation between these traits. Responses that differences in seed size will result in 

differences in seedling/plant performance in both environments (n=2) can be interpreted 

as suggesting a genotypic correlation between these that is evident regardless of 

environmental variation, while responses indicating a difference only in optimal 

environments suggest a genetic correlation may exist but is masked by the variation 

present in a typical environment. 

Finally, since the majority of farmers said that there were either no differences in 

performance between large and small seeds, or that any differences in early plant 

development did not resuh in differences at harvest, we asked them why they 

select/purchase large seeds for planting, mentioning that they cost more, and provide 

fewer seeds per unit volume (maize is sold by volume). Most farmers (8) offered no 

reason except "custom" for selecting large seeds. However, three farmers (three of the 

four who said that larger seeds produced larger and/or more vigorous seedlings in an 

optimal environment) said that a reason for planting larger seeds is because they produce 

larger seedlings. Finally, one farmer stated a possible reduction in seed size over 

generations if large seed were not selected, implying recognition of the possibility of a 

genetic component to seed size and that selecting large seed size maintains this 

characteristic in a population or variety, rather than changing the population or variety. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The findings of this study are relevant to CPB, especially "farmer-led" local crop 

improvement. 

Interpopulation Descriptors 

Farmers indicated that they recognize a concept parallel to Vc by their use of 

named varietal types. In the case of Santa Maria, both types as conceived by farmers may 

be present within one population. We hypothesize that the contrast in bianco varietal 

types between Santa Maria and San Antonio reflects, in part, differences between their 

growing environments. In Santa Maria, aside from hibrido. no distinct bianco types were 

identified as being maintained for allocation to particular environments determined by 

variation between locations, years or other factors among fields cultivated by that 

community. San Antonio farmers on the other hand, claim to maintain bianco varietal 

types based on their different performances in response to VE, specifically they say, year 

to year variation in timing and amount of precipitation. Attention to cycle length in San 

Antonio may be one reason that despite gene flow through seed exchange and pollen 

movement there is a significant difference in days to anthesis between white maize 

populations from these two communities (Soleri and Smith n.d.). 

These findings suggest that intra field VE appears greater to farmers in Santa 

Maria than VE between fields/years and thus, maintaining separate types (distinct "sets" 

of VG) for these is not worth their effort, but this is not the case in the eyes of San 

Antonio farmers. Evidence from two communities in the Sierra Juarez de Oaxaca 

supports this hypothesis as well (Soleri et al. 1998). Those communities are both located 
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at 2500 meters above sea level, their maize fields are distributed across a 300 meter range 

of elevations and farmers maintain distinct white maize types specifically for two or even 

three different classes of field elevations. Whether or not this apparently environment-

specific varietal partitioning represents genetic differences and if it occurs simultaneously 

with the more post-harvest oriented distinctions reported in Santa Maria (cuadrado v. 

bolital and the farmer investment required, cannot be determined from this study but 

could have implications for Vo. 

The result that farmer categorization of varietal types by duration in San Antonio 

in the ear identification exercise was not supported by field measurements complicates 

interpretation of farmers' comments and practices, and with the limited data fi-om this 

study, makes drawing conclusions difficult. The simplest hypothesis regarding the San 

Antonio identifications is that these cycle length categories are simply the result of poor 

observation and other factors obscuring empirical evidence. However, the consistent 

interest in cycle length in San Antonio, the efforts made to seek out planting material 

based on this, and other evidence of farmers' astute observations do not support this 

argument. The findings suggest a number of other, more complex explanations of what 

may be occurring. It could be that the ears in the identification exercise simply did i\pt 

present adequate or familiar variation for distinctions to be made. It may also be that 

when they enter the community, violento types may be identified by ear or kernel 

phenotypes as they are in the market place. However, after years of cultivation (and 

cross-pollination) in local fields, those ear and kernel phenotypes are no longer so 

obvious and distinct. Instead the sorting m.ay be occurring in farmers' fields intentionally 
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sown to a particular varietal type that experiences conditions that eliminate or reduce the 

presence of individuals of a different cycle type. This is particularly plausible if we 

assume that alleles contributing to ear and kernel phenotypes and cycle length are 

segregating independently of one another. This hypothesis is also supported by field data 

showing a significant difference in days to anthesis between the farmer-identified 

violento population and others identified as tardon (see Soleri and Smith n.d.). 

Heritability and Intrapopulation Selection 

Fanners' responses to the genetic perceptions scenarios (Table 7) showed general 

agreement regarding high and low heritability traits. Variation and the capacity to select 

from it was clearly recognized for the high heritability trait, tassel color. Here, farmers' 

see variation consistently expressed despite contrasting environments, attributing it to a 

non-environmental source. In contrast, based on the design of our scenarios, farmer 

responses indicated that for traits with medium to low h^ most farmers perceived of no 

VG, e.g., a uniform environment will produce uniform phenotypes. These responses can 

be interpreted in two other ways. First, perhaps there is no VG for these traits in these 

populations. This seems unlikely based on seed procurement practices in the region 

(Smale, Aguirre and Bellon 1998), potential for cross pollination, and Oaxaca's location 

in the region of origin and diversification of maize (Doebley 1990). Second, farmers' 

categorization of all phenotypes being the same, "van estar todos ipuales. parecidos" 

("they will all be the same, identical") may actually include a certain level of variation 

that an outsider might categorize as being different. We tried to address this possibility by 

pointedly questioning respondents in this regard, "/Es a decir. exactamente parecidos en 
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todos sus aspectos?" ("That is to say exactly the same in all ways?"). Given the data at 

hand neither of these appear likely and it seems best to limit our interpretation to the 

original one outlined above, that farmers perceive of no VQ for low h^ traits. 

In the Central Valleys of Oaxaca, where variation among years and soils and 

moisture availability even within fields is substantial (Dilley 1993; Kirkby 1973), 

farmers' responses are overwhelmingly that "the environment is everything" for some 

traits of interest to them such as ear length. They clearly distinguish between traits of low 

(e.g., ear length, seed size) and high (e.g., tassel color) heritability, and their expectations 

for response to directional selection reflect this. Still, this research was only a beginning 

step in understanding the complexities of these farmers' selection. For example, it is 

difficult to ascertain farmers' motivation for seeking large seed size even in the face of 

greater costs to themselves as was the case in June 1997, the summer planting season, 

when the price of maize for seed v. maize grain for eating at the two markets nearest 

Santa Maria and San Antonio was approximately 30% greater. Most households (Table 

6), stated that a desire for large seeds is a habit that persists despite widespread 

recognition that it has no consequences in terms of changing population traits. Whether 

this is a preference based largely on unarticulated recognition of a physiological 

superiority of large seeds, or is based on 'custom' or aesthetics, cannot be ascertained 

until the effect of seed size on seed viability and seedling vigor is investigated. 

Determining the original motivation for a contemporary 'custom' would be difficult but 

should not preclude the possibility that a concern for seed viability and seedling vigor 

was a factor in its origin. In addition, the variation in how farmers conceptualize the 
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rationale for using large seeds is not surprising, given the variability in the distribution of 

expertise and inquisitiveness regarding topics such as genetic resources (Friis-Hansen 

1996) and tuber propagule selection (Boster 198S) already documented in the social 

science literature (see also Berlin 1992: Chapter 5). 

Based on the response of three farmers that they select large seed because of the 

larger seedlings they produce, yet only the responses of one of those implies a genetic 

correlation—and thus heritability—for this trait, we could hypothesize that farmers 

consider seed size as a trait related to seed and seedling performance only, and not 

inheritance per se. making the low expectations for response irrelevant in determining 

how and why selection is conducted (see Louette and Smale 1998 for similar findings). 

Still, care must be taken to avoid rationalizing fanner practices beyond what can be 

convincingly tested simply to satisfy researchers' desires for a mechanistic logic 

underlying those practices (Richards 1995). 

These findings indicate that the limits of farmers' theory must be understood in 

context. As with formally-trained researchers, it appears that most farmers base their 

understanding of Vo and h^ on their own experiences. As such, farmers' responses may 

not so much deny the presence of Vo in their maize populations for traits of low h^, but 

reflect their unfamiliarity with optimal growing environments and indicate the 

overwhelming influence of VE in local fields, obscuring Vo in low heritability traits 

(Figure 3). Similarly, it has been suggested that the theory underlying some plant 

breeders' practices reflects their experiences (Ceccarelli 1989, 1996). Contrasting 

assumptions among plant breeders regarding appropriate selection environments for 
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highly stress-prone target environments have been attributed to contrasting experiences 

with range and type of VE, affecting some plant breeders' likelihood of anticipating the 

genotype x environment interactions that might occur under the highly stressful, low-

input conditions typical of many farmers' fields (Figure 4). 

When challenged with these imaginary situations, some of the components of 

which they are familiar with, some farmers make sophisticated analyses of the 

determinants of Vp that suggest an understanding similar to that of plant breeders. For 

example, two of the households we worked with pointed out that even after five cycles of 

isolation and selection for a highly heritable trait such as tassel color, occasional non 

selected phenotypes will still occur, a few yellow tassels among the population selected 

for purple tassels, a result that outside researchers would attribute to segregation in a 

heterogeneous population. 

Implications for Collaborative Plant Breeding 

These genetic perceptions discussions with farmers were not undertaken as tests 

of their knowledge, nor was that knowledge being compared against a "correct" or 

"scientific" template. We recognize that many other factors contribute to fanners' 

knowledge and practices regarding their crops that lie beyond the realm of this work, 

including sociocultural, economic and individual variables (Berlin 1992). A genetic 

perceptions-style approach attempts to neutralize the realm of practice—in this case 

selection and crop improvement—to the extent that the dichotomy between "scientific" 

and "non-scientific" practice is abandoned and the common elements contributing to 

fanner and plant breeder practice, such as theory, are recognized. The greatest obstacle to 
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this has typically been the hierarchy of knowledge implicit in many conventional 

approaches to agricultural research and extension, particularly in the context of low 

resource, small-scale agriculture (Chambers 1993). Though we are well aware that our 

approach is still clearly grounded in the western scientific paradigm, the hope is that 

attempting to be cognoscente of the limits of that paradigm serves to ameliorate the bias 

of that grounding. 

It may be that a more profound understanding of farmers' genetic perceptions 

could contribute to more appropriate educational efforts that go beyond a hierarchical 

transfer of technologies such as experimental design, stratified selection or pollination 

control, and provide farmers with conceptual tools they can use to adapt or develop their 

own innovations to best meet their needs (Bentley 1989; Cleveland and Soleri 1991). 

Finally, giving plant breeders and other researchers an appreciation for the reality of the 

challenges facing farmers, the theory contributing to how they address those challenges, 

and the situation of theory among other factors in the formation of both farmers' and 

researchers' practices may facilitate real collaboration and the benefits it has to offer. 
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FIGURES FOR APPENDIX B 

FIGURE 1. GENETIC PERCEPTIONS: RESPONSES TO TASSEL COLOR* 
SCENARIO. 

Seed from purple-tasseled 
plants only 

in a typical, variable field 

all tassels purple = 9 
most tassels purple = 1 
mixed tassel colors = 3 

in a uniform, good'' 

.•%A%>%«SASAS>V%A%A%A\AS>S>%«S*S«SASA 

all tassels purple = 9 
most tassels purple = 1 
mixed tassel colors = 3 

*(P=purple, Y=yellow). 



FIGURE 2. GENETIC PERCEPTIONS; RESPONSES TO EAR LENGTH 
SCENARIOS. 
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in a typical, variable field in a uniform, good field 

all same ear length = 0 
mixed ear lengths = 13 

•s*s*s*sv^«,s«>*s*s*s*sv^ •>•%•%•%•%•%• 
|*S*S*S*S*S*S*S«S*S*S*S*SV^»S«N«S»%«>* |*N«SV^%\*S*>*\»N*NV^*SV^«S*>*S*S»S*S* 
i*s*s*sv^5>»>*>*>*sv^*>v^«sv^«s«s»\«s* 

>P1>PPPP1^>PP1^^  ̂

all same large ear length = 12 
mixed ear lengths, but larger than 

in typical field = 1 



FIGURE 3. GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF EXPERIENCE LIMITING 
PERCEPTIONS AND THEORY; OBSCURING Wq IN FARMERS' 
EXPERIENCE OF Vp. 
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n. 

plant breeders' 
environments 

low yielding high yielding 

Average productivity of growing 
environments 

'Assumes low yielding environments are characterized by high 
variability relative to high yielding ones as in Oaxaca study. 
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FIGURE 4. GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF EXPERIENCE LIMITING 
PERCEPTIONS AND THEORY: RANGE OF Ve LIMITING PLANT BREEDERS' 
OBSERVATIONS OF G x E * 

Plant breeder s 
variety 

Farmer's vanety 

plant breeders 
environments 

low yielding high yielding 

Average productivity of growing environments 

'Partially based on Ceccarelli 1989 and 1994. 
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TABLES FOR APPENDIX B 

TABLE 1. CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDY COMMUNITIES IN THE CENTRAL 
VALLEYS OF OAXACA, MEXICO. 

Characteristic Santa Maria San Antonio 

Elevation (meters above sea level)' 1490 1780 

Average annual precipitation** (mm) 685 468 

Predominant soil characteristics® alluvial, sandy clay piedmont, gravel 

District average maize yield (t/ha)* 0.76 0.45 

Average sowing rate* 47,000 40,000 

Population (1995)®* 2800 2533 

Predominant ethnic/linguistic group"* Mestizo/Spanish Zapotec/Zapotec 

" INEGI 1996. 
" Dilley 1993. 
= Kirlcby 1973. 
* 1998 estimates for both communities = 3000, M. Rees personal communication 1998. 

Calculation based on field observations, Soleri 1996-1997. 
' INEGI 1993. 
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TABLE 2. MAIZE VARIETAL CLASSIFICATION IN TWO COMMUNITIES IN 
THE CENTRAL VALLEYS OF OAXACA, MEXICO. 

Variety Varietal classification 
stated by farmers 

Community 

Name and 
color class 

Grain type Cycle length* Santa Maria San Antonio 

bianco 
(white) 

cuadrado 

bolita 
tardon 
violento 

• 

• 
• 

• 

amarillo 
(yellow) 

— tardon 

violento 

• 

• • 

negrito 
(black) 

— violento • • 

belatove 
(purple) 

— violento • 

* Determined by both days from planting to anthesis and planting to harvest. 
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TABLE 3. FARMERS' ESTIMATES OF CYCLE LENGTH FOR WHITE MAIZE 
VARIETAL TYPES. 

Days from planting until 

Anthesis Ready to harvest 

Santa Maria varietal Bolita fn=8') Cuadrado fn=71 Bolita Cuadrado 
type 

Mean 67 69 128 134 
Standard deviation 10 8 15 22 
Median 60 69 120 134 

San Antonio varietal Tardon Violento (n=S) Tardon Violento 
type (n=5) 

Mean 81 68 144 105 
Standard deviation 13 13 8 11 
Median 90» 60» 150* 105» 

• One-tailed Mann Whitney test of medians, significant at P < 0.05. 



TABLE 4. FARMERS' RESPONSES TO GENETIC PERCEPTIONS SCENARIOS REGARDING HERITABILITY OF 
TASSEL COLOR. 

Scenario/question No. of 
house
holds 

Response Total Sta. 
Maria 

S. Anto
nio 

What will be the tassel color of plants grown 
from seed selected only from seed parents 
with one tassel color (either purple or yellow), 
when grown in a(n) 

Typical field? 13 

Optimal field? 13 

All same color as 9 
seed parent 

Most, but not all of 1 
seed parent's 
color 

A mixture of colors 3 
All same color as 9 

seed parent 
Most, but not all of 1 

seed parent's 
color 

A mixture of colors 3 

5 

0 

5 

0 

4 

1 

0 
4 

1 

0 

Will there be more of that color if isolated and 
selected for 5 years? (if did not answer "all 
same color as seed parent" above) 

Yes 



TABLE 5 FARMERS' RESPONSES TO GENETIC PERCEPTIONS SCENARIOS REGARDING HERITABILITY OF 
EAR SIZE (LENGTH) 

Scenario/question No. of Response Total Sta. S. 
house Maria Anto
holds nio 

If only seed from large sized ears are selected. Typical field? 13 All large 0 0 0 
what size will the ears be that are produced All small 0 0 0 
when those seeds are sown in a(n) Mixed sizes 13 8 5 

Why? 10 Environment 8 4 4 
determines 
everything 

Water determines 1 1 0 
Nothing limiting 0 0 0 

growth 
Soil determines 1 1 0 

Optimal field? 13 All large 12 7 5 
All small 0 0 0 
Mixed sizes 1 1 0 

Why? 10 Environment 7 3 4 
determines 
everything 

Water determines 0 0 0 
Nothing limiting 1 1 0 

growth 
Soil determines 1 1 0 
There is always 1 1 0 

some variation 



TABLE 6. FARMERS' RESPONSES TO GENETIC PERCEPTIONS SCENARIOS REGARDING THE ATTRIBUTES OF 
SEED SIZE 
Question No. of Answer Total Sta. S. 

house Maria Anto
holds nio 

What are major problems in first month after 13 Lack of water 12 7 5 
planting maize seed (more than one response Insect larvae 6 5 1 
possible)? Ants 5 3 2 

Birds 3 2 1 
Weeds 2 2 0 
Rats, lizards 2 0 2 
disease 1 1 0 

With large v. small seeds sown in a typical 13 
field, are there any differences?* Yes (larger seed gives larger seedling) 2 2 0 

No 11 6 5 
With large v. small seeds sown in an optimal 
field, are there differences in* 

emergence? 13 Yes 2 2 0 
No 11 6 5 

seedling size/vigor? 13 Yes 2 2 0 
No 11 6 5 

amount of grain harvested? 7 Yes 1 1 0 
No 6 3 3 



Table 6 - Continued. 

Why select/purchase large seed for planting? 9 
(asked only of those who never responded that Who knows? 1 1 0 
large seeds are different than small ones, n=9 Our custom 2 1 1 
households) If we don't, seeds will become 1 1 0 

smaller over the years inheritance] 
Larger seeds produce larger seedlings 4 3 0 

[seedling vigor] 
No difference, same type of seed 5 1 4 

" Some households responded positively to more than one consequence of differences in seed size, total number of households 
noting a difference was four. 
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TABLE 7. SUMMARY OF FARMER PERCEPTIONS OF HERITABILITY FOR 
TWO TRAITS AND AFFECT ON PROGENY PERFORMANCE FOR ONE TRAIT IN 
MAIZE. 
Phenotypic 
trait 
selected for Heritability: 
in parents Progeny phenotypic variation in environment that is 

Typical, variable Optimal, uniform 
none some much none some much 

Tassel 9 I 3 9 1 3 
color 
Ear size 0 0 13 12 1 0 

Progeny performance': 
Difference in seedling size or vigor in environment that is 

Typical, variable Optimal, uniform 
yes no yes no 

Seed size 2 jj 4 9 
' Pooled responses (e.g., for all reasons listed in Table 6, each household responding 

affirmatively only represented once for each environment in this summary) 
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Abstract Formal plant breeders could contribute much to collaboration with farmers for 

improving crop varieties for local use. To do so outside researchers must have some 

understanding of local selection practices and their impact on crop populations in terms 

of the genetic theory underlying plant breeding. In this research we integrated methods 

from social and biological sciences to better understand selection and its consequences 

from fanners' perspectives but based on the concepts used by plant breeders. Among the 

households we worked with, farmers' selection practices were not always effective yet 

they understood the reasons for this and had no expectations for response to selection in 

some traits given the methods available to them. Farmers' statements, practices and 

genetic perceptions regarding selection and the genetic response of their maize 

populations to their selection indicate selection objectives different than may be typically 

assumed, suggesting a role for plant breeder collaboration with farmers. 

Keywords: farmer seed selection, collaborative/participatory plant breeding, maize, lea 

mays, response to selertion, selection differential, Mexico 

Abbreviations: CPB = collaborative plant breeding 
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INTRODUCTION 

Some researchers have suggested collaborative or participatory plant breeding 

(CPB) in response to the challenge of making agriculture more sustainable (e.g., 

Eyzaguirre & Iwanaga, 1996). Collaborative plant breeding includes a range of 

approaches to local crop improvement that benefit from contributions by both plant 

breeders and farmers. This approach can potentially resuk in varieties adapted to the 

needs of low resource farmers in highly stress-prone environments, and lead to enhanced 

in situ conservation of crop genetic resources (e.g., Witcombe et al., 1996 ). However, as 

with other applied research and action efforts with farmers, CPB has until recently been 

dominated by deductive reasoning regarding farmer knowledge and practices and the 

effects of those on crop populations. While this may sometimes be justified, there are 

enough differences among many CPB situations, and between CPB contexts and those of 

conventional plant breeding, that it would be valuable to consider local, empirical 

evidence and the possibility for inductive reasoning as a basis for subsequent decision

making. In addition, as more research is conduaed on farmers' knowledge and practices, 

the dangers of generalizing from case studies becomes evident. For example, several 

studies observed that farmers often test new varieties in optimal environments, such as 

home gardens with adequate moisture and fertile soil, and evaluate them for later planting 

in more stressful environments, as a way to evaluate certain traits while reducing the risk 

of losing the variety (e.g., Ashby et al., 1995; Soleri & Cleveland, 1993). Yet some 

farmers frequently plant new varieties on their worst land before any increase in their use 
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of them, which has also been interpreted as a risk aversion strategy (Sthapit et al., 1996; 

Witcombe, 1998). 

Despite the wide range of interpretations of what CPB actually involves in 

practice, there are recurrent themes in the research literature (e.g. Ceccarelli et al., 1997; 

Weltzien R. et al., 1998). First, a central point of agreement across disciplines is that 

CPB's value lies in its relatively close attention to adaptation to local sociocultural and 

biophysical circumstances (e.g., Eyzaguirre & Iwanaga, 1996). Second, CPB entails some 

sort of interaction between formally trained plant breeders or other researchers and 

farmers, with the objective of making crop varieties better meet local needs by drawing 

on some of the insights contributing to the effectiveness of modem plant breeding as well 

as the knowledge and experience of farmers. 

The success of plant breeders' work is due, in part, to the application of 

knowledge of population and quantitative genetics and statistics to the crop improvement 

problems they are investigating. One of the simplest and most obvious ways that plant 

breeders can contribute to CPB is through the use of genetics and statistics to help solve 

the specific challenges of local crop improvement. However, the application of these 

without an understanding of the local context is a transfer-of-technology (TOT) approach, 

and may be fraught with all the problems now seen to be associated with TOT (Chambers 

et al., 1989). To a great extent, participatory research was developed as a response to 

these problems, seeking to overcome them through communication, respect for farmers' 

knowledge and experience, improved understanding of local factors, and collegia! 

collaboration (Ashby, 1997). To facilitate a participatory approach, CPB that seeks 
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improvement of local crop populations by building on farmers' own practices and 

materials ("farmer-led" CPB, McGuire et al., 1999) will require that plant breeders have 

some understanding of farmers' selection goals, practices and their local crop 

populations. To make most effective use of the theory and methods of genetics and 

statistics, such an understanding will need to be in terms of those theories, ones 

fundamental to plant breeding. Basing collaboration on untested assumptions 

extrapolated from experience in conventional breeding contexts-the deductive approach-

may not always be appropriate or efficient. In addition, such assumptions neglect one of 

the aspects of CPB about which there seems to be greatest agreement, the value of local 

biological and sociocultural adaptation for achieving crop improvement for low resource 

agricultural systems. 

Even beginning to have such an understanding of farmers' knowledge, practices 

and their implications can be difficult. While many of the features characteristic of CPB 

situations make obtaining meaningful empirical data challenging, an increasing number 

of investigations (e.g., Louette et al., 1997; Weltzien R. et al., 1998), including the one 

reported here, are trying to do just that. This paper reports the findings of a study of 

farmers' selection of maize seed in the Central Valleys of Oaxaca, Mexico. Our overall 

goal was to improve outside researchers' understanding of the local seed selection 

process so that they could contribute most effectively to collaborative improvement of 

that process. Specifically, we wanted to understand seed selection from the farmers' 

perspectives but in terms of the concepts relevant to plant breeders. We based our 

approach on the biological model of plant breeding used in formal, western plant 
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breeding. Recognizing, however, that the actual application of that model and its 

outcomes are the result of the biological model combined with contingencies and local 

manifestations of factors including ones that are individual, social, cultural, economic, 

geographic, historical and evolutionary (Berlin, 1992; Cleveland et al., n.d.). 

METHODS 

Site and sample selection 

We worked with eight farm families in Santa Maria (pseudonyms are used 

throughout for community and individual names), a community in one of the wettest of 

the three Central Valleys of Oaxaca the Zimatlan Valley, and with five families in San 

Antonio, a conmiunity in the Mitla Valley, the driest of the three (Dilley, 1993). 

Households were initially selected for participation in another component of this research 

concerning quantitative description of their crop populations (Soleri & Smith, n.d.). Some 

households were identified through recommendations of fellow community members and 

municipal authorities as households known to be managing diverse maize varieties or as 

respected maize farmers (e.g., hardworking, not implying large-scale). Others were 

chosen during walking tours of the field areas early in the 1996 spring planting season. 

We attempted to make the sample representative of household types in each of the 

communities, covering the two most important distinguishing characteristics in those 

communities: gender of household head and wealth. Interviews were conducted in 

Spanish with the individuals primarily responsible for agriculture, typically a wife and 

husband, or mother and son, as well as younger workers who usually deferred to the 
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primary pair. Some of the data reported here, however, refers to only three households 

from each community whose maize populations were included in the field experiment 

described in this paper. The small sample size was dictated to a great extent by the nature 

of this investigation which attempted to integrate accurate social science research with 

robust biological data that often requires substantial replication. For example, for each of 

the six households 400 individual maize plants were extensively characterized in the field 

experiment. 

SELECTION 

Our discussion concerns intrapopulation selection and does not address the other 

form of selection practiced by farmers and formal plant breeders, that of choosing 

between populations, lines or varieties. Here we talk about selection of planting seed (in 

maize also referred to as grain or kernels) because our topic is maize, however selection 

may also be practiced on tubers, cuttings or other propagules depending on the plant 

species and agronomic practice. 

In broad terms, there are two ways in which scientific plant breeding can 

contribute to low resource agricultural systems: a) through the development and delivery 

of plant materials that perform better for farmers than what they are currently growing 

(e.g., Joshi & Witcombe, 1996; Maurya et al., 1988), and b) by introducing methods by 

which households, communities, or other local entities can improve the results of their 

own selection (e.g., Gomez et al., 1995). The former is the most common approach. In 

either case, where seed is maintained from year to year by households, the crop 

populations will ultimately be managed and selected by the households cultivating them 
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and, therefore, their selection practices and the implications for the crop populations will 

be critical information for planning any plant breeding activities, collaborative or 

otherwise. 

Many farmers practice selection, yet this process has rarely been documented and 

understood, particularly beyond descriptions of selection criteria (for an exception see 

Louette& Smale, 1998). At the intrapopulation level, farmers typically practice mass 

selection, that is, selection of individual plant phenotypes, composing the next generation 

by bulking the seed of those selections. In addition, their crop populations are subject to 

ongoing natural selection, also essentially mass selection, for fitness during each growing 

and storage season. 

Plant breeding is commonly assumed to involve directional selection with the 

objective of changing mean trait values (Simmonds, 1979:99), although there are 

exceptions to this including breeding to increase horizontal resistance to pests or disease 

(Simmonds, 1991). Directional selection is also assumed in most discussions of CPB, 

including this one. Consistent with this is that response to selection in plant breeding is 

typically measured as a change in means and such measurements may not detect or 

adequately characterize the changes resulting from other forms of selection. However, the 

occurrence or value of these other forms of selection should not be dismissed in the CPB 

context where the attributes of these could be desirable. 

To better understand farmers' selection we tried to examine farmer knowledge 

and practice in terms of a fundamental equation used by plant breeders to characterize 

response to directional selection (e.g., Simmonds, 1979:100 ff, 191 ff.). This equation 
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provides a biological framework for identifying what information about farmer selection 

might be valuable in preparing plant breeders for collaboration. Simply put, this equation 

states that response to selection (R) is the product of two different factors, h^ and S. 

R = h^S 

where h^ = narrow sense heritability—the proportion of phenotypic variance (Vp) that is 

additive (VA), VAA'P—and S, the selection differential, a measure of how the individuals 

that are selected differ from the rest of the population from which they were selected, 

specifically, the difference between the mean of the whole population and the mean of 

the selected group. Expression of S in standard deviation units, the standardized selection 

differential (Falconer, 1989:192), permits comparison of selections among populations 

with different amounts or types of variation. 

Response itself, the difference between the mean of the whole population from 

which the parents were selected and the mean of the next generation that is produced by 

planting those selected seeds under the same conditions, will increase as S and/or h^ 

increases. The resuhs of selerting for a given trait improve as the proportion of 

phenotypic variability contributed by genetic variance increases. 

The research reported here is a beginning step in understanding farmer selection 

and its impact on crop populations. It was conducted both as a case study and as an 

exploration of methods useful for improving that understanding. In each of the following 

four sections we report the results of our research in terms of answers to four sets of 

research questions about the response equation, using a variety of methods and materials 
> 

described in each of the sections. 
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Concerning S we asked; 

1. What are fanners explicit criteria for seed selection? 

2. What are the criteria of fanner selection as reflected in the ear phenotypes they 

select? What are the standardized S values for these criteria? What do these patterns 

suggest about the type of selection farmers are attempting? 

Concerning h^ we asked the following questions in another part of this research 

project reported in more detail elsewhere (Soleri & Cleveland, n.d.): 

3. What are farmers' genetic perceptions regarding h^? How do these perceptions define 

their expectations for R? 

Concerning R we asked: 

4. Is there a R to farmers' selection in their crop populations as measured by a 

significant difference between phenotypic means of the selected individuals and the 

whole population? 

FARMERS' EXPLICIT SELECTION CRITERL\ 

Research Question 

What are fanners' explicit criteria for seed selection? 

Materials and Methods 

Informal discussions and panicipant observation were conducted with eight 

collaborating households in Santa Maria and four in San Antonio from June-November 

1996. Formal interviews in Spanish were applied during December of that year with the 
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same households. Open-ended questions were used to elicit farmer selection criteria, with 

reference to the maize ears used in the selection exercise. 

Findings 

Farmers in this region of Oaxaca, as in most other areas of Mexico, select maize 

seed for planting entirely post harvest, typically as whole ears (Aguilar, 1982; SEP, 

1982). Farmers' selection criteria as reported to us can be divided into three categories. 

The first of these concerns criteria relating to viability of planting seeds, ears with 

evidence of pest or disease damage are usually set aside for use as animal feed without 

further consideration of other characteristics. This was most evident in participant 

observation, and we hypothesize that it may be so fundamental as to often be omitted in 

verbal descriptions of selection criteria not accompanied by discussion of actual selection 

of ears; 50% and 25% of households stated fi-eedom from pest/disease damage to the 

grain and ear respectively, as important in the open-ended questions. However, when 

specifically asked, all households stated that this is their first concern. The next category 

includes traits that contribute to large and heavy ears and kernels; ear length, weight, 

diameter, kernel size, and weight and weight/volume of shelled kernels. The final 

category encompasses a number of traits that define a varietal type or subtype and in our 

sample includes traits like grain type (e.g., crystalline vs. starchy), grain form (round vs. 

flat, i.e., "bolitd^ v. "cuadrado", see Soleri & Cleveland, n.d.), cob and husk color. 

Although criteria in the third category varied between households and communities, the 

first two categories were universal and primary. 
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SELECTED PHENOTYPES AND KIND OF SELECTION ATTEMPTED 

Research Questions 

What are the criteria for fanner selection as reflected in the ear phenotypes they 

select? What are the standardized S values for these criteria? What do these patterns 

suggest about the type of selection farmers are attempting? 

Materials and Methods 

Because stated information such as selection criteria may not always accurately 

reflect actual or implicit practice, or may be misunderstood in verbal descriptions 

(Bernard, 1994), this part of our research attempted to identify selection criteria based 

directly on the phenotypes of ears farmers select. We conducted a simple selection 

exercise with 13 farming households using a random sample of 100 ears of maize from 

farmers' fields and for which plant morphophenological and ear traits were documented 

(see Soleri & Smith, n.d..). In the first year (1996) each household selected from a 100 

ear sample from their own field. Because of the poor rainfall in 1997 and subsequent crop 

failure in many fields, only four maize populations were used for the selection exercise 

that year, two from Santa Maria (501, 502) and two from San Antonio (701, 702) (see 

Table 1). Households selected only on the population from their own community, in 

Santa Maria this was from population 502 and in San Antonio from population 701, with 

one exception in each community. Households were asked to select their choice of the 

best ten ears for use as planting seed. Differences between trait means of the total 100 ear 
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samples and 10% selections were evaluated using /-tests with statistical significance set at 

P<0.05. 

In part as an initial exploration of the assumption of directional selection, we also 

asked three outside researchers to perform the same selection exercise with population 

702, and one of those researchers also selected on population 502. The researchers 

included a Oaxaca-based regional maize breeder for the national agricultural research 

institute, a maize genetic resources expert from an international research institute in 

Mexico City, and a US maize breeder who has been working in the sub tropics and 

tropics of Latin America for the past 15 years. We hypothesized that those researchers' 

presumed interest in directional selection might provide a contrast with farmers' 

selections in the form of their respective standardized S values from the same 100 ear 

sample. 

Findings 

Within the two populations for which data regarding pest or disease damage were 

systematically collected (502 and 701) the proportion of affected ears was 12 and 36%, 

respectively. Among all farmer selections on these two populations (n=13), three from 

San Antonio (23B, 24B, 25B)—all on population 701—each included one affected ear. 

Each of these ears had lengths and weights over one standard deviation greater than the 

mean for that 100 ear sample and their inclusion may reflect their desirable phenotypes 

and the frequent comment that with some care "good" (clean) seed could be obtained 

even from some ears with pest or disease damage, should that be necessary. Beyond the 

primary discrimination between ears with and without evidence of pest and disease 
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damage, these data do not allow identification of a hierarchy of selection criteria. This is 

due to the significant, positive phenotypic correlations among many of the ear 

characteristics measured in this study and of interest to farmers. Still, the results of this 

selection exercise appear informative both in this specific case, as well as a source of 

insights for further investigation of farmer selection. 

Although standards have been outlined (e.g., Hallauer & Miranda, 1988), plant 

breeders recognize that S is neither a simple nor normative constant but rather will 

change depending on other variables such as who is selecting, their goals, and the 

material on which they are selecting (h^ and population size) (Simmonds, 1979:102). In 

the context of CPB it may be useful to recognize several levels at which variation might 

influence S. Levels represented in this study are across, between, and within 

communities. Possible intracommunity comparisons here are based on factors such as 

phenotypic differences between crop populations (population), differences in these 

populations due to annual variations in growing seasons (year), and inter household 

variations (household) (Table 2). Intra household variation, for example in seleaion 

criteria and practices, and agronomic or seed storage practices, may be another significant 

source of differences but were not thoroughly addressed in this study. 

Looking across both communities at farmer selections by trait indicates that of the 

pest and disease free ears, those that were longer and heavier, often with larger 100 grain 

weights and ear diameters as compared to the 100 ear samples, were the favored 

phenotypes sought in these selections (Table 3). Disaggregation of the data by 

community suggests that ear diameter is of greater interest to households in San Antonio 
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than in Santa Maria as indicated by the proportion of significant r-tests in each (Tables 4 

and S). 

For all three of the intra community factors (populations, years, households), 

comparisons between selections showed variation present in at least one community in 

either the number of significant t-tests or the magnitude of standardized S for significant 

/-tests. For example, selection differentials for some traits varied substantially among 

households in the same community selecting on the same maize population (Table 4, 

21A-28A and Table 5, 11B-25B). Whether this is a difference in selection criteria, ability 

or desire cannot be discerned by our data. Still, this finding is consistent with much social 

science research that documents the importance of inter and intra household variation in 

terms of knowledge, decision-making, resource use and other factors (Berlin, 1992; Friis-

Hansen, 1996). 

Finally, selections made by outside researchers (29A, 27-29B) provide another 

comparison with those made by farmers. This comparison is best characterized by the 

relatively higher standardized S values in the researchers' selections on population 702 

(Table 5). The larger average standardized S values of researchers' selections make them 

more effective for accomplishing directional selection if that is the selection goal. 

However, in the one comparison available with population 502 the researcher's selections 

were for the most part insignificant (Table 4). This may be an indication of variation in 

researcher criteria, specifically it may reflect this breeder's interest in qualities he 

identifies with the bolita racial group that predominates in this region (Wellhausen et al.. 
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1952:185-188) not accounted for in the traits measured here. Having devoted most of his 

professional career to development of improved bolita varieties may explain this interest. 

Variation in the results at both the intra and interpopulation levels suggests that 

farmers' selection, as measured by standardized S values, is a complex dependent 

variable influenced by a number of factors. Depending upon the context, it appears that 

the Interplay of these factors can lead to different selections. Discerning levels of broad 

agreement from those in which there is substantial variation may help CPB projects 

identify methods appropriate to variable conditions and ensure inclusion of a more 

diverse group of participants, both of which could make projects more effective in the 

local context (Ashby, 1997; McGuire et al., 1999). 

Traits. In this study the consistent direction of selection and high proportion of 

significant Mests for the correlated traits of increased ear length and weight, and to a 

lesser extent ear diameter and 100 grain weight across households, maize populations, 

years and communities suggests the importance of those traits to these farming 

households. This can be contrasted with less sought after traits such as kernel row 

number. Thus their explicit selection criteria accurately reflect the traits that farmers 

actually seek when selecting seed for planting. 

Selection differentials. For those /-tests that were significant, farmers' selections 

resulted in standardized S values ranging between 0.43-1.33 and 0.73-1.81 for ear length 

and ear weight, respectively (Tables 4 and 5). This compares with a standardized S for a 

10% selection typically sought by breeders of 1.4 to 1.8 (Fountain & Hallauer, 1996:166; 

Hallauer & Miranda, 1988), though not always achieved. 
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Kind of selection. For those ear size traits of greatest apparent interest to farmers 

with significant /-tests, it would appear that farmers are attempting directional selection, 

choosing individual phenotypes that fall within one end of the population distribution 

(Figure I). This can be contrasted with a trait that is not a selection criterion for farmers 

in this area (kernel row number) (Figure 2). 

Perhaps the greatest potential source of bias inherent in this exercise relates to 

how accurately it represents the proportion of the population being selected. Louette and 

Smaie (1998) used a 1% selection of 15 ears in their simulations, based on calculations of 

the number of ears necessary to produce sufficient seed to sow the field size from which 

the ears were harvested. A 10% selection seemed more appropriate for the Oaxaca study 

because we wished to simulate as closely as possible the type of comparisons these 

farmers were using to make their choices. In participant observation and informal and 

formal discussions it was clear that selections are not made from a global comparison 

among all ears harvested but rather as an iterative process during food processing and just 

before planting on the ears remaining, and continued only long enough to provide 

sufficient seed for the area to be planted. Ears are husked and selected ones put aside for 

seed only until this amount is obtained, no household reported or was observed husking 

all ears and selecting among them. As the husks are the primary protection against post 

harvest pest infestation in this area recognized by both farmers (Soleri field notes) and 

outside scientists (D. Bergvinson, CIMMYT entomologist, personal communication 

October 1997), husking all ears for selection is not desirable. 
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In addition, depending on factors including precipitation during the growing 

season and the quality of the fields available to the household, seed for several fields may 

be selected from the harvest of the "best" field, resulting in a higher proportion of ears 

being used than was envisioned under the situation Louette and Smale (1998) report. 

FARMERS' GENETIC PERCEPTIONS AND EXPECTATIONS FOR 

RESPONSE TO SELECTION 

Research Questions 

What are farmers' genetic perceptions regarding h^? How do these define their 

expectations for R? 

Materials and Methods 

To understand their selection practices and expectations, we asked farmers a 

series of questions to elucidate their genetic perceptions, e.g., perceptions of the role of 

genetic variation (Vo) and h^ in selection. We used hypothetical scenarios regarding the 

expression of traits that with high or low average heritabilities in a variable, stress-prone 

field typical of the region and a hypothetical uniform, optimal field, one that in no way 

limits plants' growth potential. These scenarios built on farmers' experience, but also 

presented some situations unfamiliar to them, for example a uniform, optimal field. Our 

questions about the expression of traits in typical and optimal environments were 

designed to provide outside researchers with a methodological approach for 

understanding farmers' theory, specifically, how they perceive of abstract concepts such 

as heritability in their maize varieties and environments. 
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These scenarios were presented in Spanish as a part of formal interviews with the 

13 farming households in August and November 1997 and August 1998. A variable 

sample of maize ears and individual photographs of different tassel colors, all from local 

fields were used to "demonstrate" the scenarios, and were useful to both interviewers and 

respondents. 

Findings 

Farmers distinguished between traits of high and low average heritability (see 

Soleri & Cleveland, n.d. for details of findings) and their expectations for response to 

selection reflected these distinctions. It appears that for traits with low average 

heritability, farmers generally did not hope to change varieties through selection. 

Nevertheless, farmers' answers indicated an awareness of selection and the ability to use 

it when they felt it desirable and possible even though they typically have very low 

expectations regarding traits that comprise their seed selection criteria. In part, both the 

lack of expectations for change and the concern with maintenance of current traits appear 

to be a pragmatic recognition of the substantial VE and/or large amounts of gene flow via 

cross-pollination that must occur under local conditions; areas of vast, in some cases 

year-round, maize cultivation, often in fields as narrow as 11 m. Indeed, farmers 

explicitly attributed their low expectations to cross-pollination and their understanding of 

the influence of VE on plant phenotypes in their fields (i.e., the h^ of those traits). As 

such, their expectations appear to reflect two basic observations by formal researchers. 

First, the lack of control over pollen sources (extensive cross-pollination) effectively 

reduces h^ of phenotypes by as much as one half in comparison to its level under 
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biparental control. Second, in cases of a medium to low (< 0,5), progeny of selected 

individuals will tend to reflect more the mean of the entire population from which the 

parents were selected than the mean of the selected parents alone (Simmonds, 1979:100). 

In addition, farmers' expectations may also reflect a primary concern with objectives 

other than changing their populations, as discussed below. 

GENETIC RESPONSE TO FARMER SELECTION 

Research Question 

Assuming directional selection, is there significant R to farmers' selection in their 

maize populations as measured by a significant difference between phenotypic means of 

the selected individuals and the whole population? 

Materials and Methods 

Populations from three collaborating households in each of the two study 

communities were used for this field experiment. Three generations of farmer-selected 

samples (SS) and two generations of corresponding random (non selected) samples (RS) 

from the same populations were obtained from each household (Figure 3). These were 

sown in a completely randomized block design using split plots with main plots 

representing households and the generation/type (random or selected) of population 

occurring as sub plots. Eight replications were sown in a farmers' field in Santa Maria in 

April 1998 with two rows of border on all sides. All field preparation and management 

were typical of local practices. Data were collected on a maximum of 10 plants in each 

subplot, first and last hills were excluded. Plant morphological (plant and ear heights. 
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stalk diameter, ear leaf dimensions, number of primary tassel branches), reproductive 

phenology (days to anthesis, anthesis-siIking interval), and post harvest ear traits (ear 

length, diameter and weight, kernel row number, grain yield and 100 grain weight) were 

measured. Reproductive phenology was documented at two levels; a) on the individual 

level for five or fewer plants in each subplot, and b) at the population level for each 

subplot, including all viable plants in determining the date at which 50% had initiated silk 

emergence and date at which 50% had initiated anthesis. Analyses were accomplished 

using GLM procedures (SAS version 6.12) with all effects considered random and 

number of plants per hill and plant spacing (width [sum of half interrow distance on 

either side of plant] x length [sum of half intrarow distance on either side of plant]) as 

covariates. Generation and type means for populations within households were compared 

using orthogonal contrasts with significance set at P < 0.05, and response to directional 

selection represented by significant contrasts. 

Findings 

Three comparisons of means are reported here; between random and seleaed 

samples from the same year for two crop years (RS'96 v. SS'96 and RS'97 v. SS'97), 

and between the first and last selected samples in this experiment (SS'95 v. SS'97) 

(Table 6). For the traits measured and across all of the populations there were few 

significant differences evident between the means of the whole population and selected 

samples derived from these as represented by their progeny generations (n=4). 

Few significant differences were observed between selected samples of the same 

population over three generations (SS'95 v. SS'97). Despite the low number, this was the 
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comparison having the greatest number of significant contrasts (n=7). This is not 

surprising as it is the comparison including the greatest number of generations and thus 

the greatest opportunity for inclusion of an identifiable change, or accumulation of minor 

changes that may only become significant over generations. Contrasts between random 

and selected samples from the same year are the most obvious test of the hypothesis that 

farmer selection is resulting in change. Of those, only four were significant. Indeed, even 

the total of 11 significant results (Table 6) across all of the contrasts reported here may be 

an inflation of the actual number because with P < 0.05 and with 234 contrasts performed 

(13 traits x 3 contrasts x 6 populations), approximately 12 type 1 errors might be 

expected. 

These findings suggest that with their current selection strategy and over the 

generations included in this study the additive genetic variance for farmers' selection 

criteria is very low relative to VE, resulting in no statistically significant response. That is, 

despite adequate selection differentials for traits of interest, under this selection method 

h^ appears to be so low that there is no significant response to selection. As such, the 

ultimate impact of farmer selection appears comparable to random selection, leaving the 

population means relatively unchanged from year to year. Still, this finding requires 

qualification for two reasons; First, it is based on a very small number of cycles and 

therefore incapable of detecting longer term trends that may be significant when 

measured over a greater time period. Even under experimental conditions formally-

trained plant breeders often obtain low responses to mass selection that may not be easily 

detected in a few cycles (Hallauer & Miranda, 1988). Second, the field experiment was 
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conducted in only one location and year that could not represent the range of 

environments these populations experience. As such, phenotypic expression within and 

across populations may have been differentially influenced by genotype x environment 

interactions as well as by natural selection in the experimental environment. 

Given farmers' low expectations for response to selection, substantiated by the 

results of this field trial, why do they persist in selection for large ears and seeds and pay 

a premium for large-sized grain for planting seed in the market, when they could 

purchase more small-sized seed for the same amount of money? When asked this 

question, three of the 13 households suggested that larger seeds may provide an 

advantage in terms of emergence and seedling vigor, especially under stress, such as 

drought (Soleri & Cleveland, n.d.). This would shift selection for size into the first 

category for seed selection described earlier, traits concerning seed viability and seedling 

vigor and not inheritance per se, making the low expectations for response irrelevant in 

determining how and why selection is conducted (see Louette & Smale, 1998 for similar 

fmdings regarding seed viability). Another household, while acknowledging having no 

expectations for positive, directional change, expressed concern that without this 

selection for large seeds there might be a change for the worse in the maize populations 

over time. This implies recognition of the possibility that selecting large seed size 

maintains this characteristic in a population and therefore is a heritable trait. The 

remaining majority of households (n=9) stated that this is a habit that persists despite 

widespread recognition that it has no consequences in terms of population traits. 
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Whether preference for large seed size is based largely on unarticulated 

recognition of the physiological superiority of large seeds, or is based on custom or 

aesthetics, cannot be ascertained without further investigation including regarding the 

effect of seed size on seed and plant performance. Even then, determining the original 

motivation for a contemporary "custom" would be difficult but should not preclude the 

possibility that a concern for seed viability and seedling vigor was a factor. Overall these 

findings do suggest that alternatives to a hypothesis of directional selection should be 

investigated. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Summary 

Returning to the response to selection equation, the fmdings of this small case 

study suggest the following answers to our research questions: 

1. Fanners' explicit selection criteria focus on grain and ear qualities that concern seed 

viability, ear and grain size and traits identified with specific varieties. 

2. In the selection exercise a majority of farmers sought ears that were significantly 

longer and heavier as compared to the entire sample from which they selected. For 

these two traits farmers achieve substantial standardized S values with their selection, 

often close or equal to values typically sought by formal plant breeders. Comparison 

between communities showed differences in frequency of significantly different 

selections for ear diameter. 
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3. The pattern of selection for the primary criteria appears directional, frequently 

selecting only phenotypes above a particular threshold value. 

4. For the same population selected on by many farmers (701), researchers were able to 

achieve apparently higher mean standardized S values for all traits as compared to 

farmers suggesting that either their skills or objectives were different. In other words, 

while farmers selected phenotypes above a certain threshold value for a particular 

trait, compared to researchers they did not always select the phenotypes farthest 

above that threshold. 

5. Disaggregation of the data within communities by household, maize population or 

year in which the population was grown, revealed variation in significant selections at 

all of these levels suggesting these variables as some of those that may contribute to 

definition of selection criteria and practice. 

6. Despite 2 and 3 above, all households expressed a theoretical perspective regarding 

the potential for response to selection in which S and directional selection are largely 

irrelevant. Among the same traits for which they achieve substantial standardized S 

values and appear to exercise direaional selection they have no expectations for 

response to their selection. 

7. Using their current selection methods, h^ of farmers' primary selection criteria is low, 

as they themselves are also very quick to point out. For many but not all households, 

this may be accompanied by the belief that there simply is no VG for a trait, or 

perhaps more accurately, that there might as well not be given the way they 

experience it. This perception could easily occur due to the swamping of VQ by VE in 
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the environments in which they are working. In fact, many breeders may have the 

same problem in perceiving the effects of extreme VE on V? due to the limited range 

of VE they have experienced or include in their research relative to that experienced 

by many low-resource farmers (e.g., Ceccarelli, 1989). 

8. Actual response to farmer selection was approximately zero in this study, consistent 

with farmers' own expectations and their comments regarding h^ of traits. 

Conclusions 

What do these findings imply in terms of formally trained plant breeders and 

farmer plant breeders woridng together to improve varieties to better meet local needs? 

Given extant environments and selection strategies, development of "improved" varieties 

must include either fixation for critical traits and provisions to maintain those despite 

cross-pollination and low h^ for those traits in local environments, or plant breeders must 

be prepared to continually replace those varieties as they degenerate under local 

conditions. Collaboration to make farmer selection more effective will likely be more 

economical and result in more stable produaion by eliminating dependence on external 

sources for seed. 

Farmers' genetic perceptions and observations describe attributes of the 

populations or environments they work with, and give plant breeders valuable insights 

that might otherwise require extensive experimental work, or simply be left to deductive 

assumptions. These insights place farmers' actions in a very different light than do the 

assumptions commonly made by outsiders that they are naive at best (e.g., Aquino, 

1998:249). The findings reported here indicate that the farmers we worked with have a 
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good understanding of how and why their selection functions as it does. They seem to 

have no problem identifying desirable ear phenotypes and achieving adequate selection 

differentials for these. However, the assumption that these selection differentials reflect a 

desire for directional selection requires reconsideration. As such, differences between 

researchers' and farmers' standardized S values may not reflect differences in skill so 

much as differences in objectives. 

The results suggest farmers' overriding concern in seed selection may be seed 

viability and seedling vigor. It is difficult to discern whether this concern is strengthened 

by the opinion that with the methods available to them they cannot hope for greater 

response to selection, an opinion supported by our field experiment. Given observed 

selection differentials, h^ for simple mass selection of documented farmer selection 

criteria may be insufficient to result in a response (Soleri & Smith, n.d.). Although low 

VG could theoretically be the reason for low h^, even simple visual inspection of local 

fields implies that great intra field variability (VE) could easily explain this lack of h^. 

These findings suggest two contributions that plant breeders and other researchers 

could make to CPB efforts in this area: a) improvements in seed viability and seedling 

vigor including screening for genetic components of these and for post harvest pest 

resistance in local environments (husk coverage), as well as viable methods of post 

harvest pest control; and b) collaboration with farmers to make simple changes in their 

selection strategies that will increase h^ of their selection criteria. For the latter, 

investigation of the potential of techniques such as in-field selection based on 

stratification is an obvious first step (Gardner, 1961; Hallauer & Miranda, 1988:169). 
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Improving the effectiveness of selection may encourage farmers' interest in selection 

criteria that they do not currently consider in terms of population improvement. However, 

to make a lasting contribution, the increased h^ and the associated increase in response 

must be sufficient to reward and reinforce the amended selection approach from the 

perspective of the farmers using it. 
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FIGURES FOR APPENDIX C 

Figure 1. Examples of San Antonio 10% selections: ear length. 
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Figure 2. Examples of San Antonio 10% selections: kernel row number. 
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Figure 3. Response to selection field trial: year and type of seed used for each 
population. 
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TABLES FOR APPENDIX C 

Table 1. Selection exercise maize populations, households and scientists in this study. 

Community* Selection exercise Household(F)/ Maize Year of 
identification Scientist (S) population** harvest 
number (ID#) 

Santa Maria (A) l l A  1 F 401 1996 
12A 2 F 402 1996 
13A 3 F 403 1996 
14A 4 F 404 1996 
ISA 5 F 405 1996 
16A 6 F 406 1996 
20A 6 F 501 1997 
2 I A  1 F 502 1997 
22A 2 F 502 1997 
23 A 3 F 502 1997 
24A 4 F 502 1997 
25A 5 F 502 1997 
26A 6 F 502 1997 
27A 7 F 502 1997 
28A 8 F 502 1997 
29A 9' S 502 1997 

San Antonio (B) I I B  10 F 601 1996 
12B 11 F 602 1996 
21B 10 F 701 1997 
22B 11 F 701 1997 
23B 12 F 701 1997 
24B 13 F 701 1997 
25B 14 F 701 1997 
26B 10 F 702 1997 
27B 9c S 702 1997 
28B IS** S 702 1997 
29B 16' S 702 1997 

* Community that is source of maize population used and also home of household 
making the selections. 

'' The following populations are successive generations of the same seed grown in 1996 
and 1997, respectively; 401 & 502, 406 &. 501, 601 & 702,602 & 701. 

® Regional maize breeder with national agricultural research institute. 
International maize genetic resources expert. 

° US maize breeder working in the sub tropics and tropics of Latin America. 
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Table 2. Comparisons in this study to discern influences on farmers' S values. 

Level Relevant comparison and data Selection exercise ID numbers for 
relevant comparisons in this study 

Across Overall, all farmer selection llA-28Aand 11B-26B 
communities data 

Between Fanner selections aggregated by 11A-28B V. 11B-26B 
communities community 

Within a) Populations, with same Sta. Maria: 20A v. 26A, 
communities household selecting on S. Antonio: 2IB v. 26B 

different populations grown in 
same year 

b) Years, with same household Sta. Maria: 11A v. 21 A, 6A v. 20A 
selecting on same populations S. Antonio: 1 IB v. 26B, 12B v. 22B 
grown in different year 

c) Households, different Sta. Maria: 21A-28A 
households selecting on same S. Antonio: 21B-25B 
population grown in same 
year 
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Table 3. Mean standardized selection differentials" for cases where 10% selections 
significantly different than ICQ ear samples'* and proportion of significant selections. 
Summary of both communities, farmer selections only. 

Ear Ear Ear Kernel 100 Shelling 
diameter length weight row grain ratio (grain 

number weight wt/ ear wt) 
Mean 0.95 ± 0.88 ± 1.14± 0.63 ± 0.85 ± na 

standardized S 0.07 0.05 0.07 0.16 0.04 
and SE for 
cases with 
significant 
/-tests 

Proportion of 48 91 87 9 53 4 
significant 
/-tests (%) 

* Standardized selection differential = (mean of selection - mean of 100 ears)/SD of 100 
ears (Falconer 1989:192). 

^ P < 0.05, significant /-tests represent 10% selection with mean different than 100 ear 
sample. 
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Table 4. Standardized selection differentials (S)* for 10% selections significantly 
different than 100 ear samples'", Santa Maria. 

Selection Ear Ear Ear Kernel 100 grain Shelling 
exercise ID # diameter length weight row weight ratio 

number (grain 
wt/ear 
wt) 

llA 0.95 0.91 0.68 
12A 0.96 0.65 0.94 — 

13A 
14A 0.83 1.20 1.58 — 

ISA 0.48 -0.47 0.86 
16A 1.29 1.33 1.81 — 

20A 0.78 0.43 1.58 0.78 0.77 
21A 0.75 0.91 1.02 
22A 0.74 0.88 1.35 0.88 
23A 0.67 0.75 0.95 
24A 1.03 1.04 
25A 0.65 
26A 0.83 0.73 
27A 0.95 1.16 0.78 
28A 0.90 0.72 
Mean S ± SE 0.92 0.83 1.14 0.63 0.85 na 

±0.10 ±0.07 ±0.10 ±0.16 ±0.04 
Significant 33 87 80 13 58 7 

/-tests (%) 

Scientist 
29A 0.40 

* S = (mean of selection - mean of 100 ears)/SD of 100 ears (Falconer 1989; 192). 
'* P ^ 0.05, significant Mests represent 10% selection mean larger than 100 ear sample 

unless otherwise indicated. 
— Data not collected. 
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Table 5. Standardized selection differentials (S)* for 10% selections significantly 
different than 100 ear samples'", San Antonio. 

Selection Ear Ear length Ear Kernel 100 grain Shelling 
exercise diameter weight row weight ratio 
ID# number (grain 

wt/ear wt) 
IIB 
12B 0.87 0.86 0.86 — 

21B 0.69 1.06 1.15 
228 1.29 0.99 1.25 
23B 1.02 1.09 1.40 0.97 
24B 1.22 1.15 1.60 0.87 
25B 0.87 0.84 
26B 0.71 0.74 0.99 0.68 
Mean S 0.97 ±0.10 0.97 ±0.06 1.16±0.11 na 0.84 ±0.09 na 
±SE 
Signif 75 91 91 0 42 0 
Mests 
(%) 
Scientists 
27B 1.28 1.28 1.70 0.86 
28B 1.12 1.37 1.61 0.82 
29B 1.12 1.31 1.71 0.98 0.91 
Mean S 1.17 ±0.05 1.32 ±0.03 1.67 ±0.03 na 0.86 ±0.03 na 
±SE 
Signif 100 100 100 33 100 0 
Mests 
(%) 

* S = (mean of selection - mean of 100 ears)/SD of 100 ears (Falconer 1989:192). 
'' P < 0.05, significant Mests represent 10% selection mean larger than 100 ear sample 

unless otherwise indicated. 
— Data not collected. 
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Table 6. Standardized means* for significant orthogonal contrasts'* of three comparisons 
made between random (RS) and farmer selected (SS) populations. 

House- Trait® Population standardized means for significant contrasts 
hold 

RS '96 V. SS '96 RS '97 v. SS'97 SS '95 v. SS '97 

J 
2 Primary tassel 94.6 100.5 

branches 

J ::3 
4 Kernel row 100.0 103.8 

number 
5 Stalk diameter 

Ear leaf width 
Primary tassel 

branches 
Ear diameter 

6 Ear height 102.4 91.6 
Primary tassel 102.2 95.7 

branches 
ASI (population)'' 
Days to anthesis 

(population)* 
Kernel row 

number 
* Population mean as a proportion of the mean of SS '95 by population and trait, 

calculated from LS means. 
^ Orthogonal contrast significant at P < 0.05. 
® Traits documented (n=13): ear height, plant height, stalk diameter, ear leaf width, 

number of primary tassel branches, population ASI, individual plant days to anthesis, 
population days to anthesis, ear diameter, ear weight, kernel row number, grain yield, 
100 grain weight. 
Date of 50% plants silking - date of 50% plants in anthesis, using all 
plants/population/replication. 

® Days to anthesis of 50% of plants/population/replication. 

100.0 107.0 
100.0 106.0 
100.0 107.8 

100.0 106.8 

102.1 99.6 
100.0 87.5 

100.0 103.8 
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APPENDIX D: SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR APPENDIX A 

Table 1. Summary of mean broad sense heritability estimates and mean of populations 
and mean coefficient of variation; Santa Maria. 

Trait (number of Mean H Mean 
populations) estimate ± SE" of trait across within population 

populations ± SE CV (%) of trait 
Ear height (cm) 0.74 ± 0.08 99.6 ±8.5 21.2 

(n=7) 
Plant height (cm) 0.66 ± 0.04 225.7 ± 16.5 12.6 

(n=4) 
Stalk diameter 0.70 ± 0.08 1.9 ±0.2 15.8 

(cm) (n=7) 
Ear leaf width 0.66 ±0.11 7.8 ±0.6 17.1 

(cm) (n=5) 
Ear leaf length 0.62 ±0.09 82.9 ±4.9 13.4 

(cm) (n=5) 
Ear leaf area 0.54 ±0.1 451.9 ±55.0 25.3 

(cm^) (n=4) 
Primary tassel 0.76 ± 0.08 11.3 ± 1.5 37.9 

branches (count) 
(n=5) 

Days to anthesis 0.62 ±0.13 63.8 ±5.3 4.8 
(days) (n=4) 

Ear length (cm) 0.57 ±0.13 11.4 ±0.8 19.0 
(n=5) 

Ear diameter (cm) 0.69 ±0.12 4.24 ± 0.1 9.3 
(n=4) 

Grain yield (gm) 0.44 ±0.12 66.2 ± 6.6 41.7 
(n=7) 

100 grain weight 0.68 ±0.13 39.1 ±2.1 21.4 

* Standard error of the mean across 
'' Ear leaf width x length x 0.75. 

populations 
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Table 2. Summary of mean broad sense heritability estimates and mean of populations 
and mean coefficient of variation: San Antonio. 

Trait (number of Mean H Mean 
populations) estimate ± SE* of trait across 

populations ± SE 
within 
population CV 
(%) of trait 

Ear height (cm) 0.73 ±0,07 87.2 ± 8.9 25.5 
(n=4) 

Plant height (cm) 0.64 ±0.08 224.4 ± 11.2 13.9 
(n=4) 

Stalk diameter 0.63 ±0.06 1.8 ±0.03 17.6 
(cm) (n=4) 

Ear leaf width 0.63 ±0.01 8.3 ±0.01 15.6 
(cm) (n=4) 

Ear leaf length 0.71 ±0.09 81.7 ±4.6 14.4 
(cm) (n=3) 

Ear leaf area 0.60 ±0.05 487.77 ±23.6 23.4 
(cm^) (n=3) 

Primary tassel 0.64 ±0.07 12.1 ±0.8 33.6 
branches(count) 
(n=3) 

Days to anthesis 0.73 ±0.06 66.6 ± 1.8 7.1 
(days) (n=2) 

ASI (days) (n=4) 0.48 ±0.18 3.9 ± 1.2 102.7 
Ear length (cm) 0.69 ±0.05 11.3 ±0.3 20.8 

(n=5) 
Ear diameter (cm) 0.45 ±0.16 4.3 ±0.1 11.9 

(n=5) 
Grain yield (gm) 0.46 ±0.15 74.1 ±6.1 42.0 

(n=5) 
100 grain weight 0.49 ± 0.22 38.0 ±0.9 21.5 

(sm) (n=3) 

" Standard error of the mean across populations. 
Ear leaf width x length x 0.75. 
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Table 3. Coefficients of phenotypic correlation: mean of all populations combined (n 
maximum = 12)*''. Plant morphology traits'. 

Traits Plant Stalk Ear Ear leaf Ear leaf Primary 
height diameter leaf 

width 
length area'' tassel 

branches 
Ear height 0.70 0.42 0.49 0.51 0.56 0.44 
Plant — 0.42 0.47 0.57 0.60 0.22 

height 
Stalk — — 0.51 0.48 0.51 0.28 

diameter 
Ear leaf — — — 0.48 0.88 0.35 

width 
Ear leaf — — — — 0.83 0.32 

length 
Ear leaf — — — — — 0.40 

area 
* For each trait only populations with calculable H estimates. 
'' Significant at P < 0.05 for individual location means (n=2) and across locations mean 

unless otherwise indicated. 
Calculations based on 21S2-4972 individual plants. 
(ear leaf width x length x 0.75). 
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Table 4. Orthogonal contrasts for ear and phenology traits between populations'* of the 
same maize grown in successive years. 1996 and 1997. 

Contrast Ear Ear Ear Kernel 100 Shelling ASI Days to 
dia length weight row grain ratio anthesis 
meter number weight 

A-01 V. * * * * 

C-02 
A-08 V. • * * • 

C-Ol 
B-04 V. * * • • 

D-01 
B-lOv. * 

— — 

D-05 
* Based on approximately 450-500 plants measured for the on-farm estimation of H. 
* Contrast significant at P < 0.05. 
-- data not collected 
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Table 5. On-farm H estimates and estimates calculated from half sib analysis of the 
same populations: plant morphological traits'. 

Population Ear height Plant height Stalk diameter 
H H h' H h^ 
(pop (pop (pop (pop (pop (pop 
rank) rank) rank) rank) rank) rank) 

3 0.93 (1) 1.00(1.5) — 0.40 (na) 0.77 (2) 0.70 (2) 
4 0.73 (2) 0.68(1.5) 0.74 (2) 0.33 (4) 0.79(1) 0.35 (4) 
6 0.55 (5) 0.56 (4) 0.72 (3) 0.49 (3) 0.69 (4) 0.42 (5) 
8 0.71 (3) 1.00 (5) 0.75 (1) 0.74(1) 0.65 (5) 1.00(1) 
10 0.56 (4) 0.92 (3) 0.39 (4) 0.59 (2) 0.74 (3) 0.55(3) 
Trait 
average H 0.69 ± 0.83 ± 0.65 ± 0.51 ± 0.73 ± 0.51 ± 
orh^±SE 0.07 0.09 0.09 0.07 0.03 0.08 
(rank (4) (1) (6) (2.5) (3) (2.5) 
among all 
traits) 
' h reported for analyses with family components of variation having z-scores with P ^ 

0.05. 
— = estimate not available. 
na = not appropriate for inclusion in ranking as data for other heritability estimate for 

same trait and population not available. 



Table 6. On-farm H estimates and estimates calculated from half sib analysis of the same populations; ear traits'. 

Population Ear diameter Ear length Ear weight Population mean 
heritability over all 

traits (rank) 
[n populations] 

H h' H h' H h^ H h^ 
(pop (pop (pop (pop (pop (pop 
rank) rank) rank) rank) rank) rank) 

3 0.99(1) 0 07 (4) 0.66 (na) 0.55 (na) 0.81 (1.5) 
[4] 

0.57 (2) 
[4] 

4 0 84 (na) 0.91 (1) 0.41 (2) 0.87(1) 0.15(3) 0.81 (1.5) 
[5] 

0.46 (3) 
[6] 

6 0 62 (4) 0 42 (1) 0.49 (4) 0.35(3) 0.43 (na) 0.58 (5) 
[6] 

0.45 (4) 
[5] 

8 0.81 (2) 0.29 (2) 0.86 (2) 0.45(1) 0.76 (3) 0.23 (1) 0.76 (3) 
[6] 

0.62(1) 
[6] 

10 0 78 (3) 0 19(3) 0.75 (3) 0.20 (4) 0.77 (2) 0.19(2) 0.67 (4) 
[6] 

0.44 (5) 
...161 

trait 0.80 ± 0.36 ± 0 75 ± 0.41 ± 0.68 ± 0.19± 
average 0 08 (1) 0 13(5) 0 09 (2) 0.07 (4) 0.08 (5) 0.02 (6) 
H or h^ 
(rank 
among 
traits) 

•' h^ reported for analyses with family components of variation having z-scores with P ^ 0.05. 
— - estimate not available 
na = not appropriate for inclusion in ranking as data for other heritability estimate for same trait and population not available. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR APPENDIX C 

Table 1. Average population phenotypic correlations® among ear traits across 100 ear 
samples: populations from both communities'" (n= 12). 

Trait Ear Ear Ear Grain Kernel 100 
diameter length weight yield row 

number 
grain 
weight 

Shelling ratio C ns e 0.24 ns ns 
100 grain 0.34 0.39 0.53 0.51 g 

weight 
f Kernel row 0.30 d f f 

number 
Grain yield 0.56 0.72 0.99 
Ear weight 0.57 0.74 
Ear length 0.30 

Significant at P < 0.05 unless otherwise indicated. 
Sign of significant correlations the same in both communities, and thus represented by 

across community average unless otherwise indicated. 
-0.11 in San Antonio, ns in Santa Maria. 

^ -0.25 in Santa Maria, ns in San Antonio. 
0.14 in Santa Maria, ns in San Antonio. 

^ 0.22 in San Antonio, ns in Santa Maria. 
® -0.38 in Santa Maria, ns in San Antonio. 



Table 2. Means and coefficients of variation of 100 ear samples used in selection exercises; plant morphophenological traits. 

Community Maize Year Population mean and coefficient of variation (%) 
population Ear Plant Stalk Leaf area Primary ASI Days to 

height height diameter [cm] tassel [days] anthesis 
[cm] [cm] [mm] branches [days] 

[count] 
Santa Maria 401 1996 130 (15) 276 (9) 27 (19) 550 (7) 13 (21) ~ ~ 

402 1996 89 (24) 240 (12) 19 (15) 575 (16) 10 (35) 1.5 (146) 43 (8) 
403 1996 99 (20) 263 (8) 21 (13) 676 (20) 13 (29) 2.9 (132) 59 (5) 
404 1996 86 (23) 236 (10) 21 (15) 505 (26) 11 (29) 2.2 (165) 101 (3) 
405 1996 109 (20) 274 (8) 19 (11) 604 (14) 12 (30) 1.6 (133) 59 (5) 
406 1996 70 (23) 214 (12) 16 (17) 397 (25) ~ 2.4 (73) 77 (4) 
501 1997 91 (22) 239 (12) 15(18) 472 (26) 13 (36) 3.0 (58) 65 (4) 
502 1997 122 (15) 271 (8) 16 (12) 650 (14) 13 (26) 1.7 (109) 53 (4) 

Community 
mean ± SE 101 ±8,0 254 ± 8.9 20 ± 1.4 565 + 35.6 12 ±0.5 2.1 ±0.2 66 ±8.5 

San Antonio 601 1996 80 (32) 234 (13) 18 (21) 533 (25) 11 (36) 2.4 (107) 68 (9) 
602 1996 98 (19) 230 (11) 19 (15) 505 (17) 13 (25) 1.8 (133) 73 (4) 
702 1997 106 (26) 260 (12) 20 (15) 602 (23) 14 (29) 3.1 (87) 64 (6) 
701 1997 90 (14) 216 (11) 18 (16) 478 (21) 14 (26) — ~ 

Community 94 ± 5 .4 235 ±9.1 19 ±0.4 529 ±26.6 13 ±0 8 2.4 ± 1.4 69 ± 2.4 
mean ± SE 



Table 3. Means and coefficients of variation of 100 ear samples used in selection exercises: ear traits. 

Community Maize Year Population mean and coefficient of variation (%) 
population 

Ear Ear Ear Grain Kernel 100 grain Shell 
diameter length weight yield row weight ratio 
[mm] 1cm] [gm] [gm] number Igni] [grain wt/ 

[count] ear wt] 
Santa Maria 401 1996 42.7 (10) 14.0 (13) 115 (28) 97 (29) 9.8 (14) 44.4 (17) 0.832 (6) 

402 1996 44.0 (10) 12.0 (15) 94 (28) 80 (28) 10.2 (13) — 0.849 (7) 
403 1996 42.5 (17) 12,0 (20) 80 (44) 68 (44) 10.0 (14) 40.5 (19) 0.821 (9) 
404 1996 42.6 (8) 117 (15) 94 (27) 80 (28) 10.4 (12) ~ 0.846 (4) 
405 1996 44.4 (8) 12.0 (16) 102 (26) 85 (27) 10.4 (11) 39.0 (17) 0.826 (6) 
406 1996 43.5 (10) 10.3 (16) 72 (39) 59 (40) 11.0 (14) ~ 0.818 (6) 
501 1997 43.9 (16) 10,1 (27) 62 (40) 53 (41) 12.3 (14) 31.1 (24) 0.844 (6) 
502 1997 44.1 (8) 12.7 (15) 91 (30) 77 (31) 9.7 (13) 42.8 (17) 0.839 (5) 

Community 0 811 + 
mean 1 SK 43.4 10 3 12 1 ±0.4 93,0 ±5.4 78.0±4.5 10.2 ±0.2 41.7±1.2 

\J. OJJ A. 
12 1 ±0.4 93,0 ±5.4 10.2 ±0.2 0.005 

San Antonio 601 1996 46.0 (9) 12,1 (19) 110 (32) 92 (32) 10.4 (12) 39.8 (17) 0.844 (5) 
602 1996 46.5 (8) 12,4 (17) 110 (26) 92 (25) 10.4 (14) — 0,845 (4) 
702 1997 44.5 (11) 12.1 (22) 96 (44) 80 (44) 10.7 (14) 36.9 (22) 0.830 (5) 
701 1997 42,9 (10) 11.7 (17) 87 [39) 75 (40) jO.11131 J6._6 (2^ 0.852 (5) 

Community 45.0 ± 12.1 ± ioi.o 85.0 ± 10.4 ± 37.8 ± 0^843 ± 
mean ± SE 0.8 0,1 ±5.5 4.5 0.1 1.0 0.005 
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Table 4. Standardized selection differentials" for 10% selections compared to 100 ear 
samples, and direction of difference of selection compared to 100 ears: ear traits. Santa 
Maria. 

Selection Trait 
exercise ID Ear Ear Ear Grain Kernel 100 grain Shelling 
# or diameter length weight yield row weight ratio 
statistic number 
llA 0.55 T 0.95* T 0.91* T 0.89* T 0.25 i 0.68* t 0.08 
12A 0.96* T 0.65* T 0.94* t 0.92* t 0.50 t — 0.09 
13A 0.10 i 0.23 i 0.08 T 0.03 t 0.40 t 0.45 t 0.06 
14A 0.83* T 1.20* t -1.58* t 1.50* t 0.16 T — 0.32 
15A 0.74 t 0.48* t 0.59 T 0.57 T 0.47* i 0.86* T 0.04 
16A 1.29* t 1.33* t 1.81* t 1.78* t 0.61 t — 0.11 
20A 0.78* T 0.43* T 1.58* T 1.59* T 0 78* t 0.77* T 0.20 T 
21A 0.02 T 0.75* T 0.91* T 0.86* T 0.57 i 1.02* 0.06 
22A 0.74* T 0.88* T 1.35* T 1.31* T 0.08 i 0.88* ^ 0.08 
23A 0.19 t 0.67* T 0.75* T 0.72* T 0.57 i 0.95* t 0.07 
24A 0.01 -- 1.03* t 1.04* T 1.04* t 0.08 i 0.18 T 0.21 
25A 0.19 i 0.65* t 0.58 T 0.57 t 0.41 i 0.11 T 0.13 
26A 0.19 t 0.83* t 0.73* t 0.74* t 0.57 i 0.46 T 0.15 
27A 0.31 T 0.95* t 1.16* t 1.12* t 0.08 i 0.78* T 0.08 
28A 0.13 t 0.49 t 0.90* t 1.00* T 0.25 i 0.44 ^ 0.72* 
Community summary 
Mean" S 0.92 0.83 1.14 1.12 0.63 0.85 na 
(CV) (24%) (32%) (32%) (31%) (35%) (14%) 
Proportion 
significant 33.3 86.7 80.0 80.0 13.3 58.3 6.7 
/-tests (%) 
Scientist 
29A 0.24 i 0.63 T 0.40* T 0.32 t 0.57 i 0.48 ^ 0.28 

" Standardized selection differential = (mean of selection - mean of 100 ears)/standard 
deviation of 100 ears. 

^ Mean calculated using S values for significant t-tests from farmer selections only. 
* Mest of difference betw/een means significant at P < 0.05 
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Table 5. Standardized selection differentials" for 10% selections compared to 100 ear 
samples and direction of difference of selection compared to 100 ears: ear traits. San 
Antonio. 

Selection Trait 
exercise ID Ear Ear Ear Grain Kernel 100 Shelling 
# or diameter length weight yield row grain ratio 
statistic number weight 
I IB 0.48 t 0.28 t 0.52 t 0.46 T 0.47 t 0.08 t 0.41 
12B 0.87* t 0.86* t 0.86* T 0.86* t 0.03 t — 0.10 
21B 0.69* t 1.06* T 1.15* T 1.18* T 0.09 T 0.35 t 0.45 
22B 1.29* t 0.99* T -1.25* T 1.22* T 0.25 t 0.64 t 0.04 
23B 1.02* t 1.09* t 1.40* T 1.33* t 0.06 i 0.97* t 0.21 
24B 1.22* t 1.15* t 1.60* t 1.54* T 0.25 t 0.87* T 0.10 
25B 0.35 t 0.87* t 0.84* T 0.86* t 0.37 i 0.11 t 0.13 
26B 0,71* t 0.74* t 0.99* t 0.98* t 0.20 t 0.68* t 0.18 
Community summary 
Mean" S 1.00 0.97 1.08 1.14 na 0.84 na 
(CV) (27%) (15%) (32%) (25%) (67%) 
Proportion 
significant 75.0 87.5 90.9 87.5 0 17.5 0 
/-tests (%) 
Scientists 
27B 1.28* t 1.28* t 1.70* t 1.67* t 0.59 T 0.86* t 0.01 
28B 1.12* t 1.37* T 1.61* T 1.61* T 0.33 T 0.82* t 0.17 
29B 1.12* T 1.31* T 1.71* T 1.65* T 0.98* ^ 0.91* t 0.08 

" Standardized selection differential = (mean of selection - mean of 100 ears)/standard 
deviation of 100 ears. 

'' Mean calculated using S values for significant t-tests from farmer selections only. 
* /-test of difference between means significant at P < 0.05. 



Table 6. Sources of variation for GLM, 1998 experimental field, Santa Maria, Oaxaca Mexico®. F values.' 

Trait (#data points) Source 
Model R^lication Population Rep*pop Area' Plants per hill 

Ear height (1817) 4.72^ 4.44' 13.73' 1.76' 1.76 0.04 
Tassel height (1858) 4.56' 5.22' 7.17' 2.38' 7.16' 1.55 
Plant height (1875) 3.94' 5.08' 7.04' 2.10' 3.34 0.52 
Stalk diameter (1883) 2.98' 27.35' 1.81' 1.50' 23.52' 20.76' 
Forage yield (1875) 3.18' 19.09' 5.62' 1.47' 20.27' 8.52' 
Tassel branch area (1857) 1.03 6.39' 0.74 0.91 0.68 0.33 
Ear leaf width (1822) 1.98' 11.12' 2.47' 1.32' 3.72 3.13 
Ear leaf length (1823) 1.50' 6.30' 1.47 1.21' 1.47 7.20' 
Primary tassel branches'* 2.48' 1.45 9.91' 1.19' 1.04 0.39 

(1864) 
ASI individuar (739) 1.05 1.53 0.87 1.04 0.0002 0.04 
AS! population** (239) 4 91' 4.00' 5,14' — — — 

Individual days to anthesis*" 2.93' 10.23* 10.28' 1.20 0.45 5.99' 
(923) 

Population days to anthesis'' 8.58' 4.66' 9,52' — — — 

(240) 
Ear length (1578) 1.24' 0.77 1,50 1.19' 1.57 1.77 
Ear diameter (1389) 1.83' 2,63' 5 18' 1.14 0.61 0.05 
Ear weight (1118) 1 30' 2.51' 1,68' 1.16 2.73 1.49 
Kernel row number** (1617) 3.64' 1.65 16.73' 1.21' 0.01 1.30 
Grain yield ( 1119) 1.27' 2.91' 1.58' 1.15 2.42 1.74 
100 grain weight (1312) 1.55' 1.51 3.29' 1.23' 0.03 0.08 
Shelling ratio (1118) 1.43' 1.67 0.85 1.40' 0.27 4.78' 



Table 6 - Continued. 

' Significant at P < 0.05 
'' Excluding plants number I and 10 in each plot, total possible data points=I920; total possible plants/population=64. 
'' Data square root transformed. 

Calculated on 5 individuals/populations/replication. 
Calculated from date of 50% anthesis and silking using all individuals/population/replication. 
Calculated for individual plants as (width[suni of half interrow distance on either side of plant] x length [sum of half 
intrarow distance on either side of plant]). 
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Table 7. 1996 random sample v. 1997 random sample. F values of orthogonal contrasts. 

Trait Populations/households 
22 V. 24 32 V. 34 42 V. 44 52 V. 54 62 V. 64 72 V. 74 
hh#l hh#2 hh #3 hh#4 hh #5 hh #6 

Ear height 0.97 0.60 1.31 0.08 1.31 0.44 
Tassel height 1.11 0.03 0.07 4.55* 0.39 0.01 
Plant height 0.71 0 0.09 3.92* 0.15 0.13 
Stalk diameter 8.01 0.30 1.20 2.36 0.93 1.55 
Forage yield 1.90 0.16 0.81 6.60* 0.61 1.37 
Ear leaf width 1.93 0.27 0.16 1.07 2.66 0.93 
Primary tassel 0.04 4.47* 0.93 0.37 0 0 

branches® 
ASI population*^ 4.67» 0.46 1.17 0.89 0.16 0.29 
Individual days to 0.59 3.71 0.11 2.92 1.13 0.95 

anthesis*" 
Population days 0 0.19 0 0.19 0 3.90* 

to anthesis*^ 
Ear diameter 0.90 0.08 1.54 0.02 NE 0.10 
Ear weight 0.08 0.93 1.43 0.16 NE 0.14 
Kernel row 0 3.96* 0.34 0.76 0.07 2.34 

number" 
Grain yield 0.14 1.20 1.39 0.12 NE 0.08 
100 grain weight 2.18 0.02 1.04 0.17 1.35 0.90 

* Significant at P ^ 0.05. 
" Data square root transformed. 
'' Calculated on ^ 5 individuals/population/replication. 

Calculated from date of 50% anthesis and silking using all 
individuals/population/replication. 

NE = nonestimable. 
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Table 8. 1996 random sample v. 1996 farmer-selected sample. F values of orthogonal 
contrasts. 

Trait Populations/households 
22 V. 23 32 V. 33 42 V. 43 52 V. 53 62 V. 63 72 V. 73 

hh#I  hh #2 hh #3 hh#4 hh #5 hh #6 
Ear height 0.55 0.12 0.06 0.49 0.74 7.57* 
Tassel height 1.28 0.27 0.42 0.54 0.61 3.41 
Plant height 1.01 0.37 0.60 0.55 0.22 2.57 
Stalk diameter 0.96 0.06 0.22 0.52 0.15 0.43 
Forage yield 0 0.33 0.62 0 0 0.25 
Ear leaf width 0.16 0.02 0.08 1.19 0.39 0.01 
Primary tassel 3.58 5.44* 0.03 0.04 0.57 6.22* 

branches" 
ASI population' 16.IP 2.85 0.41 0.16 0.56 3.22 
Individual days 0.01 0.01 0.14 2.83 0.04 0.06 

to anthesis'' 
Population days 0 0 0 0 0 0 

to anthesis' 
Ear diameter 0.68 0.06 2.59 2.31 3.67 
Ear weight 0.27 0.40 1.17 0.18 NE 1.08 
Kernel row 0.01 1.75 0.14 1.56 0.14 0.02 

number^ 
Grain yield 0.10 0.48 0.88 0.10 NE 0.78 
100 grain weight 0.68 1.15 0.20 0 2.60 1.55 

* Significant at P ^ 0.05. 
" Data square root transformed. 
'' Calculated on ^ 5 individuals/population/replication. 

Calculated from date of 50% anthesis and silking using all 
individuals/population/replication. 

NE = nonestimable. 
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Table 9. 1997 random sample v. 1997 farmer-selected sample. F values of orthogonal 
contrasts. 

Trait Populations/households 
24 V. 25 34 V. 35 44 V. 45 54 V. 55 64 V. 65 74 V. 75 

hh#l  hh #2 hh #3 hh#4 hh #5 hh #6 
Ear height 0 2.11 1.24 0.01 0.16 0.59 
Tassel height 0.05 0.07 0.46 1.13 0.30 0 
Plant height 0.13 0.29 0.33 0.98 0.37 0.05 
Stalk diameter 2.43 0.78 0.36 2.27 0.43 0.08 
Forage yield 0.64 1.05 0 3.65 0.95 0.15 
Ear leaf width 0.20 0.25 0.15 0.86 0.17 0.20 

Primary tassel 
branches® 1.86 0.15 1.12 0.05 1.63 0.02 

ASI population' O.IO 0.16 0.29 2.26 0 0.08 
Days to anthesis 

0.15 2.87 0.05 0.01 1.58 0.66 
(individual)'' 

2.87 0.01 1.58 0.66 

Days to anthesis 
/ 1 * \ C 0 1.29 0.01 2.19 0.88 9.58* 
(population) 

1.29 0.01 2.19 9.58* 

Ear diameter 0.01 0.07 0.43 2.04 2.03 0.20 
Ear weight 3.15 0.16 0.08 0.68 0.76 0.05 
Kernel row 0.20 0.01 0 1.50 0.25 0.03 

number® 
Grain yield 3.18 0.26 0.18 0.75 0.59 0.11 
100 grain 1.75 0.36 1.22 0.80 0.06 0.17 

weight 
• Significant at P ^ 0.05. 

Data square root transformed. 
Calculated on ^ 5 individuals/populations/replication. 
Calculated from date of 50% anthesis and silking using all 
individuals/population/replication. 



Table 10. 1995 selected sample v. 1997 random sample. F values of orthogonal 
contrasts. 

Trait Populations/households 
21 V. 24 31 V. 34 41 V. 44 51 V. 54 61 V. 64 71 V. • 
hh#l  hh #2 hh #3 hh#4 hh #5 hh #6 

Ear height 0.20 0 0.04 0.06 0.39 1.72 
Tassel height 0.39 0.10 0.63 0.75 0.12 0.07 
Plant height 0.35 0.29 0.93 0.41 0.10 0.32 
Stalk diameter 6.97* 0.30 0.09 1.59 2.86 0.12 
Forage yield 2.18 0.59 0.70 2.05 1.36 0.51 
Ear leaf width 0 1.09 ^ 0.16 0.14 2.17 0.29 
Primary tassel 0.54 0 0.96 0.11 2.36 1.08 

branches® 
ASI 0.68 0.02 0.07 0.77 0.03 0.78 

(population)'^ 
Days to 0.49 4.06* 0.02 1.41 2.96 0.73 

anthesis 
(individual)'' 

Days to 0.01 0.21 O.OI 0.13 0.92 8.39* 
anthesis 
(population)*^ 

Ear diameter 0.07 0.03 0.26 1.76 1.22 0.02 
Ear weight 0.67 0.16 0.06 0.05 0.51 0.08 
Kernel row 1.53 0.46 0.46 1.09 0.04 4.28* 

number" 
Grain yield 0.58 0.01 0.18 0.08 0.54 0.04 
100 grain 1.39 0.32 0.04 2.27 0 0.50 
weight 

* Significant at P ^ 0.05. 
" Data square root transformed. 
'' Calculated on ^ 5 individuals/population/replication. 
' Calculated from date of 50% anthesis and silking using all 

individuals/population/replication. 
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Table 11. 1995 farmer-selected sample v. 1997 farmer-selected sample. F values of 
orthogonal contrasts. 

Trait Populations/households 
21 V. 25 31 V. 35 41 V. 45 51 V. 55 61 V. 65 71 V. 75 

hh#l  hh #2 hh #3 hh#4 hh #5 hh #6 
Ear height 0.17 2.02 1.13 0.14 1.06 0.32 
Tassel height 0.19 0.03 2.90 0.04 0.82 0.07 
Plant height 0.04 0.01 2.84 0.13 0.90 0.16 
Stalk diameter 0.95 0.05 0 0.05 5.69* 0 
Forage yield 0.41 0.01 1.38 0.22 4.84* 0.10 
Ear leaf width 0.08 0.30 0.05 0.29 4.37* 0.71 
Primary tassel 0.27 0.16 0.12 0.24 8.28* 0.83 

branches® 
ASI population*^ 1.17 0.86 0.66 0.16 1.48 4.67* 
Days to anthesis 0.73 0.14 0.02 1.49 0.26 0 

(individual)'' 
Days to anthesis 0 0.77 0 3.08 3.08 0.19 

(population)*^ 
Ear diameter 0.22 0.21 0.14 0 4.93* 0.44 
Ear weight 0.97 0.02 0.16 0.35 1.93 0.15 
Kernel row 0.52 0.49 0.37 5.31* 0.15 5.48* 

number® 
Grain yield 1.13 0.07 0.17 0.31 1.82 0.14 
100 grain 0.06 0 0.76 0.44 0.02 0.06 

weight 
* Significant at P ^ 0.05. 
" Data square root transformed. 
^ Calculated on ^ 5 individuals/population/replication. 

Calculated from date of 50% anthesis and silking using all 
individuals/population/replication. 
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Table 12. 1995 farmer-selected sample v. 1996 farmer-selected sample. F values of 
orthogonal contrasts. 

Trait Populations/households 
21 V. 23 31 V. 33 41 V. 43 51 V. 53 61 V. 63 71 V. 73 

hh#l  hh #2 hh #3 hh#4 hh #5 hh #6 
Ear height 0.08 1.53 1.32 1.56 0.11 4.70 
Tassel height 0.56 0.05 1.15 0.30 0.25 2.80 
Plant height 0.60 0 2.00 0.31 0.16 1.87 
Stalk diameter 0.55 0.02 0.09 0.88 0.18 0.08 
Forage yield 0 0 0.53 1.03 0.22 0.95 
Ear leaf width 0.87 0.45 1.07 3.40 0.41 0.27 
Primary tassel 1.64 0.03 0.10 0.16 0.82 2.68 

branches" 
ASI population*^ 1.17 0.86 0.66 0.16 1.48 4.67 
Days to anthesis 0.02 0 0 1.29 0.82 0.21 

(individual)'' 
Days to anthesis 0 0.19 0 0.77 0.77 0.19 

(population)*^ 
Ear diameter 0.21 0.06 0.03 0 0.35 3.69 
Ear weight 0 0.80 0.06 NE 0.10 0.16 
Kernel row 1.37 0 0.26 2.19 0.60 0.16 

number" 
Grain yield 0 0.46 0.07 NE 0.07 0.05 
100 grain weight 0.14 0.09 0.07 0.72 0.09 1.80 

* Significant at P ^ 0.05. 
" Data square root transformed. 
'' Calculated on ^ 5 individuals/population/replication. 

Calculated from date of 50% anthesis and silking using all 
individuals/population/replication. 

NE = nonestimable. 
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Table 13. Summary of orthogonal contrasts of random and farmer selected populations: 
morphological and phenological traits. 

House- Trait Contrasts* (standardized means for each population*) 
hold RS '96 V. SS '96 RS '97 v. SS '97 SS '95 v. SS '97 

Ear height 97.5 101.3 102.3 102.0 100.0 102.0 
Plant height 99.6 102.1 101.6 100.5 100.0 100.5 
Stalk diameter 100.9 97.9 92.8 97.2 100.0 97.2 
Ear leaf width 96.5 97.4 100.4 99.2 100.0 99.2 
Primary tassel 100.4 96.3 102.2 98.5 100.0 98.5 

branches 
ASI - - 160.0 140.0 100.0 140.0 

(population)** 
Days to 100.0 99.7 100.7 100.9 100.0 100.9 

anthesis 
(individual)' 

Days to 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
anthesis 
(population)'^ 

Ear height 97.0 94.7 100.5 94.0 100.0 94.0 
Plant height 102.0 100.0 101.6 100.3 100.0 100.3 
Stalk diameter 100.9 99.6 102.2 99.4 100.0 99.4 
Ear leaf width 98.9 98.2 97.5 98.5 100.0 98.5 
Primary tassel 94.6 100.5* 99.6 98.9 100.0 98.9 

branches 
ASI 124.0 NE 104.0 116.0 100.0 116.0 

(population)** 
Days to 100.3 100.1 102.7 100.5 100.0 100.5 

anthesis 
(individual)"^ 

Days to 99.6 99.6 100.0 100.8 100.0 100.8 
anthesis 
(population)*^ 
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Table 13, continued. 

House- Trait Contrasts* (standardized means for each population*) 
hold RS '96 V. SS '96 RS '97 v. SS '97 SS '95 v. SS '97 

Ear height 95.0 94.6 100.8 94.7 100.0 94.7 
Plant height 98.2 96.4 97.5 95.5 100.0 95.5 
Stalk diameter 101.9 100.9 99.1 99.9 100.0 99.9 
Ear leaf width 102.1 103.0 lOl .O 106.7 100.0 106.7 
Primary tassel 100.0 101.0 103.0 98.9 100.0 98.9 

branches 
ASI 20.0 60.0 100.0 60.0 100.0 60.0 

(population)** 
Days to 100.5 100.1 100.2 99.8 100.0 99.8 

anthesis 
(individual)*^ 

Days to 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
anthesis 
(population)'' 

Ear height 97.7 95.4 98.8 98.7 100.0 98.7 

Plant height 96.9 98.7 101.3 99.2 100.0 99.2 
Stalk diameter 99.4 97.3 103.8 99.3 100.0 99.3 
Ear leaf width 98.2 95.0 101.1 98.6 100.0 98.6 
Primary tassel 99.1 98.9 101.1 101.3 100.0 101.3 

branches 
ASI 100.0 90.9 78.8 112.1 100.0 112.1 

(population)"* 
Days to 100.6 98.7 98.7 98.5 100.0 98.5 

anthesis 
(individual)*^ 

Days to 99.3 99.3 99.6 98.5 100.0 98.5 
anthesis 
(population)"* 
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Table 13, continued. 

House- Trait Contrasts* (standardized means for each population*) 
hold RS '96 V. SS '96 RS '97 v. SS '97 SS '95 v. SS '97 

Ear height 97.9 101.4 102.3 104.2 100.0 104.2 
Plant height 99.8 101.0 100.8 102.3 100.0 102.3 
Stalk diameter 102.3 101.3 105.1 107.0 100.0 107.0* 
Ear leaf width 100.0 101.8 104.8 106.0 100.0 106.0* 
Primary tassel 104.3 102.5 104.3 107.8 100.0 107.8* 

branches 
ASI 111.4 125.7 102.9 102.9 100.0 102.9 

(population)'' 
Days to 99.2 98.9 97.8 99.4 100.0 99.4 

anthesis 
(individual)' 

Days to 100.8 100.8 100.8 101.5 100.0 101.5 
anthesis 
(population)'' 

Ear height 102.4 91.6* 105.1 102.2 100.0 102.2 
Plant height 100.5 96.7 101.5 101.0 100.0 101.0 
Stalk diameter 97.5 99.2 100.8 100.1 100.0 100.1 
Ear leaf width 98.7 98.5 101.7 102.4 100.0 102.4 
Primary tassel 102.2 95.7* 102.4 102.4 100.0 102.4 

branches 
ASI 93.8 50.0 81.3 87.5 100.0 87.5* 

(population)** 
Days to 99.8 99.5 100.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 

anthesis 
(individual)® 

Days to 100.4 100.4 102.1 99.6* 100.0 99.6 
anthesis 
(population)** 

* Contrast significant at P < 0.05 
' Population mean as a proportion of the mean of SS '95 by population and trait, 

calculated from LS means. 
NE = nonestimable. 
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Table 14. Orthogonal contrasts of random and farmer selected populations: post harvest 
traits. 

House- Trait Contrasts* (standardized means for each population') 
hold RS '96 V. SS '96 RS '97 v. SS '97 SS '95 v. SS '97 
1 Ear diameter 96.6 V. 98.8 99.4 98.8 100.0 98.8 

Ear weight 105.1 98.7 108.8 90.2 100.0 90.2 
Kernel row 98.0 98.2 98.1 98.9 100.0 98.9 

number 
Grain yield 103.5 100.0 108.5 89.2 100.0 89.2 
100 grain 98.1 102.3 107.3 98.5 100.0 98.5 

weight 
2 Ear diameter 98.9 99.4 99.5 98.8 100.0 98.8 

Ear weight 117.1 110.9 107.1 103.0 100.0 103.0 
Kernel row 98.1 99.9 100.9 101.0 100.0 101.0 

number 
Grain yield 113.8 107.0 102.6 97.3 100.0 97.3 
100 grain 103.7 98.1 104.0 lOO.O 100.0 100.0 

weight 
3 Ear diameter 105.1 100.5 101.4 98.9 100.0 98.9 

Ear weight 110.9 97.5 97.2 95.6 100.0 95.6 
Kernel row 99.9 99.2 98.9 99.0 100.0 99.0 

number 
Grain yield 109.6 97.3 95.2 95.5 100.0 95.5 
100 grain 105.0 101.5 98.7 105.0 100.0 105.0 

weight 
4 Ear diameter 95.5 100.0 95.5 100.0 lOO.O 100.0 

Ear weight 102.7 NE 93.4 107.2 100.0 107.2 
Kernel row 100.7 102.5 101.6 103.8 100.0 103.8* 

number 
Grain yield 100.9 NE 91.8 106.9 100.0 106.9 
100 grain 91.3 93.8 89.0 95.3 100.0 95.3 

weight 
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Table 14, continued. 

House- Trait Contrasts* (standardized means for each population") 
hold RS'96v, SS'96 RS'97v. SS'97 SS'95 v. SS'97 

Ear diameter NE 101.8 102.6 106.8 100.0 106.8* 
Ear weight NE 96.8 106.9 116.7 100.0 116.7 
Kernel row 99.4 98.8 99.6 100.6 100.0 100.6 

number 
Grain yield NE 97.0 107.3 116.3 100.0 116.3 
100 grain 89.9 102.1 99.8 101.0 100.0 101.0 

weight 
6 Ear diameter 100.6 

Ear weight 94.1 
Kernel row 100.9 

number 
Grain yield 96.3 
100 grain 100.0 

weight 

* Contrast significant at P < 0.05. 
* Population mean as a proportion of the mean of SS '95 by population and trait, 

calculated from LS means. 
NE = nonestimable. 

105.7 
105.0 
100.7 

103.0 
109.8 

99.6 
102.2 
103.5 

98.5 
93.7 

101.9 
104.7 
103.8 

104.6 
98.3 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

100.0 
100.0 

101.9 
104.7 
103.8* 

104.6 
98.3 


